WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING

WILLIAM G. JOHNSSON

WILSON'S "3-RING CIRCUS" = Biggest Show on Earth! Keep them entertained = one Big Clowning Act = anything for a Laugh = Girlie Shows = Elephant Ring = "Daniel and Revelations" High-Jinks = Grammatical Gymnastics = Acrobats = Magic Side-Show = see PHILADELPHIA DISAPPEAR in a Cloud of Smoke! GUARANTEED to ENTERTAIN! Forget your Worries = FREE HEAD-ACHE PILLS! BALLOONS for the Kids! Popcorn and Maxwell Comics.

COME ONE = COME ALL!
Sometimes I would like to tell you how I feel. I mean about some FALSE TIME-PROPHET STEPPING ON THE Podium - thinking he has the Right to be there = to start his Spiel. At the Moment I remember when the alleged "AWAKENING" came on the Scene in 1960 via HUDSON and his "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" Magazine. The Reason that Show took off and became so Popular = was the Dearth from the Adventist Pulpits = on the Subjects that the AWAKENING Popularized = "THE MIDNIGHT CRY" = "THE SEALING" = "THE SANCTUARY" = "THE 144,000" = "THE CLOSE OF PROBATION." It was like a man = DYING in the DESERT - now at long last has his hands on a Cup of COOL WATER! He is not concerned about some MUD in the CUP.

HUDSON AND HIS MAGAZINE came with 3 Persons. BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT of AUSTRALIA. PESTES of CANADA. I do not know if you are aware of what happened since. HOW it happened and WHY it happened. That BRINSMEAD gave up EVERYTHING = PESTES did the SAME. BRINSMEAD accepted a BRIBE from the HEPPENSTALL (ILLUMINATI?) FOUNDATION with PAXTON as his PACE-SETTER. To PROGRAMME HIM. ANGLICAN (OXFORD MOVEMENT) ONE-WORLDER STYLE. PESTES accepted the BRIBE to be the Minister for "THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH OF GOD." (A seventh-day "BALLenger-BUNCH" = DEATH on ELLEN WHITE = back to HELL=TORMENT THEORIES = CHARISMATIC "POWER! HEALINGS! TONGUES!") WRIGHT followed WAGGONER into "SPIRITUAL WIVES!" Might as well have been Dealing with a Bunch of DRUNKS! They were DRUNK on PROPHETIC OPIATES!

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

"RIGHT=IN=THE-BEGINNING!"

HOUSTOFF of the "SHEPHERD'S RODS" = was "RIGHT=IN=THE-BEGINNING!" ROGERS of the "CHRIST OUR
RIGHTTEOUSNESS" Group = was "RIGHT=IN=THE-BEGINNING!"
BRINSMEAD of the 1960 "AWAKENING!" was "RIGHT=IN=THE=
BEGINNING!"

THEN IT SEEMS TO BE FATAL
to be "RIGHT=IN=THE-BEGINNING!" A sure way to go to
the Devil! We prefer to BELIEVE = TEACH = to REMEMBER
= and to PROVE = that they were: "WRONG=IN=THE-BEGINNING!"
and ever since. They have been NOTHING but WRONG =
right thru! And EVERY=ONE=OF=THEM=WERE=WRONG = and
WRONG=TO=THIS=DAY! Because they came with the Trumpeted
up Claim that: "SPAWN OUT!" means "GOING THRU!" And
"NOT=TO=USE=DRUGS!" means to "USE THEM!" and spend more
MONEY on the USING=OF=THEM = than for any other ONE=THING!
In their ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE = they have
set up DRUG=EMPORIUMS = "SECOND=TO=NONE!" Until they
ran themselves into over a 2 BILLION $ DEBT = that they
will NEVER pay OFF! The GOVERNMENT will have to take
over EVERY=ONE=OF=THEM! If not hold the MEMBERSHIP
RESPONSIBLE for that Debt! "There will come a CRISIS
in EVERY=ONE of our INSTITUTIONS!" T5:479. "In a little
while we are to meet our Lord; and what Account shall
we have to give Him of the use WE have made of OUR Time
= OUR Talents of Influence, and OUR Possessions?" T5:481.

INSTEAD OF THE CROCODILE TEARS
that they were "RIGHT=IN=THE-BEGINNING" = REMEMBER what
HAPPENED to the: "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN!" - the FULL
AUTUMN COUNCIL that REFUSED to accept the JUDGEMENT OF
GOD in the GROUND OPENING UP for the CHURCH=LEADERS =
KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM = the "BIG 3" = who taught 2
THINGS = 40 Years in the Wilderness because of your
SINS = means we are "WELL ABLE TO TAKE THE LAND!" =
"SPAWN OUT!" means GOING THRU!" and the "CONGREGATION
IS HOLY = EVERY ONE OF THEM!" "They had committed the
Sin against the Holy Spirit...!" PP 405. "Do not the
SAME EVILS STILL EXIST...?" PP 403.

HOUTEFF=ROGERS=BRINSMEAD= "THE BIG 3."

As there are "EXPEDITIONS FOR OCEAN RESEARCH" to see
why HALF the OCEANS are DEAD = to see why "ACID" is
KILLING the ENVIRONMENT on LAND and FORESTS even up to
the NORTH POLE! So we need an INVESTIGATION into WHY
did the PROPHET SEE the ADVENTIST CHURCH becoming
"TWICE DEAD" = in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" = "IMPESTRIBERABLE" "NOTHING hereafter will bring them to their SENSES, because the BEWITCHING GUILE of SATAN has perverted their DISCERNMENT...there will be SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS in=the-midst =of=the=Church, AND=THESE=EVIL=INFLUENCES=WILL=INCREASE" MANUSCRIPT 61a June 3, 1906. "THE UPWARD LOOK" = p.168.(EGW). "...IN=OUR=PULPITS!" TM 409. "ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN...WILL CONTINUE...!" B7:56.

THE PROPHET SAID =

what would TRANQUILIZE THEM! So PLAIN no HONEST person can DENY it = (We do not care = about the other Kind!) NO HONEST PERSON CAN DENY THIS:

(1) "...A MOVEMENT shall COME...!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296.
(2) "...and BEFORE the TIME for such a MOVEMENT... (SATAN) will endeavor to PREVENT it, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT." GC 464. 1884 GC 296. (WHICH COMES FIRST?)
(3) (NOT TAUGHT BY ANY OTHER WRITER!) The DOGMAS of that "COUNTERFEIT" was CATALOGUED and LISTED in the SAME CHAPTER = SAME SUBJECT! 1884 GC 300-2. GC 471-3.
(4) (why will NO OTHER WRITER FEATURE THIS BLATANT "COUNTERFEIT?) Because they BELIEVE the SAME THINGS? or because they would NEVER be POPULAR? And is not POPULARITY more important than TRUTH = ??? WHAT=IS=THE=COUNTERFEIT? Or = like some who are AFRAID they might have CANCER = do not want to be told!

THE CANCER

(5) "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!" 1884 GC 300. GC 471. (In modern Terminology: "I AM SAVED!" at this very BILLY GRAHAM MEETING! and WIELAND and STANDISH and 10,000 lesser Fry not worth mentioning = STOOD BY and said = NARY=A=WORD! It might not be POPULAR) Or they MIGHT JUST NOT OBTAIN A PASSING DEGREE from the BABYLONISH SEMINARY! or FROOM=ANDERSEN=JOHNSON might not receive that "GOODLY BABYLONISH GARMENT" = from BARNHOUSE and MARTIN!

("I AM SAVED") "There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human Soul, as PRIDE and SELF-
SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the
MOST INCURABLE!...should NEVER be taught to SAY or to
FEEL = that they are "SAVED!" This is MISLEADING.
(Not LEADING = but "MISLEADING!")...They are UNPREPARED
..."Let him that THINKETH he STANDETH = take heed lest he
FALL." ...with FEAR and TREMBLING..." COL 154-5.
(1900) (Uriah Smith hated this so much he REFUSED to
sell that Book = but preferred "HOLY FLESH!" 1900.) (To
be Repeated just before the Close of Probation. SM 2:31
Rh 5:414. SM 1:314. AA 562.)

(6) If I am "SAVED!" on an "INSTANT!" at this very
ORAL ROBERTS or WALTER MARTIN or BAKKER-SWAGGART "HOLY
ROLLER" PENTECOSTAL CHARISMATIC MEETING = with BEER
on my Breath and PORK in my STOMACH = "HELL-TORMENT"
THEORIES in my DEMENTED BRAIN! Then it HAS to be by
"FAITH ALONE!" GC 471.
"...is a LIAR and the TRUTH is NOT in HIM!" GC 300.

THEY DENY THE "STEPS" to CHRIST = ORIGINAL 1884 GC 301
listed not just this "ONE STEP" to Christ. But
PETER'S LADDER calls for" "ADD to your FAITH=VIRTUE=
KNOWLEDGE-TEMPERANCE-PATIENCE=GOODNESS=BROTHERLY KIND-
NESS=CHARITY!...This is a DAILY "WORK" (Do we DENY the
"DAILY"?) 1884 GC 301.

(7) Do we DENY the "WORK!" = "ONLY BELIEVE!" say they,
"and the BLESSING is YOURS!" NO=FURTHER-EFFORT...is
supposed to be required!" 1884 GC 300. GC 471. Then
they go on = cursing "WORKS" = BRINSMEAD = in his
ABOMINABLE 1959-1960 Book = that "NOBODY but NOBODY"
could find anything "WRONG" with = I had marked in my
Copy = NO WORKS? p. 3, 7, 25. Did not one of those Holy
Adventists remember: "I do not mean that CHEAP "FAITH!"
= unsupported by "WORKS!"...(THE REAL "AWAKENING!")
AWAKE! from the DEAD!" SM 2:381-2.

THEY SAY HE CHANGED! HE WAS RIGHT=IN=THE=BEGINNING
but he CHANGED! HE DID NOT CHANGE! He only went into
it DEEPER! AND WAS MORE HONEST than those who HANG ON
to his FIRST ABOMINATIONS - and want to do what he
would not do = CONTINUE TO PRETEND that he "BELIEVED"
the SOP! He was not THAT=BIG=A=HYPOCRITE like some
who read these Words. LIKE ELIJAH SAID - make up your
MIND! Go over to ONE SIDE = or the OTHER! Is it SOP or is it:

BAAL!

BRINSMEAD'S (SATAN'S) "ETERNAL PURPOSE" = NO WORKS.

A STILL WORSE ELEMENT

(8) "But we had a STILL WORSE ELEMENT to meet in a Class who claimed that they were SANCTIFIED = THAT= THEY-COULD=NOT=SIN...They had a SATANIC, BEWITCHING POWER...The Lord used us as Instruments to REBUKE these FANATICS, and to OPEN=THE=EYES of His faithful people...PEACE and JOY came into the Hearts of those who BROKE AWAY...!" SM 2:27.

BACK TO THE GLARING "COUNTERFEIT".

SINLESS "JONES!" = SINLESS "WRIGHT!" = SINLESS "BRINSMEAD!" = (and some who REFUSE to break with the SINLESS "CULT" = REVIVING that AGAIN! in 1988-1989):
"...FAITH without WORKS?...this ENSNARING DOCTRINE...It is not FAITH...it is PRESUMPTION!...And the CLAIM to be WITHOUT SIN is, in itself, EVIDENCE that he who makes this CLAIM is FAR=FROM=HOLY...The GREATER the DISTANCE between himself and Christ...THE MORE RIGHT-EOUS HE APPEARS in his own Eyes!...And the CHURCH, instead of REBUKING, too often ENCOURAGES the EVIL...to replenish her TREASURE..."COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM, and be ye SEPERATE!..." GC 472 to 475. 1884 GC 299 to 306.

THE BATTLE

(9) THE BATTLE is over the CHARISMATIC CULT = (BAKKER=SWAGGART=ROBERTS=BARNHOUSE= MARTIN=EVANGELICAL= BABYLON) and their Contention that they are SAVED=HOLY =SINLESS = without the "CURSE!" of LAW=LEGALISM=WORKS =EFFORT=STRIVING=ATTAINING=BUILDING=FORMING=DEVELOPING a "CHARACTER!" All this takes "TIME!" = even the "WORK!" of a "LIFETIME!" They want neither the "WORK!" nor the "TIME!" = this is the: "NOW!" Generation. BALLANGER = following JONES = said he could not stand the "INSUFFERABLE UNCERTAINTY!" = of
WAITING on a Court in Heaven to decide WHO was SAVED and WHO was NOT = resorted to:

**SALVATION ARMY = PENTECOSTAL = SPIRITUALISM**

(10) "SPIRITUALISM TEACHES..."EACH MIND will judge itself, and not another." "The JUDGEMENT will be RIGHT, because it is the JUDGMENT of SELF...The THRONE is WITHIN YOU!" GC 554. (GOD WITHIN = PANTHEISM!)

HOLY FLESH = LIVING TEMPLE. WRIGHT was "SINLESS!" for 10 Years! SINLESS BRINSMEAD p. 62, 65, 103, 110, 130, 149, 169, 174, 176, 180, 185 to 190, 194, 199.

**THUS THE AGENTS OF SATAN DEFY THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE**

1959 = D. L. FRIEND took us BACK to the "FIRST APARTMENT".
1960 = To fulfill the PREDICTION that their "REFORMATIONS" would go from what was already "BAD!" to decidedly "WORSE!" (LEFT out of EW 45 but found in PT 22. RH 1:9.) T5:690. BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=HUDSON = beat D. L. FRIEND - they took us right "OUT!" of the SANCTUARY ENTIRELY! (And then talk about "FORD") right OUT into the "OUTER COURT!" (And yet they were: "RIGHT-IN=THE-BEGINNING!).

1970 = The LEADERSHIP had PROGRAMMED the alleged "AWAKENING!" = they saw how much you LIKED IT! So they gave you the SAME DOCTRINE = "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the "OUTER COURT!" And as to the MOST HOLY PLACE? "ONE DAY we shall share it with our Lord...;And WHEN the HIGH PRIEST moves into the HOLIEST = He will CARRY=YOU= THERE!" (All EMPHASIS OURS!) RH June 19, 1970. p. 9, 10. (SEEMS APOSTASY goes by every 10 Years!)

1980 = DALLAS TEXAS. WILSON=EVA=HAMMILL they cannot Teach the SANCTUARY TRUTHS any more because HAMMILL = the EVOLUTIONIST = does not know the GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION of the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY! "I saw the THIRD ANGEL POINTING UPWARD, showing the disappointed ones the "WAY" = (Through the NEBULA of ORION! EW 41.) the "WAY" to the HOLIEST of the Heavenly Sanctuary. AS=THEY=BY=FAITH enter the Most Holy = they find JESUS." (NOT "YAHWEH!) "JESUS!" EW 254-5.

**HOW IMPORTANT IS "THE MOST HOLY PLACE?"**

That the "AWAKENING" created an EXCITEMENT - we do not Deny. But what was the "EXCITEMENT" based on?
Sliding in on the "ANDREASON LETTERS" = HUDSON obtained that MAILING LIST = when ANDREASON saw the Direction HUDSON was taking = he DEMANDED his "MAILING LIST" back = and then had to announce that "some Names" were Lost on the "Way!" And we should write in if we did not receive his next LETTERS. THE SPLIT WAS PERMANENT.

FROOM

The Battle over the Sanctuary Truths that ANDREASON had = was with FROOM. HUDSON= ever seeking "POWER" and "POPULARITY!" = chose to Sell out to FROOM = ANDREASON separated himself from HUDSON. Since FROOM=ANDERSON picked BRINSMED AND WRIGHT from the best Debating Teams in the College = HUDSON = put out his "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" Magazine PATTERNED after FROOM'S "MINISTRY MAGAZINE" = same SIZE-FORMAT and even Number of Pages! FULLY ONE WITH FROOM (until he learned his Lesson a couple of times) = in DEFANCE of ANDREASON = FEATURED that "CHART" in "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" Magazine = Series A, No. 2, JUNE 1960 back Cover p. 48. Which was the "ESSENCE" of the "EXCITEMENT" raised in AUSTRALIA by BRINSMED and WRIGHT - the first time that anyone knew "ALL" resurrected Saints (including ELLEN WHITE!) would be "SANCTIFIED" in the FIRST APARTMENT! When they got their Act together we found with HORROR = that we were "JUSTIFIED!" way out in the "OUTER COURT!" This is the DRUM THEY WERE Beating from "DAY ONE!" NO ONE BUT NO ONE - CHALLENGED THAT CHART = it took us two Years before we saw WHAT=IT=WAS=TEACHING! THIS WAS "APOTASY EXHIBIT #1" = some have not caught on yet! All they know is that "BRINSMED=WAS=RIGHT=FROM=THE-BEGINNING".

WE WARNED RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING

about any Sleazy "WORSHIPPING" = anywhere's "OUT!" of the "MOST HOLY PLACE!" = since 1844. (SEE PHOTOSTATIC COPY OF p.48 OF THE HUDSON MAGAZINE=1960.) IN THE CENTER-PIECE SPREAD.)

THIS IS THE "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" = this is the WARNING! This is the TRUTH! If no one else is INTERESTED - we are INTERESTED. We know for a Certainty that the "MAJORITY" will be LOST. So we leave it to the FROOMS and the WILSONS in their JOINT-BOOK - "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY=DESPERATION=DEATH= - 8 -
and DESTRUCTION!" we leave them to SNEER from one End of the Book to the other at the "MINORITY VIEW!" We are not afraid of any "MINORITY VIEW!" as there is SALVATION in no other View = but the "DESPISED REMNANT!" T5:475. RH 5:386.

THERE ARE 3 "DESPISED!" VIEWS

THE ORIGINAL IS: RH 5:385 to 388. Jan. 9 to 16, 1908. Here the WHITE ESTATE POINTS US TO PK 593-597. This is about: "JOSHUA AND THE ANGEL" = all CHEWED UP = MIXED UP = AMPUTATED. So BAD that they do not tell you PART of this is found in PK 578 to 596. Also in T5:472 to 476. When you read ALL 3 TOGETHER = you get a quick OVER-VIEW of the DAYS IN WHICH WE LIVE. So we are Interested in what they MIXED up or LEFT OUT and WHY? "JOSHUA AND THE ANGEL" = as Portrayed in the End of Time in T5:472 to 476: (WHO is the "REMNANT?"
What makes them the "REMNANT?" Are they called: "ADVENTISTS?" or "LAODICEA?" Or have they "ESCAPED?"
Are they the Big "CHURCH MILITANT?" Or just a "COMPANY?" Watch what is their "NAME!" Now that we
are so concerned about "NAMES!"

"THE REMNANT CHURCH"....here is a LITTLE COMPANY....the "Remnant Church"...The "People of God".
....The "People of god" are Sighing and Crying for the "ABOMINATIONS" done...The Wicked MOCK....SNEER...SELF-SUFFICIENT...HAUGHTY...claim PERFECTION while TRANS-gressing GOD'S HOLY LAW...The FAITHFUL, PRAYING ONES ARE...the "People of God"...The spotless ROBE...is placed upon....The DESPISED REMNANT...Their "NAMES" are in the Lamb's Book of Life...they have NOT been turned from their Loyalty by the DRAGON'S ROAR...(WILSON the DRAGON'S ROAR! T4:246.) Now they are ETERNALLY SECURE....the REMNANT...THE SEAL...having the FATHER'S "NAME" written in their Foreheads. They sing the New Song...the 144,000...redeemed from among men...NOW indeed are the "REMNANT"...them that are "ESCAPED" OF ISRAEL!" T5:472 to 476. THE CHURCH "TRIUMPHANT!" THE CHURCH "PHILADELPHIA!" Rev.3:7, 12. 14:1. (144,000) 22:4. "I saw that God has HONEST Children among the NOMINAL "ADVENTISTS" and the fallen Churches, and BEFORE THE PLAGUES...MINISTERS AND PEOPLE will be called "OUT!" from these Churches and will GLADLY receive the TRUTH. Satan knows this, and BEFORE the "LOUD CRY"...he raises an "EXCITEMENT" in these Religious Bodies, that those who have REJECTED THE
TRUTH may "THINK" that God is with THEM...to THINK that God is still working for "THE CHURCHES." But the "LIGHT" will Shine, and all who are HONEST will LEAVE the Fallen Churches, and take their stand with the "REMNANT."...There is NOTHING in the POPULAR MINISTRY that stirs the WRATH of Satan...SATAN has taken FULL POSSESSION of "THE CHURCHES" as a BODY.....since Jesus LEFT the HOLY PLACE of the Heavenly Sanctuary and entered within the SECOND VEIL, the CHURCHES have been filling up with every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD...Their PROFESSION, their PRAYERS...ARE AN ABOMINATION!" EW 261, 273-4. SG 1:171-190.

###-

**IF = IF = IF**

"TAKE AWAY THE FILTHY GARMENTS...on CONDITION of OBEDIENCE...When God's professed people REPENT...IF those who have departed from the Lord will take WARNING. IF they will CHANGE their course of Action...IF...He may grant them PARDON...HIS CHURCH...DAUGHTER OF ZION..." (NOT THE OLD BEAT-UP "MOTHER") YOUNGER = SWEETER = SMALLER = the "DAUGHTER!" = she came "OUT!"

**THE REMNANT.**

Called: "REMNANT" and NEVER kept a SABBATH! EW 255.
SG 1:164.

Called: "JEWELS!" and NEVER had the "LIGHT!" EW 61.

Called: "JEWELS!" if they "LEAVE" the "ADVENTISTS!" EW-69.

"IN the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD!" When "ADVENTISTS!" will GIVE UP the FAITH just before the "STORM" as they do in HALF the Earth's Surface. In the RED and BLACK WORLDS = send the Kids to School on the Sabbath the men WORK on the Sabbath. Not some other Time = "NOW"
You could have known this = over 100 Years ago! 1884
GC 426. Gc 608. (ONE SENTENCE TELLS ALL!)

0-0-0-0-0

Did HOUTEFF tell you this? Did BACHAND? Did NAGEL?
Did ROGERS? Did HUDSON? Or did they ALL - with ONE VOICE! tell you that "HARLOT" of T8:250 would COVER her "FILTHY GARMENTS" is that the way they explained:

"JOSHUA AND THE ANGEL!"

YOU READ THAT AGAIN! READ IT = this TIME = with your
EYES OPEN! "But this is a people = ROBBED and SPOILED
.............. These are Prophecies that WILL be FULFILLED
...I have NO SMOOTH MESSAGE to bear to those who have
been so long as FALSE GUIDEPOSTS = POINTING THE WRONG
WAY!" TM 96-7. NOT ONE! of those who wrote so
eloquently in the 1960 Period = NOT ONE! told the
TRUTH about "JOSHUA and the ANGEL!" BRINSMEAD started
out = "At no stage in the Redemption from Egypt did
the Lord intend Israel to FIGHT the ENEMY...How many
there are who IMAGINE that they must reign themselves
up to WRESTLE and FIGHT against SIN? Is there any
WONDER that under such circumstances constant DEFEAT
and DISCOURAGEMENT are INEVITABLE?" RDB = "ETERNAL
PURPOSE" p. 34. (DID YOU READ THAT? Bump your Head
against the Wall a few Times = and look at that again?)
In the IVY HARTBAUER Book I had been loaned to MARK
what is WRONG with that Book at that Time = (Later I
bought her a New One so I have this one for a Souvenir
= September '60.) On that page 34 I marked in HUGE
LETTERS:

READ PP 290!!!

(and, of course = a DOZEN more!) HERE IS THE CRUX OF
THE WHOLE MATTER! If we have to go by 666 Divines of
BABYLON = that is where we will End up. NO WORKS = NO
EFFORT = NO STRIVING = FAITH ALONE = THE "CURSE" OF
LAW = (OLD WRONG "WRIGHT") To make an "EFFORT!" is a
"DOUBLE SIN!" The Lord has never "HELPED!" anyone =
and He never will! (VENDEN) says to "TRY!" to Behave
only makes matters "WORSE!" IT is not my "TRYING!" it
is by "DYING!" ("TWICE DEAD")

NO WONDER!

With THAT KIND of PREACHING = PRACTICING what they
PREACH! the Record is clear - OLD BALAAM will End up
as shown in the SEALING TIME = SDA FORNICATORS! Start
in TM 426 - go Page by Page = MARK every page where you
find "ADULTERERS!" = "FORNICATORS!" until you grind up to p. 447. And why they will NOT be SEALED!
Because they: (CLUNG TO) "THE FILTHY GARMENTS!" And
will the Lord order: "TAKE AWAY THE FILthy GARMENTS
FROM THEM!" as BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=VENDEN=HEPPENSTALL =
and a Host of Adventist Preachers ECHO EACH OTHER and
the BAKKERS and SWAGGARTS of "HOLY ROLLER" PENTECOSTALISM
go to the Cars to get a "6-Pack" so they can Lubricate
their Tonsils and come back inside and really "WOW!" them as they "SPEAK IN TONGUES" with WALTER MARTIN =
so he can tell them they are not a "CULT!" anymore!

- 11 -
ALL HEATHEN CULTS END UP IN SEX! ALL HEATHEN CULTS END UP IN HELL=TORMENT THEORIES! ALL HEATHEN CULTS END UP AS SUN-GOD WORSHIPPERS! WALTER MARTIN AFFILIATES ARE HEATHEN CULTISTS! Who would want to be "APPROVED" by him! All such would tell God to His Face = that they do not intend to FORM-BUILD=ATTAIN=DEVELOP a "CHARACTER!" And they would FALL for the SHALLOW SURFACE INTERPRETATION that the Saints come up to the BRINSMED "JUDGEMENT" = FILTHY and expect a NEW "CHARACTER" given as a "GIFT!" = THEN! Which is the Picture he draws in RDB=EP 203-4. This is the "MARRIAGE!" and "THUS THE CHURCH IS PURIFIED!" RDB=EP 204-5.

"AND ALL THE AWAKENERS RAN DOWN-STAIRS AND RANG THE BASEMENT BELL!"

"AND HERE IS THE SONG - THEY SING THE WHOLE DAY LONG!"

1960 = 28 Years ago! For 28 Years I have built up a BACK-LOG of REFERENCES to BLAST every one of their SUPERSTITIONS to KINGDON-COME! A BACK-LOG not matched anywhere in this World! This people = their MINISTERS have NOT BEEN TAUGHT = and do NOT TEACH THEIR PEOPLE = when they meet such ARGUMENTS as from "FRED BEGUILewart" = that God does not "HELP" us = He never WILL! GO=TO=THE=INDEX! Spend ONE HOUR with the INDEX and/or CONCORDANCE - and you will WASH YOUR HANDS OF THAT FALSE PROPHET FOR EVER! I did = why not you?

*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_

For 28 Years I have MARKED MY BOOKS = to meet these BAAL-PRIESTS that ELIJAH would take down to the Brook Kishon and take their "INFLUENCE" off - just below their Ears! In the last few Weeks. MORNING WATCH BOOK = "GOD'S AMAZING GRACE!" ("HELP!" of GOD=CHRIST=HOLY SPIRIT=ANGELS) p. 77, 81, 83, 108, 111, 115, 257, 260, 266, 201, 209, 217, 316. "THE UPWARD LOOK" = 245 pages out of 379. p. 47, 82, 107, 111, 127, 132, 142, 147, 162, 164, 166, 173, 208, 209, 211. This people are about as IGNORANT of what the HOLY WRITINGS TEACH = as the HOTTEN-TOT of DARKEST AFRICA! And it is LITERALLY TRUE = except for a FEW NOBLE EXCEPTIONS - the more you show them - the LESS they WANT THEM! It is much more desirable to TWIDDLE their way through Life = IRRESPONSIBLY leaving it all to the MINISTRY. Who are only too ready to give them:
"BAAL, BAAL, IS THE CHOICE!" TM 467-B

(PREDICTION:) "The Religion of many among us WILL BE the Religion of APOSTATE ISRAEL...THE TRUE RELIGION... has been SLIGHTED, SPOKEN AGAINST, RIDICULED, and REJECTED. It has been DENOUNCED...THEIR ACCUSATIONS and CONDEMNATION...The Steps NOW being taken by the FEW (at that Time it was only a "FEW" apostate LEADERS = likened to "CAIN" the "ELDER" = (TM 77) = "KORAH", DATHAN and ABIRAM" = the "BIG 3" = CHURCH LEADERS = (TM 78) = likened to the "SCRIBESE-PHARISEES-HYPOCRITES! Like the JEWS who CRUCIFIED CHRIST! (TM 79) = in the "1888 MATERIALS" = WHITE ESTATE = $34.95 only 2,000 Printed = see P. 123, 165-6, 169, 369, 370-1, 381, 387-8, 393, 395, 399, 406-8, 410, 415-7, 432, 517, 528-9, 532, 541, 555, 572, 579, 588-9, 596, 599, 600, 602-3, 628, 632, 695, 699, 700, 718, 884, 906, 911-2, 915-6, 628, 633,676, 695, 710, 718, 745, 911, 989, 1011, 1013, 1025, 1045, 1057, 1303, 1324, 1345, 1354, 1359, 1251, 1309, 1311, 1344, 1368, 1375, 1526, 1545, 1552, 1558, 1561, 1604, 1635, 1744, 1766, 1783. 1479, 1431, 1481, 1505, 1543, 1545, 1552, 1562, 1565, 1604, 1631, 1647, 1651, 1656, 1687, 1689, 1518.

*-*-*-*-*

"THE STEPS now being taken by the FEW = cannot be FOLLOWED by the REMNANT "PEOPLE OF GOD." (TM 470) = "The PURGING and CLEANSING will surely pass through EVERY CHURCH in our Land!"

THE STEPS BY THE FEW NOW BEING TAKEN

(AFTER 1888)

"...CANNOT BE FOLLOWED BY THE "REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD!" Tm 470. "In the Time of the End..."GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE" = standing before the World as (Seventh-day Adventists?) (That "NAME?")...standing before the World as "REFORMERS!"...They are the REPAIRERS OF THE BREACh, restorers of "PATHS" to dwell in." PK 678.

"THE BEGINNING OF THE "PATH", which an Angel told me = was "THE MIDNIGHT CRY!" (MY FIRST VISION) = Ew. 14. WTF 12, 14. T6:265, 17. PK 677, 639, 392. "CHRIST CAME TO...point out to them THE ONLY "PATH"...of Safety. THE BRIGHT BEAMS of the Sun of Righteousness are shining upon THIS PATH..." FCE 339, 340."...the BEGINNING of the PATH, which an Angel told me = was the MIDNIGHT CRY!" ("GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!") Ew 14.
LAODICEAN TRADITION

The same as JEWISH TRADITION - makes the Word of God of NON-EFFECT by their "TRADITION!!" LAODICEAN TRADITION has it that a "NUCLEUS" in the Church = 100% "ADVENTISTS" will Spark to Life and give the "LOUD CRY!". Then the Bible is not True. Both the BIBLE and the SOP = BOTH say "ALL" slumbered = "ALL" slept = how could they Spark to Life = if they "ALL" slept? We are told = EXACTLY HOW! EXACTLY WHEN! "AT MIDNIGHT, there was a CRY made..."GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Matt. 25:5,6. To EMPHASIS it DOUBLE! Then they "ALL" awoke. They could not "ALL" awake = unless "ALL" were ASLEEP! IMPOSSIBLE! When will YOU get that Straight and be able to give "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the LAODICEANS! Because you are NOT giving any "STRAIGHT" Testimony of Jesus until and unless you get "STRAIGHT" = yourself. And you are FAR-FROM-STRAIGHT if you tell LAODICEANS what they WANT to Hear = that it is their Prerogative to give the "LOUD CRY!"

THAT IS THE HOAX OF THE 20th CENTURY!

FAR-FROM=GIVING=THE="LOUD CRY" = "...they will not RECOGNIZE the..."LOUD CRY!"...when...the ANGEL who JOINS the THIRD ANGEL in the Message to be given to the World." TM 300.

TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES=SM 1:57) "TIME" for the "LOUD CRY" is when the Message turns to the World. When Adventist probation is over! "Every Wind of Doctrine will be Blowing...IN=THE=LAST=SOLEMN=WORK...HE=CANNOT=USE=THEM...in the Shaking, Testing time..." T5:80. "Unless we are DAILY advancing (do we deny the "DAILY?")...WE SHALL NOT RECOGNIZE...the LATTER RAIN." TM 507.

LIKE THE JEWS = who kept assuring each other - that they would "BEAT THE ROMANS!!" even the Disciples believed the "TRADITION!!" EVERY ONE OF THEM! So it is now. By the Steady MESMERIZING CHANT heard in every SYNAGOGUE = every Sabbath = not knowing 2 things:

(1) Every last Angel's Message - had a CHANGE of Time and LEADERS!
The steady STACCATO WOODPECKER BEAT = that "THEY" are giving the "LAST MESSAGE" = it is still Written = it will be a NEW "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" Gc 464. 1884 GC 296. And in a "MESSAGE YET FUTURE!" 1888 GC 383.

In a Sense = the Church under the Frooms = has gone into such "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" = as the Third Angel's Message is "REPEATED!" by "OTHERS!" = by "11th Hour Men!" = (COL 399, 79. SM 2:16. CWE 26-7.) "WICKED MEN (WILSON & RAMIK) and THE CHURCH HARMONIZE in this HATRED of the LAW OF GOD, and then THE CRISIS COMES!...

THE WORLD HAS CONVERTED THE CHURCH. Both are in Harmony...ROMAN CATHOLIC PRINCIPLES...THEN the Prayer will ascend from EVERY TRUE CHILD OF GOD, "IT IS TIME FOR THEE, LORD, TO WORK: for THEY have made VOID=THY=LAW" RH 3:473-4. June 15, 1897. (To the LAODICEAN WORSHIPPERS OF "BAAL" = REPEATING the Messages in their "ORDER" = will seem like a BRAND "NEW MESSAGE!" especially if: "...the Second Angel's Message is REPEATED, with the ADDITIONAL MENTION of the CORRUPTIONS which have been entering THE CHURCHES since 1844."

1884 GC 421. (LIFTED OUT of your GC 603. But found in EW 277.) This is "THE LOUD CRY" of Rev.18 = that the Angel came to give in 1888 = but was DRIVEN BACK! And when He comes again = will AGAIN be DRIVEN BACK! That Statement from BRISBIN BOOK p.10-11, (Now available from A. VERNE BATES, 890 Hitching Post Rd., GRANTS PASS, OR 97526 - $2.50 US funds) caused FROOM so much DISTRESS that he tried to make out to BACHAND that it might not be AUTHENTIC. But did not have the Nerve to put that in Print. But since the Church is to go "from BAD to WORSE" = (LIFTED OUT of EW 45 but found in ORIGINAL PT 22. RH 1:9) They found some YAHOO in the White Estate that comes right out and calls it: "SPURIOUS!"


LET HIM PUT THIS IN HIS PIPE AND SMOKE IT!

"IN THE TIME OF THE END, the 'PEOPLE OF GOD' will Sigh and Cry for the ABOMINATIONS done in the Land.

("...IN=THE=CHURCH!" T3:267). With Tears they will WARN the Wicked...The WICKED (ADVENTISTS!) will MOCK their sorrow and RIDICULE their Solemn Appeals." PKS90. ALWAYS OUT TO MODIFY WHAT THE LORD HAS SAID = THE FROOMS DID NOT LIKE THE "LANGUAGE" USED IN THE ORIGINAL = the same as the "TAKING UP A REPROACH"

- 15 -
"The Wicked MOCK their Sorrow, RIDICULE their Solemn Appeals, and SNEER at what they term their 'Weakness'" (see any difference from "TAKING UP A REPROACH?" or is this also: "SPURIOUS!" (ALL EMPHASIS OURS = do not quote us = quote ORIGINAL).

MORE SPURIOUS

"A Class will be reached who are not BLINDED, and THEY will discern the Signs of the Times. THEY will be ALARMED at the failure to OBEY the Word of the Lord, and will establish the TRUTH in many places. A WORK NOW LEFT UNDONE will be carried forward...THROUGH FAITHFUL MESSENGERS, who will give the Trumpet a CERTAIN SOUND. The TRUTH will be CRITICIZED and SCORNED and DERIDED...the Lord will raise up MEN of KEEN PERCEPTION, who with clear Vision will DISCERN the INTRIGUES of SATAN...IN VAIN DO THEY WORSHIP ME, Teaching for Doctrines the COMMANDMENTS of men." RH 4:547. Aug. 20, 1903. (By all means READ ON!)

IS THIS ALSO "SPURIOUS?"

"In the LAST SOLEMN WORK few great men will be engaged...HE CANNOT USE THEM!...The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD and the commandments of men. In this Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM the DROSS in the Church...when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished from the TRUE...SATAN will sorely harass the FAITHFUL...THEN=THE=CHURCH=OF=CHRIST=APPEAR..." T5:80-2. (READ ON!)

SPURIOUS FALSE PROPHETS

WHAT IS THEIR MESSAGE?

"WHAT STRONGER DELUSION can beguile the Mind than the PRETENSE that YOU are building on the right "FOUNDATION" = (In the "OMEGA" of Apostasy they will be building on the "SAND!") "and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure...We have a TRUTH that admits of NO COMPROMISE...But...the ERRORS that have
been coming in MUST=BE=MET!...MEET IT!” SM 1:205)
(YOU IMAGINE) "YOU are building on the RIGHT FOUNDATION
...Oh, it is a GREAT DECEPTION..."they suppose that
they are RICH and...are in NEED(?) of
NOTHING!"...crying, "PEACE and SAFETY while SUDDEN
DESTRUCTION is coming upon "THEM!"..."How is the
faithful CITY become a HARLOT...a place whence the
DIVINE PRESENCE and GLORY have DEPARTED!” T8:249,250.

(And the next Page shows the "REFORMATION" or
"AWAKENING" will begin with those NOT GOING TO CHURCH
AT ALL! "Those who have NOT been living in Christian
Fellowship!" T8:251.) You want to take it upon your-
self to call that "SPURIOUS!" Throw those who believe
this OUT=OF=THE=CHURCH! And follow after by calling
them: "OFFSHOOTS!" YOU are the "OFFSHOOT!" Perhaps
they are only: "THE DESPISED REMNANT...having the
FATHER’S NAME (PHILADELPHIA! Rev. 3:12. The 144,000.
14:1.22:4) ...the FATHER’S NAME (not "YAHWEH") the
FATHER’S NAME written in their Foreheads...the 144,000
...the REMNANT...them that are ESCAPED of Israel."
PK 591-2.

WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO DO NOT "ESCAPE?"

What we must do is Smarten up! We Forget. We must
write it down. We must MARK=THE=BOOKS! Then put a
Reference in the Back = and Cross-References. If it
is worth FINDING again. And come together not with "I
THINK" this and "I THINK" that. We do not want to
know what you "THINK!" = we want to know what you
"KNOW!" And can PROVE! Like this Statement up above
from T8:250 = the "HARLOT" likes to Hear: "PEACE!"
and "SAFETY!" So we follow that Harlot along as she
gets the Adventist Ministry all involved with something as INCURABLE as "AIDS!" Kill them just as
DEAD! The contagious Abortion that the T8:250 HARLOT
gave Birth to = that proved as DEADLY as the worst
Strains of SYPHILIS = was:

"PEACE AND SAFETY!"

ELIJAH did not feel SAFE around JEZEBEL = and he knew
how to take care of the "LOVER-BOYS" of Jezebel's
Love-Cult "GROVES!" (LOOK IT UP IN THE LIBRARY! UNDER "BAAL" WORSHIP.) Be one Step ahead of WIELAND - he does not know what "BAAL-WORSHIP" involves. Or he would not have Sold the Denomination down the BILLY GRAHAM "BABYLON" RIVER! FROOM=ANDERSON brought BILLY GRAHAM=BARNHOUSE and MARTIN into the Camp - WIELAND and STANDISH said: NARY=A=WORD! THESE ARE WITHOUT A DOUBT: "PEACE and SAFETY" is the CRY from...THOSE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK!....ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (STAYED TOGETHER! SLAYED TOGETHER!) (READ that whole Page and into the next = and see why they had to call in their most Brilliant Psychologists to "EXPLAIN" that one away. Took a great deal of Sweating. But they have the Kind that will do ANYTHING for a $.

EVEN FROOM = THE HIRELING:

Must have Reaped a Fortune. To Hoodwink this people. THE GREATEST ONSLAUGHT IN HISTORY! DO NOT CRITICIZE =FIND FAULT = ACCUSE = CONDEMN (HIM!) Is he not the "INFALLIBLE?" The "PRE-DESTINATED?" The Sinless Demigod. He had ODOM LEAVE OUT over 200 "CONDEMN" Statements "OUT!" of that INDEX! Such as: "The FRIEND of God." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMONS!" T4:615.

DID JEREMIAH SIN?

"The PROPHET of God had CONDEMONED the...FALSE PROPHETS ...Just such men arise in these Days and breed CONFUSION and REBELLION...Those who seek to CLOAK SIN...may expect the RETRIBUTIVE WRATH OF GOD TO FOLLOW...THE FALSE PROPHET CONDEMONED JEREMIAH for afflicting the people...and he sought to REASSURE THEM..."PEACE! PEACE!" when He has declared that there shall be NO PEACE for the Wicked!" T4:173,185. "THE SATANIC DELUSIONS of the Age must be MET clearly and intelligently with the SWORD of the SPIRIT, which is the WORD of GOD!" T4:415. "THE POPULAR SINS and INDULGENCES of our Day should be CONDEMONED and practical godliness ENFORCED!" T4:396. (ALL THESE FOUND IN ONE BOOK! That FROOM=ODOM thought were "SPURIOUS!"

Should we find 200 MORE that ODOM LEFT OUT? Do not Challenge us = for if we show OVER 200 = and you have to pay $1.00 each for them = you=better=have=a=lot-of=Money=ready!
EVERY ADVENTIST MINISTER GRADUATED WITH A WHIP

UNDER HIS Cloak so he could Smack you one over the Mouth = YES, BUT...! = like a Billy Goat = "BUTTING!" "YES, BUT = Sr. White said NOT=TO= FIND=FAULT! NOT TO CRITICIZE! Why not ask him to show you where that is WRITTEN? He will no doubt show you the one they used in their Magazines 1000 TIMES! and got away with it. Tm 466. LS 325.

NOW DO WHAT YOU HAVE NEVER DONE IN YOUR LIFE!

Do not let them get away with just GRANDLY = with a MAJESTIC WAVE of his hand = REFER to it but NEVER=GIVE =YOU=THE=REFERENCE! DEMAND=A=SHOW-DOWN! LET'S LOOK IT UP!

0-0-0-0-0

WE WILL TAKE IT FROM TM 466. (LAST 2 LINES.) Very emphatic. Really cut the ground out from under you = YOU are NOT to "CRITICIZE" = FROOM! But, now WAIT=A=MINUTE! HOLD ON! Are you SURE that is the RIGHT INTERPRETATION? DEAD SURE = ???

HERE IS A DEAD SURE INTERPRETATION:

"When the Leaders of God's people depart from "PRINCIPLE" ...they are NOTHINGNESS! For God's people to put their TRUST in men and make FLESH their arm = is the HEIGHT=OF=FOLLY!" Manuscript 119, Oct. 7, 1903. "LESSONS FROM ISRAEL." "THE UPWARD LOOK." p.294. 1982 "MORNING WATCH BOOK" = Courtesy of ANN deMICHAEL.

SINCE WE DO NOT WISH TO BE "CURSED!"

By TRUSTING OLD FROOM = as we can Prove by 100 References = we once Quoted in our Writings = but cannot locate it now = ELLEN WHITE SAID if and when we get to Heaven = one OUTSTANDING THING we will find as we look around = "FEW CHURCH LEADERS WILL BE THERE!" Of course we can prove that at once by 2 outstanding References = T5:211-2. GC 606-608. (They will be our most DEADLY ENEMIES! The same as the JEWISH LEADERS that CRUCIFIED CHRIST!) (To Prove that = all you have to do is Listen to some of their TEARING DOWN TIRADES from LAODICEAN PULPITS!) (Or read WIELAND'S BOOKS! He can
beat FROOM!" (These men GLORY in being WORSHIPPED!
"THESE ARE FALSE GODS!" TM 364. "WE ARE WARNED...!"
TM 367.)

NOW BACK TO TM 466. (Or LS 325.)

Last 2 Lines = HURLED at us AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN
= "MRS. WHITE SAID..." (What did she said?) She said
for us not to "CRITICIZE!" = FROOM! Is THAT what she
said = ???(1) To get to the Bottom of this = turn to
TM465. (The page before.) And what do you see there?
"...THE LEADING MEN...SOME CRITICIZE THE MESSAGE AND
THE MESSENGERS. TM 465. (Bottom.) NOW=HOLD=ON=A=MINUTE!
You mean to say the OLD FROOMS were using this as a
BOOMERANG? What the Lord AIMED=AT=THEM by True
Angel"s Hands = they SNATCH out of the Air= and
HURL=AT=THE=PEOPLE? How come no one saw that before =
or were too FRIGHTENED to CHALLENGE the MIGHTY
"FROOMS!"
(2)Now turn to the page AFTER. TM467. When YOU(FROOM!) =
"...destroy the ROOT OF BITTERNESS!" TM 467. Then You
might see "LIGHT" in GOD'S LIGHT! YOU! SABBASTIAN
BEGUILE FROOM.
(3) Now turn to the Head of that Chapter = TM 460.
LS 319. Is this the "SALAMANCA VISION?"
(4) Now turn to "1888 MATERIALS" = 4 Big Books
recently by WHITE ESTATE = $34.95 US. Badly "EDITED!"
but still the GREATEST LIGHT ever released as to what
REALLY HAPPENED in 1888 and ESPECIALLY AFTER 1888.
How she nearly Died 4 Times. The only thing that
Savedher Life and Sanity = was when the Lord allowed
her to get ENOUGH of the LEADER-ship = then He gave
her VISIONS that pulled her out of DEPRESSION = and
she TURNED on the Confederacy of Evil = the Bunch of
JACKALS that had her in a Corner. Like Christ writing
in the SAND = one and then another SLUNK OFF. Now
read SOME TRUTH that for some Mysterious Reason they
were moved to Release at this Time. We will go back
to TM
(5) This CONDEMNATION by the Lord through ELLEN WHITE
= was HURLED as FROOM used it = at the MEMBERSHIP?
Perhaps now that the Old Codger is DEAD = they
released this with the HOPE that YOU = if you are
HONEST = would get your EYES OPEN! That have been
SHUT for a LONG TIME! Besides - the Lord promised
- 20 -
that before the End = "...ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!"
GC 606.(424.) We are back to TM 460. "In Battle Creek
a Council of MINISTERS and RESPONSIBLE MEN from the
PUBLISHING HOUSE and other INSTITUTIONS was convened..
...in no gentle spirit...that filled me with
APPREHENSION and DISTRESS...enshrouded in the FOGS OF
WORLDLY SKEPTICISM and INFIDELITY BOUND=UP=IN=BUNDLES
with the World..." TM 460.

NEED I GO ON =???

I did not need the "1888 MATERIALS" to see this. I
saw it right from what was Spoon-Fed to us in TM and
elsewhere. But you wouldn't LISTEN to the FEW OF US =
WOULD YOU = ??? Some of the Leaders saw what we saw
= and had enough of the OLD BEGUILE FROOM = that was
why ALVIN C. BAIN of MARYLAND released "THE WASHBURN
LETTERS" = Bro. Bain has been the List = we printed
ENOUGH of these "WASHBURN LETTERS" to show up that Old
Codger Froom = the Kind that WILSON LIKES = "Birds of
a Feather."

-----------------------------

How they would like us to be SILENT and NEUTRAL and
let the FROOMS RAMROD their POLICIES THROUGH! Those
opposed to their DRUGS = WAR-MONGERING = RAILROADING
OUT the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" = by the Specious HOOD-
WINKING CHAMELEON CAMOUFLAGE of going by "THE BIBLE
ALONE!" = sending the aspiring MINISTERS to get
DEGREES the "GOODLY BABYLONISH GARMENT" from the HOLY
HELL-PRIESTS = is that going by "THE BIBLE ALONE!" or
by "BAAL ALONE!" "BAAL, BAAL, = is the CHOICE!" TM
467-8. SMOTHER those who OBJECT with: "DO NOT
CRITICIZE! MRS. WHITE SAID SO!" (All of a Sudden
they "BELIEVE!" in MRS. WHITE!) And this Reference in
TM 466 was their MAIN WEAPON! Until the BLINDEST of
the BLIND see this LAODICEAN SCOW way down the BABYLON
RIVER! To a Point of No-Return. DISFELLOWSHIPPED not
THOUSANDS but MILLIONS = who CHALLENGED the FROOM
"POLICIES!"

-----------------------------

HOW HAPPY WE ARE = and shall REMAIN = to be able to
set forth the TRUTH that the Lord is going to WIPE=THEM
=OUT! As He did to the "UNHOLY CITY" = their Fate the
same. (I CAN ALMOST QUOTE THIS FROM MEMORY!)
"JERUSALEM is a REPRESENTATION of what THE=CHURCH= - 21 -
WILL-BE if it refuses to walk in the LIGHT that God has given...OUR INSTITUTIONS...HAVE FAILED...moving in the same Track as JERUSALEM... (1988) linking arm in arm with LAWYERS, but GOD was not in their Company... ye go to inquire of BAAL-ZEBUB...?"  T8:67-9.

WHO WILL BE SEALED?
THOSE WHO SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS?

Or those who join FROOM and the DEVIL who want no REPROOF-REBUKE-no CALLING TO ACCOUNT?

DOES SATAN CRITICIZE-FIND FAULT-CONDEMN = ???

(THE TRUTH!) = "SATAN has laid every measure POSSIBLE that NOTHING shall come among us as a people to REPROVE us, and EXHORT us to put away our ERRORS. BUT=THERE=IS=A=PEOPLE who will bear the Ark of God... MEN WHO WILL GO THROUGH RESTRICTIONS which are only as Walls daubed with untempered mortar. (MUD)...THEY will lift up their Voices like a TRUMPET...THEY will show the people THEIR TRANSGRESSIONS, and the House of Jacob their SINS. The CONFLICT is to wax FIERCER and FIERCER. SATAN will take the Field and PERSONATE "CHRIST."...the Crop of Wheat became LESS and LESS!... TM 411.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-

(THE VERY OPPOSITE OF HOUTEFE=R=ROGERS=BRINSMEAD GABBLING! FROOM=ANDERSON=RICHARDS fed them on "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE!" WILD-EYED AMBITIONS! But here is some ICE-WATER down their OVERHEATED BEARINGS! (How many Times do we have to QUOTE it before you BELIEVE it?)

LEFT OUT! NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR PK 578 to 580.

"...only a comparatively SMALL NUMBER, a mere "REMNANT" had returned to JUDEA. BY=FA=THE=GREATER=PORTION=HAD =FAILED... (Like the Foolish Virgins) They had chosen to REMAIN BEHIND, in a Heathen Land, rather than to RETURN to JERUSALEM...And so, in a Time of special favor and opportunity, (TODAY! ONE=LAST=OPPORTUNITY! BEFORE PROBATION CLOSES!) THE MESSAGE WAS GIVEN, through Zechariah:-HO,HO, come forth, and FLEE!... - 22 -
DELIVER THYSELF, O ZION, that dwelleth with the Daughter of BABYLON...the Nations which SPOILED YOU...O DAUGHTER OF ZION..." RH 5:381-2. Dec.26,1907. (A Mercy that the Lord will forgive her = if she responds "NOW")

THIS ZECHARIAH'S VISION

was of "JOSHUA and the ANGEL." NOT UNDERSTOOD by contemporary ADVENTISM. (1) Because they run around in Circles = QUOTING = each other. (2) Because of things LEFT OUT = or if they read over the Top = BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND = it might as well have been LEFT OUT!.

WHAT THEY FAIL TO SEE=

If they SEE - because they WANT to SEE = NO NEED = NO EFFORT = "HIS ANGELS LEFT THOSE WHO MADE NO EFFORT!" EW 270. "...LEAVING these with their Sinful Traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187. (LAODICEAN CHURCH CHAPTER!).

0-0-0-0-0-0-0

SO BRINSMEAD WAS RIGHT: "IN THE BEGINNING?" When he came jangling away about: "NO EFFORT!" 1941 = "Thus is explained just how FAITH takes the PLACE of WORKS and is accounted RIGHTEOUSNESS. THIS=WONDERFUL=TRUTH...It should enable us to CEASE from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES... Only then can we truly pray our Lord's prayer..." (FROOM in "COR" 20-2 so DANIELLS could Sign his name to it.) This set the Tempo for the Religion of Adventists. We have quoted this 100 Times. And we hope we live long enough to quote it another 100 Times. Even if NOT ANOTHER WRITER will pick it up They would NEVER be Popular. They might have to go with the "FEW!" Are you tired of Hearing it? Then you can go with the "MANY!" On the BROADMINDED WAY! 1960 = "The Lesson of FAITH and TRUST, and ABANDONMENT of HUMAN EFFORT to earn Salvation, is one of the HARDEST LESSONS man has to learn. Somehow he always IMAGINES that his HELP is necessary to complete God's workmanship." RDB "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.24.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0

HELP IS NEEDED!

"CURSE ye MEROZ, said the Angel of the Lord, CURSE ye
bitterly the inhabitants thereof; because they came not to the HELP of the Lord, to the HELP of the Lord against the Mighty." Judges 5:23. T2:166. "What had MEROZ done? NOTHING. And that was their Sin." T2:247. "The CURSE of God came upon them for what they HAD NOT DONE." T2:284,427,626. "We need to encourage patient, painstaking EFFORTS!" T3:525. T5:381. "Our FIRST THOUGHT should be, How can we HELP?" T6:464,475. [BRINSMEAD]=Somehow he always IMAGINES that his HELP is needed!

THE FIRST THING WE NOTICED about the "AWAKENING" JESTERS = was the"DOUBLE-TALK" of so-called: "SCHOLARS" What we termed: "DILLIES!" or "DOOZIES!" We had HUNDREDS of them MARKED. Here is one. After raking: "EFFORT" over the Coals = now he CHANGES HIS MIND! NOW "EFFORT!" IS NEEDED! "...and in the last Supreme "EFFORT" of FAITH and abandonment of SELF...Jesus says: "TAKE AWAY HIS FILTHY GARMENTS" = his defective CHARACTER...Humanity is "MARRIED" to DIVINITY." So the "EFFORT" that was of no VALUE "IN-THE-BEGINNING" ("THE SADDUCCES...DENIED that the Spirit of God works through human EFFORTS..." DA 604.) but now BRINSMEAD is REWARDED for making a "...LAST SUPREME EFFORT!" RDB=EP 204.

O-O-O-O-O

The more you Study a Subject = the more Light you see. When "EFFORT!" might have Helped = the Rebel refused to make it. Now, in the LAST MOMENT OF TIME the very FOOLISH VIRGINS do go "from SEA to SEA seeking the Lord!" do they find Him? IT=IS=TOO=LATE! The Saddest Words on Mortal Tongue: "TOO LATE!" COL 412.(421.) BRINSMEAD'S "AWAKENING" is "TOO LATE!"

SO IS THE DEVIL!

"SATAN SEEMS PARALYZED...MEMORY RECALLS...his stubborn persistence in making NO EFFORT for self-recovery when God WOULD HAVE GRANTED HIM FORGIVENESS = all come vividly before him...HE=HAS=LED=THE=MULTITUDES!" GC 669. 1884 GC 484-5.

ERRATA

"NOTHING in this World is so dear to the Heart of God as HIS CHURCH!" PK 590. (We have spent HUNDREDS
= THOUSANDS = of HOURS checking out such things. Look it up for yourself. Go to RH 5:385. Jan. 9, 1908. BOTTOM CORNER = there is no such SENTENCE in the ORIGINAL. It is SPURIOUS = FRAUDULENT = ADDED. But it is a WONDER that they show PK 591 that "PHILADELPHIA" is the Church "TRIUMPHANT!" RH 5:386. Then when we come to the NEXT PAGE = RH 5:387 = they LEFT OUT!

"Intimately associated with JOSHUA, the HIGH-PRIEST, was ZERUBBABEL, Governor of Judea. It was under the LEADERSHIP of these TWO MEN that the REMNANT of ISRAEL RETURNED at the Close of the 70 years CAPTIVITY."


JOSHUA AND THE ANGEL

is obviously SYMBOLIC = who did not want us to know the "RETURN" would be led by "TWO MEN" = after WHAT "70 YEARS CAPTIVITY" = ??? Who did not want us to know "THE CHURCH" would go into "CAPTIVITY" to BABYLON = and those that "RETURN" would be only a "PART" of the "REMNANT." RH 5:389. CHECK this Account with the way they put PK 598-606 together. What they LEFT OUT - ADDED = ALTERED = and we will have a better Picture of the 50,000(1844) = then "NEARLY 20 Years" takes us to 1862 = but PK 598 has this as "A SCORE OR MORE OF YEARS" = some one that wants to Play around with TIME-SETTING could have some real Fun here. But what we are Interested in is FAR MORE IMPORTANT. IF THIS IS SYMBOLIC = "THE FILTHY GARMENTS" removed at the Last Moment of Time IS NOT as Brinsmead has it - the "CHARACTER" = it is only SATAN ACCUSING THEM TO THE LAST. But it is a FALSE ACCUSATION = because if you had studied ALL ACCOUNTS - INCH BY INCH = (IF YOU PREVIOUSLY KNEW "CHARACTER" IS NOT DRAPED AROUND YOU AT THE LAST MOMENT OF TIME!) It is only SATAN and the WICKED that PICTURE them = and at the "VOICE OF GOD" they will be GLORIFIED as their INNER SELVES LIGHT UP! To reveal what was their REAL CONDITION ALL THE TIME! LOOK FOR THESE WORDS:

(By sleight of hand = Brinsmead largely set the Pace for the Army of Ninnies that followed his Lead in his Quoting from T5:472-475. But did you CHECK=TO=SEE what he LEFT OUT? In order to palm off the Idea that "CHARACTER" will just up and be "GIVEN" you in the TOO-LATE HOUR? He would NOT DARE = Quote this:)
"Those who SHALL (FUTURE TENSE) meet the APPROVAL of God are NOW (1882) NOW afflicting (NOW=1882) afflicting their Souls, CONFESSING their SINS, and EARNESTLY PLEADING (NOW=1882) for PARDON...and WHEN (FUTURE TENSE) WHEN the Command is given, "Take away the FILTHY GARMENTS..." they are PREPARED...THE REMNANT CHURCH WILL BE (FUTURE TENSE)...here is a LITTLE COMPANY..."THE PEOPLE OF GOD...AS JOSHUA WAS (PRESENT 1882 TENSE) WAS PLEADING (1882)...so the REMNANT CHURCH WILL PLEAD (SATAN POINTS TO THEIR FILTHY GARMENTS)... CLAIMING THE RIGHT TO DESTROY THEM...THE PEOPLE OF GOD HAVE BEEN... (BUT) THEY HAVE (PAST TENSE) HAVE PUT AWAY THEIR SINS, and HAVE SOUGHT THE LORD...THE PEOPLE OF GOD ARE SIGHING AND CRYING FOR THE ABOMINATIONS (Wanting OTHERS TO PUT AWAY THEIR SINS ALSO!)...THE WICKED MOCK...SNEER...SEE NO CAUSE TO LAMENT... (AND THEN?) THE SPOTLESS ROBE OF CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS IS (PRESENT TENSE) IS PLACED UPON THE TRIED, TEMPTED, YET FAITHFUL "CHILDREN OF GOD." THE DESPISED REMNANT... (you are not "DESPISED") (READ IT! THIS IS THE "DESPISED" PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = the 144,000 - "THE REMNANT...them that are ESCAPED OF ISRAEL... written among the LIVING..." T5:472 to 476.

Now check with BRINSMOEAD (or the 150 Adventist Ministers that helped him Compile his ABOMINATIONS) to see how they took YOU for a RIDE! So they could Teach on a Level with BABYLON! AT THAT TIME = (1960) = I had PROOF on PROOF on PROOF = of how this people had been HOOD-WINKED! HE = WAS = RIGHT = IN = THE = BEGINNING? THANK GOD you have the TRUTH = NOW! and start BUILDING THAT CHARACTER! (And "NATURE" too = even if WRIGHT = HUDSON = and STANDISH do not want you to...)"

"OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION"

OCTOBER 1987 (50¢)

(STANDISH)="One must not be CONFUSED by the REALITY that our sinful NATURE IS RETAINED until this mortal shall put on immortality." STANDISH. p.30. Now we submit that the "HOLY ROLLER" BAKKERS = SWAGGARTS = WALTER MARTINS = ANKERBERG= who say WITH = ONE = VOICE (as did the Devil in Heaven) = that the LAW = cannot = need not be kept = are these UNBELIEVERS = "JUSTIFIED" believing a LIE? Or is it necessary for us to fall in Line with
the BABYLONIANS and Teach the SAME as they do? Not even stop to look it up? But go by 40 Years of FROOM? As one Sister said when BRINSMEAD quoted SPURGEON in the SAME LINE as STANDISH = Brothers under the Skin = but ECHOING THE DEVIL ("THE FATAL CHOICE!" "UNSACRIFICED MINSTERS...MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN...SOUND AN ALARM!" TM 409,410. "When the LAW of God is made VOID, THE CHURCH will be sifted by fiery trials, and a LARGER PROPORTION than we now anticipate will give heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" EV.361.

DOCTRINES OF STANDISH DEVILS:

(BUT AN ECHO OF FROOM=BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=HEPPENSTALL=RICHARDS=) = how do they get around this: "God requires the SANCTIFICATION of the ENTIRE man, Body = Soul = and Spirit. The Holy Spirit implants a NEW "NATURE", and MOLDS through the Grace of Christ the human CHARACTER, until the image of Christ is PERFECTED. THIS is TRUE HOLINESS!" "THE UPWARD LOOK" p.27.

"Our NATURES are in need of DISCIPLINE. They must be CONFORMED to the NATURE of Jesus Christ...submit to be MOLDED by yielding their NATUREs to His authority." "THE UPWARD LOOK" p.187. "All the NATURAL goodness of man is WORTHLESS in God's sight. He does not take pleasure in any man who RETAINS his old NATURE..." "GOD'S AMAZING GRACE" p.66. "They are made partakers of the DIVINE NATURE...advancing Step by Step ("STEPS TO CHRIST!") ...till they reach PERFECTION!" p.80. "His GRACE alone can enable us to RESIST and SUBDUE the tendencies of our fallen NATURE." p.104. "...in his sinful NATURE he COULD NOT keep the LAW!" p.140.

"The Lord PURIFIES...every element of the NATURE must be PURIFIED by the Spirit of God." p.206. "Your NATURE is brought under the control of His Spirit...and thus an ENTIRE CHANGE will be wrought in YOUR LIFE!" p.209. "...a renewing of your WHOLE NATURE!" p.313. "The WARFARE against SELF is the GREATEST BATTLE that was ever fought!" p.313 "...that TRANSFORMS the ENTIRE BEING!: p.329.

Are we going to line up with the UNBELIEVING WORLD
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that wants NO LAW! NO OBEDIENCE! NO EFFORT! NO WORKS! So many thought that STANDISH was delivering a "PRINCIPLE" but it was a "MISCARRIAGE." Ready to Blister "FORD!" = but not BRINSMEAD and HUDSON = who were there FIRST with the VERY SAME DOCTRINE! But the mistake "FORD" made = was he would have been ACCEPTED even to this Day = had he knuckled under like WIELAND did = and do it from the INSIDE! But Ford made the mistake by doing it from the OUTSIDE! and that was UNPARDONABLE! They can now inflate their own Self-esteem by Stomping on "FORD!" If Greed were a Fever = all the World would be ill. If the LAW cannot be kept = if CHARACTER-NATURE cannot be Developed = we see no need of these "OFFSHOOTS!" holding down the Adventist Pulpit = as Sr. White said: "GO!" with your own Kind! "GO!" with the other Churches. A Couple of LOSERS hanging on to each other = so they do not go Under.

FROOM

Had Machine-Guns mounted on every Corner of his Bastille = ready to Gun down anyone that would DARE question HIM! THE GREATEST ONSLAUGHT IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD! to DOWN anyone that would be so BRASH as to CHALLENGE his "POLICIES." "POLICY" came FIRST = TRUTH could come SECOND - if at all. Not all were Blind = he Sparked the Greatest Flight OUT of the Church = MILLIONS FLED! The True figures will never be known. Several times they ADMITTED = the Church OUT of the Church - is BIGGER than the Church IN the Church.

His classical diversionary Tactic would be to cast RIDICULE = QUESTION THE MOTIVES = LABEL them as "WOLVES in SHEEP'S CLOTHING!" SHIFTING ATTENTION instead of REPLYING to the CHARGE! DISMISS his ASSERTIONS with a VENDETTA questioning his BIRTH = OCCUPATION = or his MENTAL CONDITION. Skilled to Rapier with an argumentive Bludgeon = he could Silence all Opposition. OR SO THEY THOUGHT! Until they noticed them slipping out the BACK-DOOR! FEW would have the COURAGE or the TEMERITY to stand and FACE HIM! Just about NONE!. They had to WAIT until he was DEAD before they would TROUNCE-HIS-DEAD-BODY!. Those who put out the "1888 MATERIALS" waited for that Day! They NEVER would have released them as long as he was Breathing.
EVEN THOUGH WHAT THEY RELEASED WAS BADLY "EDITED!"

(MAINLY BY WOODS.) Some is without Editing = but how
I HATE these ...'s. WHAT DID THEY LEAVE OUT? Still =
for the FIRST TIME IN ADVENTIST HISTORY = we have some
REAL TRUTH about 1888! That will leave you GASPING!
She, of course = knew of the Rebellion lead by URIAH
SMITH for a Decade - but she had NO IDEA that she had
to meet a SOLID PHALANX = a SOLID WALL of RESISTANCE.
The only Break was JONES and WAGGONER took her Side.
(For a while.) Until "THEY" became the Biggest Enemies
she ever had. (Or are you afraid to read the ARTHUR
WHITE "APPENDIX" to the OLSON BOOK = 1966?)

HAVE WE DONE JUSTICE TO "JOSHUA AND THE ANGEL?"
A=B=C

(A) My Copy of the BRINSMEAD 1959-1960 "ETERNAL PUR-
POSE" Book p.203 to 207 is Based on the PORTIONS he
CHOSES to quote from T5:472-475. RD=E 201-2. This
"AWAKENING" DOGMA ECHOING and RE-ECHOING through the
length and breadth of Adventism = declares ELLEN WHITE
to be a WITCH that Teaches ANYTHING to win a Following.
Because ANYONE that knows ANYTHING about her Teaching
KNOWS that you HAVE to put on the "ROBE" in this
life. "This ROBE = Christ's own spotless CHARACTER,
is freely offered to every human being. But all who
receive will receive and wear it HERE!" "GOD'S AMAZING
GRACE" p.24.

(B) After reading and KNOWING that the "ROBE" is
"CHARACTER" = and that there will be NO CHANGE of
"CHARACTER" when Christ comes = T5:466. TM 430. It
takes "EFFORT!" to FORM. MB 90(134). Those content
with are Doomed to Ruin. T4:91,589. Let no one say I
cannot Remedy. COL 331. Only "TREASURE" we can take
to Heaven. MB 90. COL 332. Man architect of his
"WORK!" of "LIFETIME!" PP 223,596. MH 452-5. DAY by
DAY! (Do we "DENY the DAILY?") Adventist and Awakening
Ministers who DENY every last one of these Premises =
who prefer to remain "FILTHY" and expect BRINSMEAD=,
FORD=HEPPENS= WRIGHT=HUDSON=WIELAND= to HELP
them perform a "MIRACLE" at the last Moment of Time = WITH=
THE=OTHER=CHURCHES! to Rub the ALADDIN LAMP to Open
the SESAME "DOOR!" Will be the "FOOLISH VIRGINS" who
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find the Door "SHUT!" and "LOCKED!" for all Eternity. "Even if all our LEADING MEN should refuse LIGHT and TRUTH = that "DOOR" will still remain "OPEN!" TM 107.
1893 GW 126.

(C) How could the Lord lead ELLEN WHITE to write these comforting TRUTHS which is the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" and then turn around and DENY her own teaching as FROOM-BRINSMEAD-FORD-BAUER-GROTHEER-STANDISH and 10,000 smaller Fry not, worth mentioning so can we Wade through this MESS = and DETECT what they LEFT OUT = ??? To PLEASE the "ITCHING EARS?"

STEP BY STEP
"AMERICA = THE SORCERER'S NEW APPRENTICE" = The Rise of "NEW AGE" SHAMANISM." DAVE HUNT and T.A. McMAHON. HARVEST HOUSE PUBLISHERS, EUGENE, OREGON 97402. ($14.95 US) (Courtesy: ANN DeMICHAEL) (1988 Book.) The truly Phenomenal growth =the greatest OCCULT EXPLOSION of all Time. FOR YEARS we knew the SIGNS of how to detect a "NEW AGER." FROOM was a Master Psychologist and GURU of "THE POSITIVE!" the Big Baboon with the Red Bottom = trained a Chorus of Jackals in the MANILA DESERT = "POWER! POWER! POWER!" "LORD = WE ARE THE MEN OF THE HOUR! LORD = GRANT US THY POWER!" ECHO(1)=Ralph Thompson = "POWER!" (2)= Samuel Young = "POWER!" (3)= Joao Wolff = "POWER!" (4)=L.L.Butler = "POWER!" (5)=Leslie Hardinge = "POWER!" (6)=Kenneth Mittleider = "POWER!" = the Cry of the GURU = WITCH-DOCTOR = SHAMAN = OCCULTISTS = SPIRITUALISTS = YOGIS = WHITE MAGIC = BLACK MAGIC = VOODOOISM = PANTHEISM = THEOSOPHISTS = VISHNA HINDUS = EASTERN MEDITATION = UNIVERSAL MIND = SEANCES = SILVA MIND-CONTROL = SEVEN SERMONS TO THE DEAD = ESP = ROSICRUCIANISM = NORMAN VINCENT PEALE = BISHOP PIKE = POPE JOHN PAUL = POLTERGEISTS = POPOFF = PRICE = QUIJA BOARDS = SUN MYUNG MOON = TIMOTHY LEARY = CARL JUNG = HIMMLER = HITLER = HARMONIC CONVERGENCE = HALLUCINATIONS = SIGMUND FREUD = FABIAN SOCIETY = CHARLES DARWIN = CONSCIOUS = CABBALISM = JUNTO = HELENA BLAVATSKY = BERKLEY = BEATLES = ASTROLOGY = ANTICHRIST = JOHN DENVER = DUKE UNIVERSITY = LLU UNIVERSITY = SOVIET UNION = ROBERT SCHULLER = HOUR OF POWER =anything BIG! the Adventists go for it! JOINING the "NEW AGE" GROUPS = TEACHING the "NEW AGE GROUPS = "NEW AGERS" TEACHING A CLASS IN LLU = !!! WILSON set the Pace for this inordinate seeking for "POWER!" = that Orchestrated a Chorus of Hyenas in
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the PHILIPPINE DESERT = was Recorded in RH Nov.18,1982 p.4. A World-wide call for: "POWER!" RH Nov.13,1980. p.18. Again the call for "POWER!" RH Jan.6,1983,p.13. The "POWER!" and the "SPIRIT!" Will they get it? Let's see. There is perhaps no more IMPORTANT Teaching in the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." Before we go one Step further = we must know:

(1) There are 2 Kinds of "POWER!" Which comes FIRST?
(2) This is where BRO SESSLER decided to go HAY-WIRE.

We do not go along with ERROR = ANYWHERE'S! Nor do we=like WIELAND =keep SILENT about it and let people "GO TO HELL!" Because that's where we Send them if we know Better and to "SPARE" them or our own HIDES = or for the Almighty $ = and a PAY-CHEQUE = and HONOR = we keep DEADLY SILENT! The Lord will in no way TOLERATE such TOM-FOOLERY = and will "CHOOSE OUR DELUSIONS!" If you like DELUSIONS so much = here are a few more! So we can tell who we are dealing with = from a MILE AWAY! "NO=ONE=CAN=STAND=ON=NEUTRAL=GROUND!" "GOD'S AMAZING GRACE" = p.36. We have seen = one after the other = PRETEND they are "NEUTRAL" = end up = EVERY TIME! On the WRONG SIDE! "...and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be one to minds which are NOT worked by the HOLY SPIRIT, and which, therefore, are not "QUICK!" = to discern the DIFFERENCE between TRUTH and ERROR." SM 1:202. RH 4:565. 2:310. Old GW 206. T2:387. MM 142. TM 229,407. T8:267,290." They took a NEUTRAL position and thought that if they did not WAR against the TRUTH = they would be doing quite well, but the LIGHT they neglected to receive and cherish went out in DARKNESS...has NEVER-AGAIN-RETURNED!"T4:108."THE LAODICEANS...occupy a NEUTRAL POSITION and at the same time FLATTER themselves that they are in NEED(?) OF NOTHING!" T4:87. "there is MORE HOPE of an OPEN ENEMY = than of one who is NEUTRAL." RH 4:386. Feb.25, 1902.

(The above References = forming only a PART of this Paper = could Save a Soul.)

"MEET IT!"


Dear Bros. Hoehn:

How is our Great God blessing you?...Ps. 107:1...
Thought I'd send you some docs(?) which you may/may not have. I praise God that the "Hidden Things" are
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being revealed and the true spirit of the Church is being manifested. I pray it will become more Blatant! MARTY and JOHN SMITH have accepted and are Teaching that the HOLY GHOST is not a Person or Being at all and refuse to acknowledge that Sister White definitely said that He was. MARTY stated to Bro. A-L(?) "I cannot believe anything she wrote concerning the HOLY GHOST." And JOHN alludes to those Testimonies being tampered with in stating that the HOLY SPIRIT is the Third Person of the GODHEAD. Please pray for them - enclosed is a Booklet I compiled refuting their Theory = trying to get them to see the TRUTH = but they have refused to believe it.

Some other Booklets and Tapes enclosed = so you can keep me in "LINE." Thank you for your Materials and clear Trumpet...Ps.119:126. Josh.1:9. Num.6:24-6.

BOB and FAMILY.

PS. The A of D Book is in for another publishing (#3.)

PPS. GROTHEER states...(Not clear)...

THE TRINITY.

FROOM-WILSON in their JOINT BOOK ="MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" =188 to 204. "GODHEAD" = (Which came FIRST - the CHICKEN or the EGG? The FATHER or the SON?)

p.190 (Footnote) J.H.WAGGNER(FATHER OF E.J. WAGGNER) held to Christ was "DERIVED!"

p.196 4th. Century NICEAN controversy over ARIANISM.

p.205 RED LETTER PAGE where "NEW THEOLOGY" was Born = "HOPELESSNESS OF SALVATION BY LAW." (The ARGUMENT of SATAN = FROOM = WAGGNER = RICHARDS = all thru that Book.)

p.300,323,332. Batting the Question of "DERIVED" Christ = "PRE-EXISTENCE" = "ARIANISM" = "BEGOTTEN" = "DIETY" = (SORRY! I cannot get INTERESTED! Especially when they End up in "SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA = COMMENTARY #10 = Old Man WAGGNER = "HE WROTE WITH CLARITY AND PRECISION!" p.1386. (So did my Dog!)

All I am interested in = in this subject is = "CREATION" of the World from "NOTHING!" = ????? How God came into Existence? These are MYSTERIES = UNFATHOMABLE to the HUMAN MIND! SOP 1:88, 89. I asked numerous "JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES" = do they believe in: (1) GOD? (2) THE SON? (3) THE HOLY SPIRIT? Everyone so far has said: "YES!" So what's all the Fuss about? HORRORS! IT'S "ROMANISM! Well, HORRORS! the POPE believes in HEAVEN = SALVATION
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HALF of what he believes in is the TRUTH! So what's the Hang-up about? Am I going to give up "WORKS!" because BRINSMEAD echoing PAXTON says that's "ROMANISM!" But "THE MASS!" the MAIN Institution of "ROME" is NOT based on "WORKS!" but on "FAITH ALONE!" The SAME as ADVENTIST "SAINT" BILLY GRAHAM! The SAME as ADVENTIST "SAINT" HMS RICHARDS! "I could NEVER be SAVED by my "WORKS!" Read it in LEF=MD 619. They were going to Kick off the "LOUD CRY!" with that "MESSAGE!" No wonder they FAILED! in "MISSION=KEY '73!" = to know what God thinks is PRIOR to any "TRADITION!" He risked His very Life to FIGHT "TRADITION!" So do we. Go through ALL of "REVELATIONS!" and MARK EVERY TIME you come to the Word "WORKS!" Then turn and Read THOSE VERSES ALONE! NOT ONCE will you find the "CURSE" of "WORKS!" But you will find: They will be "CURSED!" because they DID NOT do the "WORKS!" and they will be "REWARDED!" according to their "WORKS!" If you find anything else there - you must have FROOM'S BIBLE! Rev.2:2,5,13,19,26. 3:2,8,15. 9:20. 18:6. 20:12,13. 21:27. 22:12. John 9:4. 10:38. 14:11,12. THIS "LAWLESS" CULT = found what they have = "OUT!" of the BIBLE = not "IN" the Bible! "(For not the "HEARERS" of the LAW are JUST before God = but the "DOERS" of the LAW shall be "JUSTIFIED!") Romans 2:13. (No 10 Commandments in the "NEW TESTAMENT?" What do you call: Romans 13:9. ??? Ephesians 5:11,12. 6:11-15.)

"THE THREEFOLD NAME OF THE FATHER = THE SON =

AND THE HOLY GHOST"

"Christ made BAPTISM the Entrance to His SPIRITUAL KINGDOM...under the Authority of the FATHER, the SON, and the HOLY GHOST...become Members of the Royal Family, Children of the Heavenly King...their NAMES are inscribed in the Lamb's Book of Life." "GOD'S AMAZING GRACE." p.143. "...in the Name of the FATHER, and of the SON, and of the HOLY GHOST...these THREE GREAT AGENCIES..." (SAME) p.150. "THE GODHEAD was stirred with pity for the Race, and the FATHER, the SON, and the HOLY SPIRIT gave themselves to the...Plan of Redemption." (SAME) p.190. "The Eternal GODHEAD = the FATHER, the SON, and the HOLY GHOST...THE HEAVENLY POWERS..." "THE UPWARD LOOK" p.148.

NOW THAT WE HAVE SET THAT ASIDE

Perhaps we can go on in Reply to the SESSLER LETTER.
His Letter = Feb. 10, 1988. My Reply: (Perhaps a Month later) = "Dear Bro. Sessler:
I certainly do not feel like Writing to you just now =
but I know if I do not = it will bother me no end = so
here we go. FIRST YOUR LETTER that was accompanied
with ALL the PUBLICATIONS you have put out to Date. I
was not aware of all these Publications. Usually
people send me these Papers (put out by others) so
that I am kept informed. Although I hear a mention now
and then = NO ONE sent me your Publications till you
did. You made a MISTAKE in asking me to keep you "IN
LINE." That is all hay-wire. THE INSTRUCTION IS = if
you have what you think is "NEW LIGHT" = you are NOT
to PUBLISH it and thus bring in CONFUSION = until you
consult with "BRETHREN OF EXPERIENCE" in "ALL THE
MESSAGES." To find these "BRETHREN OF EXPERIENCE" is,
of course = the $64 Question. But if you mean for ME
to "KEEP YOU IN LINE" = you do not (1) PUBLISH IT.
First then (2) Ask me to check it. Had you done that
PRIVATELY = I could Reply = PRIVATELY. (3) But if you
make it PUBLIC = then I should REPLY TO YOU IN PUBLIC.
You asked for it.

(A) THE FIRST PAPER I PULLED OUT OF THE PACKET was
"THE GODHEAD." I was unaware of WHO it was. And it
took me quite a while before I did know. THAT MAKES NO
REAL DIFFERENCE IN EVALUATING A TEACHING. And since
some have raised the Question of the "HOLY SPIRIT" = I
thought HERE is a PAPER that they might be talking
about - so I was suspicious of it = as you did not
clarify WHO you were TALKING TO = and your NAME was
not on the Envelope = so I was unaware who it was TO
or FROM. THE FIRST THING I QUESTIONED = is the ONLY
THING I QUESTION. (For clarification I am Editing a
Bit.) I found many References that I really appreciat-
ed as I know what it takes to dig them out. And this
was just what I needed at the Time. So there is only
ONE THING LEFT = as I have often said to the JW'S.
(JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES.) Who are so dogmatically OPPOSED
to the "TRINITY!" What's WRONG with the TRINITY?
(1) You believe in GOD? (2) You believe in the SON OF
GOD? (3) You believe in the HOLY SPIRIT? So what have
you got against the "TRINITY?" You believe in the
"TRINITY!" I have had no JW ever answer that. I see NO
LIGHT in that JW TRADITION! But people seem to Think
they MUST go along with their ORGANIZATION=DENOMINA--
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TION = no matter WHAT! It is the Mystery of Iniquity. Have to Support an Organization NO MATTER what they do or Teach.

(B) Then I went through your Booklet on "CHARACTER." O.K. I really liked how you took MIKE CLUTE over the Coals = but I would have liked to have seen the NAMES of the RATS who PUBLISH THEIR KARAAYZ RELIGION = I would NOT "Spare them." I think you did REAL GOOD there to put that DOWN where it belongs. WE NEEDED THAT! More Writers to take the RIGHT SIDE. (I did not say the "WRIGHT" SIDE!) I hope to wind up on this Sheet - so I must hurry on...now we come to "WHEAT and TARES." Here I marked a whole list of X's...X's... but it all boils down to ONE "X" = or maybe 2...You have NOT broken with ALL LAODICEAN TRADITION = so you made a FATAL MISTAKE. You tossed to and fro trying DESPERATELY to keep on Track = but if you had not stepped OFF the PLATFORM you could have saved yourself a lot of Trouble. My first "X" is on p.9. And for the last Paragraph I marked: "SOUNDS NICE but NOT FACTUAL." JUST ONE ERROR (besides not Divorced yet from JONES and WAGGNER) = IN THE HARVEST =you put "WHEAT FIRST!"

But the TRUTH IS: The Lord of the Harvest ORDERS = ORDERS = ORDERS = "SATAN"= "GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES: and Bind them in BUNDLES to BURN them." Matt.13:30, 36-40. If you had HELD TO THAT = you would not then have had to put your Foot in your Mouth and later try to bring it back into LINE. OTHERWISE that PAPER WAS FINE = you just STARTED on the WRONG FOOT = making it look like the SDA are RIGHT...THEY ARE THE WHEAT?..NO. They are the TARES... You and the Laodiceans are GATHERING THE WHEAT FIRST! ALL WRONG! That is SATAN'S "LOUD CRY!" THE FIRST "GATHERING" is the "TARES!" THE FIRE DOES NOT ENDANGER THE WHEAT - NEVER! They are SEPARATED in the FIELD!" (End of HOEHN NOTE to SESSLER = MARCH (?) 1988.)

PERHAPS THIS COULD BE CLARIFIED

with the Understanding that there are 2 "GATHERINGS!" One is SLOW and took a LONG TIME to go from the 1903-4 "ALPHA" = to the 1988 "OMEGA" = over 85 Years to develop the "OMEGA." By casting the "WHEAT" = OUT! MILLIONS were cast "OUT!" They did NOT let them "GROW UP TOGETHER UNTIL THE HARVEST!" The "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" = consolidated their Position of Strength = DRUGS=WAR=EASTER=XMAS=THEISM = Repeated!
"HOLY FLESH" = Repeated! Just before the Close of Probation! SM 2:36. Laodicean "DEMONS!" present SM 2:37. These Deceptions will "INCREASE!" SM 2:58. "IN OUR PULPITS!" TM 409. "Doctrines of "DEVILS!" until it goes as FAR as it can go = into the "OMEGA!" SM 1:197-205. God's people will call a "HALT!" they will "MEET IT!" = they will NOT go along with it!

WHAT NO "ADVENTIST" WANTS TO HEAR!

"THE CHURCH" = is NOT the "FIELD!" The FIELD is the "WORLD!" COL 70. T8:204. GW 24-9. LAODICEAN TRADITION = that it seems IMPOSSIBLE to break from = has the Lord "GATHERING" = the "LAODICEANS!" Isn't that Nice? The "BUNDLING" of the TARES took a LONG TIME! But the "GATHERING" of the WHEAT-GOLD-JEWELS-SAINTS= which is the "SEALING!" = DOES NOT START WITH "LAODICEANS!" They are not called "LAST CHURCH" for Nothing! The FOOLISH are the "LAST CHURCH!" = LAST and LOST. This is all Clear in the "SHAKING CHAPTER" = not EW 269 where it is all Chewed up! But take it with the INVALUABLE "FOOTNOTES" in T1:179.

THEY HID THE EVIDENCE

RH 1:32 or T1:179 = start right out with (LAODICEANS? NO!) with: "I was shown the "PEOPLE OF GOD!" T1:179. (I can just see URIAH SMITH or later on = FROOM) Spending untold HUNDREDS of HOURS! (I know what it takes! Takes TWICE as long to Catch up to them!) these MASTER PSYCHOLOGISTS must have sat there = twiddling their Pencils = how can we fix this up so as to keep this people in Line = "LORD = WE ARE THE MEN OF THE HOUR = LORD = GRANT US THY POWER!" Like PILATE would sit and Blink and Blink until he would find out what the people did THINK! These are NOT "LEADERS!" = they are FOLLOWERS! As FROOM and WILSON so clearly demonstrated in their Joint-Book:"MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!" = where from one End to the other it Rang with = we are NOT going by any Sleazy "MINORITY VIEW!" = but we cast our Lot in with "THE MAJORITY VIEW!" Only the BLINDEST of the BLIND = failed to see that.

AS HAMMILL SAID = WE GO BY NO "MINORITY VIEW!"

We are "BROAD-WAY MINDED!" So they sit there = sharpening their Pencils = how can we fix this up? What can we LIFT OUT? What can we ADD? What can we SWITCH BACKWARDS? Put the LAST PART FIRST = put the FIRST PART LAST! LEAVE OUT THE FIRST KEY-PARAGRAPH! Send it to
the Dump! That's what they did with THE VERY FIRST THING THAT ELLEN WHITE WROTE IN "THE PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES - p.21 to 24. Check RH 1:9 with EW 36 to 38, 42 to 45. They even tell you = RIGHT THERE! The FIRST THING PRINTED in the 6 BIG BOOKS of the R&H ARTICLES" but "OH SHOOT! WHO CARES!" = we would have to CHANGE all our carefully compiled "LAODICEAN" and "GERMAN REFORM" TRADITION! We might even be "CAST OUT!" if we differed with our dearly beloved "LEADERS!" = we are in enough Trouble= "NOW! Let's forget the whole Thing!

CHRIST Fought to the DEATH!

WITH THE TRADITION OF THE ELDERS!

So do we. So now we address the FEW and the TRUE = that are left. Who have CHECKED OUT the FIRST THING that ELLEN WHITE WROTE in the "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES. And also CHECKED OUT the VERY FIRST CHAPTER of GC and SAW THE CHANGES MADE FROM THE ORIGINAL 1884 "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." (Which we also call the "1884 GC." (SAME BOOK = AUTHENTIC.))

NOW WE TURN TO "THE SHAKING" CHAPTER

We are over the FIRST SHOCK at what they have done = we see it with our own Eyes = we do NOT appreciate some PROFESSIONAL LIAR who thinks it his only Duty to COVER-UP for them = who somehow feel this is a VIRTUE = "NO MATTER WHAT THEY DO!" Or some Draw the Line = things that "THEY" will EXPOSE = and things THEY WILL NOT EXPOSE! and that "YOU" must FOLLOW THEIR LEAD! But we know = only too well = where they will LEAD! and they say it = right out LOUD!

FOR SOME IT IS THEIR ONLY "TRADITION"=

Or at least the ONLY ONE they want to Hear or will Tolerate. (1) "SPAWN OUT!" means "GOING THRU!" = Drugs and all! (2) "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE!" = God does not Care = He has gone SOFT in His Old Age = He got Rid of one RAMBUXTIOUS CREW - threw them OUT of Heaven = but now He is going to take their Place with a SECOND RAMBUXTIOUS CREW = that Sr. White says would End up = "WORSE!" than the First! However every second Adventist who talks to you will Sell his Soul down the URIAH SMITH RIVER and point you to what "MRS. WHITE SAID!" in TM 15. Which she never SAW = never WROTE. Well covered in other Publictions. BUT - like the HOLY "HELL" PRIESTS = they will not LOOK at a BIBLE FULL of OTHER REFERENCES = that the Wages of Sin
is "DEATH!" They neither want to LOOK at it nor to UNDERSTAND it. Their Minds are LOCKED = FIXED = only to Wake up after the 1,000 years. And the Adventists will Wake up about the same Time. All they have to do =to get the Truth of whether it matters how "DEFECTIVE" they may "BE!" = just turn the Page = if you are looking for "CHURCH" = there is a "CHURCH!" Also called "SYNAGOGUE!" And does it matter how "DEFECTIVE" that one is = ??? But, like the BAKKERS and the SWAGGARTS = they would have you look ONLY to their chosen 5 Verses = and Swallow a CAMEL OF EVIDENCE so they can "PRAISE THE LORD = and PASS the WOMEN!" DEFIANT TO THE END! NOT A "REPTANCE" IN A CAR-LOAD OF THEM! People will PAY for that Kind of Religion = PAY MORE than they Plan on = come JUDGMENT DAY. Some Adventist Preachers as they haul off and want to be "AS DEFECTIVE" as they can be = their Faces WRITHING in the SAME DEMENTED LOOK = as the Photographers capture in the LOOK of JIMMIE SWAGGART as he puts on his "ONE MAN SHOW!" HOW WONDERFUL for that PHONEY to be EXPOSED as the Lord promised to do = in the Last Moment of Time. "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" GC 606. "AIDS!" is about to be "UNMASKED!" in ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP RANKS. They asked for it. So do all who pay God's Tithe to them! (And ask for a "BLESSING!" HORRORS!) No wonder they need TM 15 to HIDE BEHIND = "REPEAT!" = that she NEVER WROTE! AN UNCONSCIONABLE LIE!

BUT THEY ARE PROFESSIONAL LIARS FROM THE WORD "GO!"

I have it all now. It is so COMPLEX I do not know if I can put it together the way it ought to be. I awoke this Day - it is now July 23, 1988. I began to read "THAT BOOK" again. What Book? The one Sr. Ann sent me = the latest 1988 "DAVE HUNT" BOOK = "AMERICA = The Sorcerer's New APPRENTICE" = "The Rise of NEW AGE SHAMANISM." HARVEST HOUSE PUBLISHERS, 1075 Arrowsmith,
EUGENE, OR 97402. $14.95 US. If I put this in Double = I want to be DOUBLEY SURE you get the ADDRESS RIGHT = for this is the most Dramatic Release ever Published = and NOT by any SDA PRESS! And THAT is just like we said right along = that the Truth comes from OUTSIDE that CHURCH=SYNAGOGUE = CONFEDERACY OF EVIL! "One thing it is CERTAIN, is soon to be realized = THE GREAT APOSTASY, which is developing and INCREASING and WAXING STRONGER, and will CONTINUE to do so until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a "SHOUT!"...souls
are departing from the (real) "FAITH" and giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!"


"SEDUCING SPIRITS AND DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!"

I wrote this Morning from 4 A.M. to 7:30 A.M. = when I had come up to p.238. This is now 2 P.M. and I am at p.252. And this UNFOLDS the Development of ADVENTISM like an OPEN BOOK! I find NOTHING WRONG = NOT=A=WORD! And do not expect to find anything WRONG to the END of the Book! and I remind you = this is NOT from any ADVENTIST SOURCE! That they did not read ELLEN WHITE is to me - IMPOSSIBLE! But since what she wrote was NOT hidden in a Corner - if they did not get it DIRECT = they did get it anyway. I was kept ALIVE and SANE for this ONE PURPOSE = as "THE" WORLD AUTHORITY on the TESTIMONIES = to Set forth how HUNT and McMahon put their Finger on the GREATEST THREAT to the WORLD = WORSE THAN NUCLEAR WAR! is the BATTLE for the MIND! And no "ADVENTIST" tied up in an EMOTIONAL BOND with LAODICEAN LYING TRADITION = could possibly SEE or be able to EVALUATE! They are not pronounced "BLIND!" and in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS = IMPENETRABLE!" for NOTHING!

I SAW = VERY EARLY=THAT SUCH THINGS AS "SPIRITUALISM!"

When ADVENTIST hears the Word = he at once begins looking around to expect to see it - OUTSIDE the "CHURCH!"

He would be HORRIFIED to learn that we see it Coming = "INSIDE!" The Adventist Preacher may mention it in Passing = BUT NO ADVENTIST PREACHER (nor so-called: "REFORM" that Reforms NOTHING! But goes along with the well-worked out "FROOM LINE!" as they Worship him = DEAD or ALIVE!) "... are we WAITING for some COMPELLING POWER to come upon "THE CHURCH?" = before we shall AROUSE? Are we hoping to see the WHOLE CHURCH REVIVED? That Time WILL NEVER COME... We must enter into the work INDIVIDUALLY... We have FAR MORE TO FEAR from WITHIN than from WITHOUT... from THE CHURCH ITSELF than from the World... God commands HIS SERVANTS, "CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT... and SHOW MY PEOPLE their TRANSgressions, and House of Jacob = THEIR SINS!"... We have not the FIRST REASON for SELF-CONGRATULATION and SELF-EXALTATION." RH 2:121-2. March 22, 1887.

THERE ARE A DOZEN DIFFERENT WAYS HOW WE CAN DO THIS

We may do it WRONG - but we are DOING IT! And we do
not need some "DUMB DOG" of T5:211 = Yapping at our Heels. If he knows so much about it = LET HIM SHOW US HOW! There are NO COPYRIGHTS! Except we have NO RIGHT to have you QUOTE US! QUOTE THE ORIGINAL SOURCE! NOT US! We are merely telling you:

(1) BRINSMED came in 1960 with NO=FIGHTING-EFFORT-WORKS=OBEDIENCE=WILL=RDB=EP 3,7,14,15,24,25,34,65. By the MAGIC of an "ACT!" = he is INSTANTANEOUSLY "SIN-LESS!" = p.130,174,176,180,183,185,194,199. And all that = in the FIRST APARTMENT!

(2) When the "BRETHREN OF EXPERIENCE" ACCUSED HIM OF THAT = "THE HISTORY and TEACHING of ROBERT BRINSMED" = RH Dec. 1961 = "INSTANTANEOUS SINLESS PERFECTION!" p.13 By a "MIRACLE!" p.29,37,39,41 = that COMMITTEE was CORRECT! (Too Bad they did not REMAIN "CORRECT!") But in 1972 went with BRINSMED and WRIGHT over to HEPPENSTALL = a "CHARACTER" GIVEN as a "GIFT!" (INSTANTANEOUS "MIRACLE!" when the TALMUDS "MESSIAH" COMES!) or the "MORMON'S!"

(3) When BRINSMED undertook to REPLY to that ADVENTIST COMMITTEE in their 48 page Book = "OBSESSION 13. BRINSMED believes in INSTANTANEOUS, SINFUL PERFECTION. He teaches that people can expect to come up to the Judgment UNPREPARED, be found WANTING, then expect Christ to CLEANSE their soul Temples by a MIRACLE." (pages 13,37) (BRINSMED DELIBERATELY gave the WRONG PAGING to take the HEAT away from himself = he should have said p.29,35. All this I had MARKED in my Book at the Time. 1961) BRINSMED almost had an APOPLECTIC FIT as he says: "This is about the WORST CASE of MISAPPREHENSION in Doctrine that I have ever had to meet. There is NO SUCH TEACHING FOUND in my Publications. In order to show the UTTER FALSY of the charge, I will quote from several passages in my Writings..." p.32. (COBBLE-OF-DOOK = BLAH!" BLAH!" BLAH!"") (ALL EMPHASIS MINE.) He learned well in the Seminary-College from the MASTER WORD-SMITHS and PSYCHOLOGISTS = put up a BRAVE BLUSTERING FRONT and get so involved with LIES and CROSS-LIES and DOUBLE LIES = that it must have almost driven him INSANE! So that later he said = "DITCH!" all his Writings - send then to the DUMP!. Should have been sent there - RIGHT=FROM=THE=BEGINNING! Who will, at this late Date still try to DEFEND his early ABERRATIONS = have to be MORE CROOKED than he was!

(4) All this was in his "A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS" p.30.
PRINTED BY THE HUDSON PRESS and so good it had to be printed by others. In that SAME 50 page Publication this alleged "CLEANSING" at the End of the Road = the ADVENTISTS said at that Time = there was NOTHING to "CLEANSE" and they were RIGHT-ON! Too Bad they did not HOLD to it! But what was the RDB REPLY?

**SUBCONSCIOUS = UNCONSCIOUS =**

**MULTIPLE SPLIT PERSONALITY**

(5) "...cleansing the Worshipper from sins of IGNORANCE, or SUBCONSCIOUS SIN...THE WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE is this SUBCONSCIOUS ONE... (COME NOW = RDB! SATAN SINNED IN HEAVEN = FULLY CONSCIOUSLY! You mean to say this is WORSE than THAT = and yet only "SUBCONSCIOUSLY") (RDB) It is this HIDDEN, DEEP-SEATED "EMNITY" AGAINST GOD (Rom.8:7), this SUBCONSCIOUS UNBELIEF and ALIENATION from God, which is to be BOTTLED OUT of the LIFE through this SPECIAL WORK of CLEANING the SANCTUARY. (And as to how the righteous DEAD fit into this, see EARLY WRITINGS, p.254.) RDB=ADA 21. 1960-2. (EW 254 has absolutely NOTHING to do with this = yet I heard one prominent "ELDER" who the "AWAKENING" THINK THEY WON! who came among them - collecting a goodly Share of TITHE! Who ECHOED the SAME DELUSION! Really quite surprising what people will go for! and PAY for!)

**BRINSMEAD UNCONSCIOUS**

The "WORST SIN of the UNIVERSE!" = ??? He should have been STOPPED! RIGHT THERE! WRITING in such IRRESPONSIBLE AND EXAGERATED TERMS reveals a MIND that is NOT FACTUAL! That is SLOPPY! I had it figured RIGHT! That he would Sell you down the BABYLON RIVER = which he did. You do not look for Truth = from a HABITUAL LIAR! God will NOT TOLERATE it = He will "CHOOSE THEIR DELUSIONS!" RDB'S "UNCONSCIOUS SIN" is the WORST SIN of the UNIVERSE? God gave him the WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE Find it in that same "HUDSON" PUBLICATION = 50 pages. "A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS." p.9.

**TIS' A FOOL!**

"The children of this World are in their generation WISER than the children of LIGHT." We are slow to learn Lessons that soon NONE, BUT A FOOL, will want to deny. Here is one, of many statements, of UNDENIABLE
FACTS, from an outside Source: "NEUROLOGISTS have for some time maintained that the human brain RECORDS COMPLETELY EVERYTHING the eyes see and the ears hear. ALL is kept for reference in our SUBCONSCIOUS MIND.... Now, according to modern SCIENCE, we are keeping the complete record ourselves." "THE CHRISTIAN WEEKLY" = LONDON. July 23, 1960.

SINCE I WAS NOT OVERLY-AWED BY MODERN "SCIENCE"

SINCE: "Every WIND of Doctrine will be blowing. Those who have rendered SUPREME HOMAGE to "SCIENCE FALSELY-SO-CALLED" will NOT be the LEADERS THEN...In the LAST SOLEMN WORD...HE=CANNOT=USE=THEM...in the SHAKING, TESTING ( SEALING) TIME...In this Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM the DROSS in the Church..." (LEAVING WHAT?) T5:80,81.

I WROTE TO LONDON FOR A COPY.

"THE SPIRIT ENTITIES" = "THE SPIRIT GUIDES" = that DAVID HUNT is speaking about from one End of his Book to the other = must have WARNED them in London = what I wanted the MAGAZINE FOR = to PROVE that RDB was going by an OCCULT SOURCE = anyway they CLAIMED they had none left = so I sent the MONEY for them to put an AD in their next Paper that I would pay "REWARD" for a Copy. They said they ran it - but sent NO PROOF - I never did see any Copy of any of their Magazines = so I was unable to PROVE that this was an OCCULT-SPIRITUALISTIC SOURCE. That RDB was using as an "AUTHORITY" that only a "FOOL!" would deny = he also stated that only a "FOOL!" would DENY that there was only ONE WAY into the SANCTUARY = that something called: "CHRIST!" would MEET YOU at the "GATE!" (OUTER COURT!) and THERE he would "FORGIVE!" all your "SINS!" I have asked for over 20 Years = are ANY sins "FORGIVEN" in the "OUTER COURT?" To date I have had NO ANSWER! We will leave that with SATAN and BILL PARKS."and the Sins WHICH=HAD BEEN=CONFESSION while He was IN the Most Holy Place were placed upon SATAN...THE PLAGUES WERE FALLING...now there was NO ATONING BLOOD to CLEANSE the Guilty (NO MEDIATOR)..."IT IS FINISHED!" EW 280-1. FAR FROM FORGIVEN in the "OUTER COURT" = SINS ARE NOT FORGIVEN = the VERY OPPOSITE FROM "FORGIVEN" = they are FASTENED FOR ETERNITY on the HEADS of those who led them ASTRAY!To now bear their own SINS = the SINS they DID
NOT CONFESS in the TIME and PLACE provided. Where only is the BLOOD. And NOWHERE ELSE IN THE UNIVERSE!

"THE CHRISTIAN WEEKLY" = LONDON

Left me holding the Bag = could not "PROVE" the OCCULTISM of BRINSMHEAD and WRIGHT - TUTORED BY GURU-SHAMAN=FROM and EASTERN MYSTICISM HINDU-BUDDIST "NEW AGE" PHILOSOPHY now sweeping the WORLD in the Greatest Religious(?) EXPLOSION of all TIME! ELLEN WHITE had it PIN-POINTED down to the LAST DECIMAL POINT! THE DAVE HUNT BOOKS for 1988 only PROVE what was PREDICTED 100 YEARS AGO = and especially in the 1903 "ALPHA" and FORESEEING INTO THE FUTURE for the DREADED "OMEGA." Just because she PREDICTYED ALL THIS to take place IN ADVENTISM = with ADVENTISTS taking the LEAD = and since so-called "REFORM" OR "AWAKENING" Bay at the same MOON - 1960 = PROGRAMMED BY SHAMAN GURU FROM = in the Adventist College = (The True, Last Reform is NOT coming out of any Adventist College!) It is from "OTHERS!" TM 70 = like the JEWS when they finally saw WHAT He was Teaching = that He preferred "FISHERMEN" with FISH-SCALES on their Clothes rather than that DANDY from the SEMINARY = the PHARISEES got so BLAZING MAD! they were ready to take the LAW in their own HANDS = SHE=PREDICTED=THE=SAME! PURPLE with RAGE! TEETH and KNUCKLES CLENCHED as they would HISS through their TEETH as we have heard them as they come FRESH from FROMM'S INFLUENCE = (1888 and after) "...the Lord chose OTHERS...AND THEN THESE LEADERS...ACT LIKE MEN who have LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 70. BRISBIN 27. ST 4:62. "The POWER attending the Message will only MADDEN those who oppose it...THE CHURCH appeals to the STRONG ARM of CIVIL POWER...PAPISTS (Are you AWAKE?) PAPISTS and PROTESTANTS UNITE...A LARGE CLASS (of Adventists)...abandon their Position, and JOIN the Ranks of the OPPOSITION... (in HALF the World = not TOMORROW - NOW!)...They become the most BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER BRETHREN." (SOME "BRETHREN!") GC 607-8.

IF AN ADVENTIST WRITES ABOUT THIS

he would MOLLY-CODDLER AROUND about this = maybe "SOME" = "MIGHT" do it = "SOME MAY" go "OUT!" from "US!"
That is always the SURE-CURE! They have to go "OUT!" from us to do this = NOT ONCE could he POSSIBLY ENTER-
TAIN the IDEA = that the REVERSE IS TRUE! Let us
Spell it out for you: NEVER put in PRINT like this before: (COULD NEVER HAVE SEEN IT AS CLEARLY BEFORE!)
(A) SESSLER and LAODICEAN TRADITION = the TRUE MOVEMENT SPARKS TO LIFE in that "TWICE DEAD" SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN! There is NO SUCH THING! "The ENEMY of Souls has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION that "A GREAT REFORMATION" was to take place among "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS...!" SM 1:204. WHO gives them THAT IDEA=???
Do you think this is the ONLY REFERENCE WE CAN FIND=?? We have another one in the same Book = p.122. And we can explain EVERY ONE that you can throw at us that SEEM to Teach otherwise.
(B) THE TRUTH IS = this Reformation starts with "GOD'S PEOPLE!" Why do you think she wrote BOOK after BOOK = where the NAME = "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" DOES NOT APPEAR! ASK VANCE FERRELL to find it for you in GC = PP = PK = COL = SC = MB = SG = LS - and I do not know how many OTHER BOOKS! Where the "NAME" does NOT APPEAR! They only SEE what they are LOOKING FOR = that this DEAD CHURCH with SLEEPING PREACHERS are all of a SUDDEN going to WAKE FROM the DEAD! WIELAND and STANDISH will SPARK them to LIFE = then they are NOT = NOT = NOT = "ALL" sound ASLEEP and only DREAMING what they are going to do! They have some WONDERFUL DREAMS! But the BIBLE says: "ALL!"Matt.25:....and the SOP says: "ALL!" slumbered and slept.(SEND FOR THE NEW "10 VIRGIN PARABLE now PRINTED. Christ SMASHED "TRADITION!" So do we. If you can be SAVED - believing a LIE! That will be a WONDER! Find the TRUTH = EW 69.
BOTTOM OF THE PAGE = tells you how they are going to meet it = as they have been for 100 YEARS! ASSASSINATE YOUR CHARACTER! "SLANDER!" EW 69,70. That proves it all!
(C) So let's get down to BRASS TACKS! This "REFORMATION BEGINS..." (Did you read it? Read OVER it - UNDER it - and AROUND it? Did not see what it said? This "REFORMATION "BEGINS!" with those NOT=GOING=TO=CHURCH=AT=ALL! T8:251.)

IT BEGINS WITH A "PROCESSION!"

The man that had this Church in his Grip from 1933 to 1973 = 40 Years of FROOM = wanted to GET RID! of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" completely = so he invented the Plan of going by the "BIBLE ALONE!" = of course the Plan = although really quite SHALLOW = as he, like SATAN in Heaven = wanted to TAKE OVER. But let's just do as he says:
THE BIBLE ALONE = !!!

It is Matt. 25: ...there are 10 Virgins that "WENT FORTH" to meet the Bridegroom = 1844. That was verse 1. But since it was a FALSE ALARM = while WAITING in what is called a: "TARRYING TIME" - "...they ALL slumbered and Slept." Verse 5."ALL!!" of them = all 10. Looking at this OBJECTIVELY = there is NO SIGN that even ONE - is AWAKE! Not one. But then something happens - should be SIMPLE to UNDERSTAND = but no Church-Member grasped it = not to this Day. They read OVER it = UNDER it = and BESIDE it = but they did not See it = and the Reason is given = over in Rev. 3:17. URIAH SMITH liked this Text something Wonderful = got a Big Following = made a Fortune in Royalties. Keen Business man. But I don't think he knew what he was Talking about. Because they have had to call "D&R COMMITTEES" together ever since = to try to make some Sense out of the Mess. Just as soon as one "COMMITTEE" finalizes their findings = be it 5 or even 15 Years - they have to appoint "ANOTHER COMMITTEE" to start all over again. You'd think they'd get so tired of the Run-Around = they would DITCH the whole thing - send it to the Dump! You see - it really takes something to make a PREDICTION = FRED WRIGHT = one of HUDSON'S PETS = said it was "EASY!" = he said just go by "FROOM!" But who goes by either one of them any more? THIS "HUNT!" BOOK REVEALS that other "PSYCHICS" who might not look into a "BRIGHT LIGHT!" or a "CRYSTAL BALL!" = like FRED WRIGHT DID!. Or delve into the "SUBCONSCIOUS" or "UNCONSCIOUS" like BRINSMEAD DID = as well as SIGMUND FREUD and CARL JUNG = "ALTERED STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS" = that they learned from HINDU or MOSLEM "GURUS" = but which I prefer to call "FAKIRS" = or some might prefer "FAKER." Because that's all they are - even though HALF THE WORLD is following them = they are still a "FAKE!" JEANE DIXON made so many BLUNDERS = hardly ever hit it RIGHT = that for YEARS no one paid her no-never Mind! One after the other fades into OBLIVION = including that "YAHWEH" Guy = what was his Name? We had one that tried to imitate him = he fell on his Face = OCTOBER=NOVEMBER 1987. Hear he's down MEXICO WAY NOW HUNT=McMAHON say in their Book - p.75,192 = "NOT ONE" of the vaunted "PSYCHICS" had anything but "FAILURES!" So do the ADVENTISTS = TURKEY=KIASER BILL= HITLER=KEY '73 when they ever hit it RIGHT = ??? Will
we TRUST our FUTURE in the hands of these BORN-LOSERS?

BACK TO THE BIBLE AND MATT. 25:6

Since the ADVENTISTS can't WAKE themselves = let alone anyone else = the PROPHET WROTE that they're on their way to "SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!" T8:304. T1:263. TM 182. T8:37,252.

NOW WE COME TO THE KEY-VERSE = MATT. 25:6.

This is the Key. ONE WORD! But no "BLIND" LAODICEAN will ever Understand it = and it is Safe to say = NO ONE ANYWHERE'S CAN UNDERSTAND IT WITHOUT THE "SPIRIT" OF PROPHECY! STILL GOING "BY THE BIBLE ALONE!" we come to:

PROPHECY!

The OLD BAG was called: "PROFESSOR EMERITUS FOR PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING FOR ANDREWS UNIVERSITY!" I can just see the Old Geezer swell up with PRIDE = made no move whatever to DENY his ROLE of taking URIAH SMITH'S PLACE to oust ELLEN WHITE = the GREAT "FROOM!" would do all "PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING!" = needed by this people. THIS was the ADVENTIST SHAMAN GURU = PROPHECIC LEADER = to sit at the CONTROL CONSOLE to PUSH-BUTTON THIS PEOPLE ANY WAY HE WANTED IT! His "40-YEAR PLAN" to: (1) BUILD all those SPANKING NEW CHURCHES -"SECOND-TO-NONE!" Call in SPECIAL OUTSIDE "ORGANIZERS" to "GET THE MONEY! BOYS!" = throw many THOUSANDS of ADVENTISTS to borrow ONE THOUSAND $'s each to raise the FUNDS = then pressure them to "VOLUNTEER" their LABOR so that with $20,000.00 they could build a $40,000.00 Church. Then AFTER it was built = GLARE at any "OFFSHOTS" who came in and took a Seat = that they HAD NOT PAID FOR! FROOM built up "PRIDE!"(2) BUILT them according to the LATEST ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS like "BIRD HOUSES"= BIG EMPTY DOMES with BIG BEAMS for the "BIRDS" to sit on. (The people had to hold NEWSPAPERS over their Heads!) Then the PRICE OF FUEL went SKY-HIGH and it took their "PRIDE" down a little when they had to SCRAMBLE to RAISE "CHURCH-EXPENSE"MONEY not just once in a while but "EVERY SABBATH!" = and if the Preacher saw it was not enough = they passed the PLATE=THE=SECOND-TIME! And the FANCY-HIGH-HEELED DAMES needed their FUR COATS to keep them middling WARM. Some were even known to put on something better than "SCANTY PANTIES!" STYLE OR NO. But few, if any = put in SENSIBLE CEILINGS to SAVE=THE
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HEAT from escaping to the BIG EMPTY BIRD-HOUSE "DOME." Then they could GLARE=THE=HARDER for any "SAMARITANS" that slipped in the Back-Seats without paying their Dues. And especially if they would be so BRASH as to offer an Opinion in the Sabbath School Period = they would just about have an APOPELTIC FIT...SHUT THEIR EARS and GRIND THEIR TEETH!. (3) IN SO WAY would such PROUD and GRAND PEOPLE he expected to appreciate: "It ANGERED them also that those who showed ONLY CONTEMPT for the RABBIS, and who were NEVER SEEN in the SYNAGOGUES, should Flock about JESUS, and LISTEN with RAPT ATTENTION to His Words. The SCRIBES and PHARISEES ...had only SCORN and CONDEMNEATION for them = but CHRIST=GREETED=THEM=AS=CHILDREN=OF=God!" COL 186, 158, 190. ED 79. (NO WONDER URIAH SMITH DID NOT WANT TO SELL THIS BOOK!) (4) FROM push-buttoned NICHOLS to OPEN these GRAND EDIFICES = turn them over to the BAAL-PRIESTS to "REVOLVE CHOIRS" = KEEP THE "CHRIST=MASS" and even let the HORONITES = JEBUSITES = MOABITES = and PHILISTINES = into the precinct of the SANCTUARY. To MINCE in with their "PEEK-A-BOOS" = ISRAEL looking in AMAZEMENT as "BAALAM" with a Grand Flourish ushers them into their Seat - BAKKER and SWAGGAR STYLE - until the Adventist Ministry hits TM 447. (THE "SEALING" and WHY they will not make it!) FCE 227. And 100 MORE! (5) This was right up HEPPENSTALL'S ALLEY for he had LONG been associating with the INCONTINENT as FROM and ANDERSON = BESSIE MOUNT and LOUISE KLEUSER = had them seeking for "POWER!" among the POWER-POX ADDICTS = and "LOVE UNLIMITED!" "Yet this Class, though entitled to NOTHING ...claim EVERYTHING!...God does not recognize their "LOVE!" for it is a Delusion of the ENEMY." EV 597, 599. "LOVE those BEST = who LOVE CHRIST MOST!" T2:48. (6) Since FAMILIARITY does not always breed CONTEMPT = FROM(BALAAM) seeking a REWARD = while CASTING OUT (not THOUSANDS! but MILLIONS!) to keep the Rest = INTIMIDATED and IN LINE = at the SAME TIME = threw the Gates WIDE OPEN for HEATHEN RITES = HEATHEN WOMEN = to TIPPY-TOE IN! (By the Way = ALL FULLY PREDICTED by the PROPHET for this HISTORY to be REPEATED just near the END! PP 438 to 457. ST 1:197 to 205. SOP 1:319 to 327.) A TERRIBLE PESTILENCE (AIDS) BROKE OUT!" PP 455. "... overcome by the WILES of HEATHEN WOMEN...The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST TO TRANSGRESS!" PP 454. (PREACH the SAME as the HOLY ROLLER MARTINS = END UP the SAME as
the BAKKERS and SWAGGARTS! And News Reports are = MANY OTHERS go the SAME WAY = among these ELECTRONIC PULPIT THUMPERS and their BROAD-MINDED WAY BEAT "MUSIC" SHOWING OFF THEIR PRIESTESSES from the Temple of DIANNA.) (Called: "CHOIRS!") (CHORUS GIRLS.)
(7) But then BRINSMEAD and WIELAND and STANDISH will take care of all this when the GREAT GENIE comes to "GIVE" them a NEW "NATURE-CHARACTER" = REMOVE EVEN: "...SUBCONSCIOUS SIN...THE WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE!"
RDB=ADA 21. Some of them prefer to HARP AWAY on TM 15 = "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE!" This says it all! So there! God does not care - so why should you CARE? NOT ONE OF THEM will turn the Page = TM 16 = to see how "DEFECTIVE" they become. AND NO ONE HAS TOLD THEM that Sr. White never WROTE that - never SAW that = never DREAMED of that! COMPILED as you can see = in 1923 and they haven't caught on yet!

(8)
BACK TO THE BIBLE ONLY!

We DARE YOU to show ANYONE IN THE WORLD - IN ANY CHURCH = that has or can explain the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE WITHOUT THE "GIFT OF PROPHECY" for lack of which "MY PEOPLE PERISH!". In MATT. 25:6 we found 2 Words = "CRY!" and TIME GIVEN = "MIDNIGHT!" Put the 2 together and you have:

"MIDNIGHT CRY!"
The ESSENCE of "MY (VERY) FIRST VISION!" = EW 13. WTF 12. LS 64. T1:48. 1846 BROADSIDE. PAST GENERATIONS DID NOT NEED THIS LIGHT = would have done them NO GOOD AT ALL! It was STRICTLY for the LAST MOMENT OF TIME! THE SEALING OF THE 144,000. "When Christ saw that there was NO HUMAN BEING able to be man's INTERCESSOR, He Himself entered the fierce CONFLICT and BATTLED with SATAN. The First begotten of God as THE ONLY ONE who could liberate(man.)" "THE UPWARD LOOK" p.357. Manuscript 125, December 9, 1901.

AS HISTORY IS REPEATED

(1) DANIEL become "DUMB!" Daniel 10:15.
(2) An Angel touched his Lips = so he could TALK. 10:16.
(3) But now he lost all his STRENGTH = and had "NO BREATHE" in his Body. 10:17.
(4) An Angel touched him again = and he became very "STRONG!" 10:18,19.
(5) All his VISIONS were from GOD THE FATHER.
(6) HIS VISIONS extended to "THE TIME OF THE END."
Repeated OVER and OVER. 11:35,40.
(7) "AND AT THAT TIME shall MICHAEL STAND UP" and the
PLAUGUES BEGIN. 12:1.
(8) That is as FAR as his VISIONS EXTENDED. "SEAL
THE BOOK!" You have done your Duty. 12:4.
(9) In the TIME OF THE END" = GOD'S PEOPLE (THE CLAY!)
= will MIX with the IRON(Romanism) = the TWO TOGETHER
will hold up the IMAGE" which should come DOWN! but it
does not = ROMANISM and ADVENTISM will form a MIXTURE
that will not HOLD = only for a TIME = until a "STONE"
= CHRIST is the CHIEF CORNER-STONE = "THE TESTIMONY OF
JESUS" - brings that IMAGE WELDED TOGETHER BY MEN -
the "STONE" brings it DOWN! 2:31 to 45.
(10) But "UNDERSTAND!" = DANIEL = "...for at the TIME
of the END shall be the VISION!" 8:17.
(11) "We have come to a TIME when "GOD'S SACRED WORK"
is represented by the FEET of the IMAGE in which the
IRON in MIXED with MIRY CLAY. The MINGLING of CHURCH
CRAFT and STATE CRAFT is represented by the IRON and
the CLAY. They have invested their STRENGTH in
POLITICS, and have UNITED with the PAPACY!" MSS April
22, 1899. BRISBIN 58.
(12) IN THE PARTS LEFT OUT of the above Testimony we
have: "God has a people, a chosen people, whose DISCERN-
MENT must be SANCTIFIED, who must not become UNHOLY by
laying upon the FOUNDATION WORK, HAY, and STUBBLE...This
investing THE CHURCH with the POWER of the STATE will
bring EVIL RESULTS. Men have almost passed the Point
of GOD'S FORBEARANCE...But the TIME will come when God
will PUNISH those who have made VOID HIS LAW, and
their EVIL WORK will recoil upon THEMSELVES." MS 63,

(I had just received the (BOB BRUCE) = "COMPREHENSIVE
INDEX" PO Box 991831, Redding, CA 96099. ($12.95 US)
So first I used it to look up LU 352. I found it =
but NO CROSS-REFERENCE to SERIES B7:56. A DEVASTATING
TESTIMONY that one thing it is "CERTAIN!" the "GREAT
APOSTASY" ("ALPHA OF APOSTASY!"") is going to "INCREASE"
and get "STRONGER" and will CONTINUE TO DO SO "UNTIL
THE LORD SHALL DESCEND FROM HEAVEN WITH A SHOUT!" It
was a THUNDER-BOLT to me that this was to "HEE WILLIE
WHITE!" = but NO CONNECTION to Series B7:56-7. (In
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this "INDEX." So I thought I would try it out again = what I quoted above from "BRISBIN" p.58. And BRISBIN called it: M.S.S. April 22, 1899. And I already knew that should also be found in BC 4:1168-9. So I used the "INDEX" That says "ABC 178-79,425." My R.M.BABCOCK EDITION OF THE "COMMENTS" - has no pages for 7BC or 7ABC = NO PAGING BEFORE p.903 and 641. So I ended up wasting a lot of Time. I already knew of MM 119-25, 204-05. I do not have MR or 1MR - so I had to fall back on the "COMPUTER" I have in my Brain = so I am afraid FEW will find that "INDEX" of any Value. That "WE" are the "CLAY" - my CROSS-NOTES LIST " GOING TO BATTLE CREEK" one of the Books we had "HEALTH RESEARCH" printed for us years ago - p.124. Isa 64:8. My notes also show PK 431,503. T1:360-1. T8:187. And now I have added: RH: 4:152. Feb. 6, 1900.

WE NOW HAVE ADDITIONAL LIGHT

We called him (One of the Elders did) "WILSON THE FOX!" = now he is: "WILSON THE WOLF!" unlike the "PSYCHICS" that FAIL = unlike URIAH SMITH or the PERPETUAL "COMMITTEES" that Sit on this Dead Man's Chest = with WASTE-BASKETS FULL of DISCARDED NOTES = trying to make someSense out of Non-Sense = all who go by URIAH SMITH or their "BIBLE READINGS" end up in LIMBO.

HOW ABOUT THIS FOR A COMMENTARY?

(SO SHE NEVER MADE ANY "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS" = FROM?) "The UNBELIEVING and GODLESS do not discern the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES"...The Christian who accepts the TRUTH, the WHOLE TRUTH, and nothing but the TRUTH, will look at BIBLE HISTORY in its true bearing. The HISTORY of the JEWISH ECONOMY..."THE DARK AGES"...MAN'S WORD FAILS...(will) be a SHIPWRECKED VESSEL...God reveals His Secrets to His Servants the PROPHETS. THE "IMAGE" shown to NEBUCHADNEZZAR...the feet and toes IRON mingled with CLAY. So the KINGDOMS...DETERIORATED...making VOID the LAW of GOD...the "IMAGE" also fitly represented DETERIORATION of RELIGION...Those who "CLAIM" to be PROTESTANTS" are not today what LUTHER was. They have LEFT the OLD Landmarks...RIGHTEOUSNESS exalts a Nation. The Words of the Bible...is a LAMP to our feet, a LIGHT to our Path...THE CHURCH has joined hands with THE WORLD...As it was in the Days of Noah...The TRULY LOYAL will not be carried away by the
CURRENT of EVIL...On which side are you?" RH 4:151-2
Feb. 6, 1900. Also p.293.

"WILL LOOK AT BIBLE HISTORY."

(1). DANIEL saw until the "TIME OF THE END." That was
the extent of the "VISIONS" from GOD.
(2) That would be the "END" of the 2300 Days. 8:14.
That "SEALED" the Book.
(3) "THEN" shall the SANCTUARY BE CLEANSED!" 8:14.
"THEN" SHALL BE (FUTURE TENSE!) SHALL BE "THE VISION!"
8:17. "...wherefore shut thou up "THE VISION" = for
"IT" shall be for MANY DAYS...but NONE understood it."
8:26:27.
(4) The "BALLANGER BUNCH" had Adventists on the Ropes
until ANDREASON DISCOVERED that "HOLY PLACE" and "MOST
HOLY PLACE" could refer to CAMP=SANCTUARY=APARTMENT.
So here = GOD THE FATHER took DANIEL up to the END
of the 2300 Days. Up to Daniel 7:9 and Rev. 4:2 the
Scene for "THRONEs" (PLURAL) to be "CAST DOWN!" =
1844. "There I saw "THRONEs" (PLURAL) I had never
seen before!" 1846 BROADSIDE. (She never saw them
before because they were not set before.)
DANIEL BEHELD TILL (A) "THRONEs WERE CAST DOWN!" = (B)
"THE ANCIENT OF DAYS DID SIT!" (C) NO JUDGE "SITS!" =
until the COURT SITS = and the BOOKS ARE READY. These
are "SEALED" Books. The Angels stand on Guard = as NO
ONE except the "GOD" (OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THIS
WORLD = Satan came as the Representative "GOD" of this
World in JOB 1:6,7. But now he does not = and no one
else so that: "I WEPT MUCH!" = because NO ONE COULD
BE SAVED = except a LAWYER=ADVOCATE=MEDIATOR who had
AUTHORITY to OPEN the OFFICIAL RECORDS compiled by
RECORDING ANGELS = now there was no MOHAMMED=BUDDHA=
CONFUCIUS=NIETZSCHE=MARX=ENGELS=FREUD=JUNG=EDDY=YOUNG
=FROOM=or other "SAVIOURS" of Mankind = including the
DEVIL! NOT ONE = DEAD or ALIVE or not yet BORN =
stepped forth in 1844 to take the "BOOK" nor could
even "LOOK THEREON!" Rev.5:3. THEREFORE "I WEPT MUCH!"
and the Court could commence and the "BOOK OF LIFE"
could be Completed.

THEN URIAH SMITH DID WHAT THE
DEVIL HIMSELF COULD NOT DO =

NO MAN=CREATURE=FISH=BIRD=INSECT=OR ANIMAL = could have DISTORTED THIS PROPHETIC SCENE like URIAH SMITH
DID = applying the "SEALS" to 1755 or WHATEVER =
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IF = IF = IF

(6) IF = DANIEL SAW the 2300 DAYS. 8:14.
(7) IF = This took us to 1844.
(8) IF = "THEN shall the SANCTUARY BE CLEANSED!"
8:14. THE COURT WAS NOT SET = it COULD not have commenced ONE DAY BEFORE = 1844!
(9) IF DANIEL ONLY "BEHELD TILL THE THRONES WERE CAST DOWN, AND THE ANCIENT OF DAYS DID SIT!"
(10) IF = THE NEXT VERSE SAYS THEN = "THE JUDGMENT WAS SET AND THE BOOKS WERE OPENED!" 7:9,10.
(11) IF = JOHN IN THE REVELATIONS went into GREAT DETAIL that NO ONE = (CERTAINLY NOT URIAH SMITH! NOR THE CATHOLICS AND PRESBYTERIANS HE WENT BY = as FROOM so eloquently explained!)
(12) IF = URIAH SMITH = LIKE FROOM = WANTS TO GO "BY THE BIBLE ONLY!" = but ENDS UP GOING BY "BABYLON ONLY!" = because the BIBLE and the FATHER go only to "I BEHELD TILL THE THRONES WERE CAST DOWN!" = And became SICK nigh unto DEATH when he tried to go any further and was told very strictly to "SEAL UP!" or "SHUT UP THE VISION: for it shall be for MANY DAYS!" and NO ONE was meant to UNDERSTAND any further than that. 8:26,27.
(13) IF = "THE LAMB" now enters the Picture = and it is the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" that takes over by choosing a NEW PROPHET when the "THRONES WERE CAST DOWN!" = and as "HISTORY IS REPEATED!" as the PHARISEE JEWS REJECTED the "LAMB OF GOD" and those who SAY THEY ARE JEWS BUT WHO LIE! AND ARE NOT! = as History is Repeated - like the Jews = REJECT the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" = as He gives VISIONS the same experience and proof as DANIEL HAD - "NO BREATH" in the Body. 10:17. "NO STRENGTH" = 10:16. Followed by SUPER-HUMAN STRENGTH! 10:18,19.(14) IF = this PROPHET came JUST IN TIME! THE GREATEST LIGHT EVER GIVEN TO MAN! TO CLARIFY THE LAST MESSAGE = which would have done NO GOOD to previous Generations = and this PROUD SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" is going to REPEAT HISTORY and REJECT THE SON = AGAIN! So that she called them: "PHARISEES!" = 33TIMES in the "1888 MATERIALS!" Of course = that would not Rub off on those people. She just about DIED - 4 TIMES.

She said the Lord waited while the WOLF-PACK tore at her in 1888 - (the HALF has NEVER been told!) Until
she learned her LESSON and learned it WELL! Until WEE WILLIE nearly STARVED because they CUT OFF $10,000.00 each from 2 BRETHREN = who Ear-marked this for her and WILLIE = (A TREMENDOUS FORTUNE IN THOSE DAYS!) So that she QUIT PUSSEY-FOOTING with them and spoke as she should have done = YEARS BEFORE! "THE UPWARD LOOK" = p.359 and "1888 MATERIALS."

THE BIGGEST CON-JOB EVER PERFORMED ON ANY PEOPLE ON EARTH =

When they Rail-Roaded her to AUSTRALIA to get her out of their way - and she in her Innocence and Naivete = STILL BELIEVING IN THEM = WEE WILLIE ALSO = sold his Honor to them = those who "EDITED" = (WOODS FOR ONE!) the "MORNING WATCH BOOKS" = SKILLFULLY FROZE OUT THE SECTIONS where she raked them over the Coals = (as "NEW AGE" OCCULTISM-SPIRITUALISM DOES = do not deal in what they consider "NEGATIVE"!)

-------------------------

PUT THIS IN BLAZING HEAD-LINES

"In 3 or 4 instances, PARAGRAPHS have been REARRANGED so that the SELECTION ENDS ON A POSITIVE TONE." FOREWORD" to 1979 "THIS DAY WITH GOD." (By the "TRUSTEES" that EGW SAID: "CANNOT BE TRUSTED!" TM 361,356,106,146, 376,386. (Want 20 more?) "CURSEDis the man that TRUSTETH IN..." "In 3 or 4 Instances...?" or in 3 or 4 "HUNDRED!" instances! And the STEADY and INSISTENT CALL for "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" and set aside your Differences = and don't find Fault! That she leveled at THEM! That THEY were to comein Line with the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" and the "HOLY SPIRIT" that gave it = they turned SQUARE AROUND and HURL this at the "MEMBERSHIP!" That YOU are to KNUCKLE UNDER and be SUBSERVIENT to the likes of "THEM!" TRULY THE FROOM HOAX OF THE CENTURY! NO WONDER that DECENT and UPRIGHT PEOPLE LEFT IN DROVES = to get AWAY from a CHURCH and an "ELLEN WHITE" that would TEACH such EAST INDIAN HINDU "FATALISM!" Man is but a BLOB of PROTOPLASM in a World of "KARMA!" Join the other MINDLESS HORDES and follow the HOLY COWS or HOLY BULLS around in case you might be favoured to Plaster some Holy Emanation on your Head while it is still Warm. About as Effective as following MASTER GURU FROM AROUND and end up as he did in his Holy Pilgrimage with Billy (Goat) Graham with Wieland
standing by = nodding his Approval. All the Fight taken out of him as any other Vacant-Minded Suppliant who took the same Oath of Silence to Win some Merit. "Even a FOOL, when he holdeth his Peace = is counted WISE!" Pro.17:28. "Ye FOOLS and BLIND!" Matt.23:17.

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S "IMAGE."

DANIEL SAW 4 GREAT EMPIRES = (1) NEBUCHADNEZZAR WAS THE GOLDEN HEAD = BABYLON. (2) FOLLOWED BY MEDO-PERSIA = INFERIOR TO THEE. (3) FOLLOWED BY GRECIA. (4) FOLLOWED BY the 4th BEAST OF IRON = MORALITY SHRUNK TO ROME. THAT WAS THE END OF STABLE GOVERNMENTS. REVOLUTION BROKE THEM UP INTO 10 FACTIONS = (5) 10 TOES REPRESENTED BY "WE ARE THE CLAY" = 10 ECCLESIASTICAL TOES MIXED WITH THE IRON OF THE STATE. (6) THE POWER OF ROME BROKEN INTO 10 FACTIONS WHO WILL RESURRECT ALL THE IDEOLOGIES OF ALL THE FORMER KINGDOMS IN AN INSECURE CONGLOMERATE LED BY ADVENTISTS WHO WILL STRIVE TO BE THE "HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL" as "APOTHEOSIS IN THE CHURCH WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST." GC 444.


(8) "THE JUDGMENT WAS SET, AND THE BOOKS WERE OPENED." 7:10.

(9) TRYING TO SEE MORE = he was taken to a Span of 2300 DAYS AND "THEN SHALL THE SANCTUARY BE CLEANSED!" 8:14. TRYING TO SEE STILL MORE = even to becoming Sick unto Death = he was told to "SHUT UP" or "SEAL THE BOOK" = as he had already gone so far that "NONE UNDERSTOOD IT!" 8:27.

(10) IN THIS PERIOD OF TIME = INFERIOR ROME BEING INTIMIDATED BY THE CHURCH-SYNAGOGUE = CRUCIFIED THEIR SAVIOUR. CHURCH AND STATE UNITED. "SEAL THE BOOK... for the Words are CLOSED TO THE TIME OF THE END." 12:4,9.(11) His striving to get more LIGHT was met again and again "...for at the TIME OF THE END shall be "THE VISION." 8:17. What he was shown as "THE VISION" is for MANY DAYS." 10:14. "O DANIEL, shut up the Words, and SEAL the BOOK, EVEN TO THE Time of the End." 12:4. 1884GC 186-7. The "RUNNING TO AND FRO" spoken of here (12:4) is "THE MESSENGERS" trying every possible way to "WARN THE PEOPLE OF THE COMING JUDGEMENTS" = and if not = the DARKNESS will be so dense
standing by = nodding his Approval. All the Fight taken out of him as any other Vacant-Minded Suppliant who took the same Oathe of Silence to Win some Merit. "Even a FOOL, when he holdeth his Peace = is counted WISE!" Pro.17:28. "Ye FOOLS and BLIND!" Matt.23.17.

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S "IMAGE."

DANIEL SAW 4 GREAT EMPIRES = (1) NEBUCHADNEZZAR WAS THE GOLDEN HEAD = BABYLON. (2) FOLLOWED BY MEDO-PERSIA = INFERIOR TO THEE. (3) FOLLOWED BY GRECIA. (4) FOLLOWED BY THE 4th BEAST OF IRON = MORALITY SHRUNK TO ROME. THAT WAS THE END OF STABLE GOVERNMENTS. REVOLUTION BROKE THEM UP INTO 10 FACTIONS = (5) 10 TOES REPRESENTED BY "WE ARE THE CLAY" = 10 ECCLESIASTICAL TOES MIXED WITH THE IRON OF THE STATE. (6) THE POWER OF ROME BROKEN INTO 10 FACTIONS WHO WILL RESURRECT ALL THE IDEOLOGIES OF ALL THE FORMER KINGDOMS IN AN INSECURE CONGLOMERATE LED BY ADVENTISTS WHO WILL STRIVE TO BE THE "HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL" as "APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST." GC 444.


(8) "THE JUDGMENT WAS SET, AND THE BOOKS WERE OPENED." 7:10.

(9) TRYING TO SEE MORE = he was taken to a Span of 2300 DAYS AND "THEN SHALL THE SANCTUARY BE CLEANSED!" 8:14. TRYING TO SEE STILL MORE = even to becoming Sick unto Death = he was told to "SHUT UP" or "SEAL THE BOOK" = as he had already gone so far that "NONE UNDERSTOOD IT!" 8:27.

(10) IN THIS PERIOD OF TIME = INFERIOR ROME BEING INTIMIDATED BY THE CHURCH-SYNAGOGUE = CRUCIFIED THEIR SAVIOUR. CHURCH AND STATE UNITED. "SEAL THE BOOK... for the Words are CLOSED TO THE TIME OF THE END." 12:4,9.(11) His striving to get more LIGHT was met again and again "...for at the TIME OF THE END shall be "THE VISION." 8:17. What he was shown as "THE VISION" is for MANY DAYS." 10:14. "O DANIEL, shut up the Words, and SEAL the BOOK, EVEN TO THE Time of the End." 12:4. 1884GC 186-7. The "RUNNING TO AND FRO" spoken of here (12:4) is "THE MESSENGERS" trying every possible way to "WARN THE PEOPLE OF THE COMING JUDGEMENTS" = and if not = the DARKNESS will be so dense
that He will remove their Candlestick OUT of his place which means: "He will take His Holy Spirit FROM the CHURCH, and GIVE it to OTHERS, who will APPRECIATE IT!" RH 3:272-3. July 16, 1895. See also July 23, 1895. "He will use OTHERS!" The Visions given to Daniel by God the Father = took in a Span of Time and Ended with the Sitting of the Investigative Judgment in the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary in 1844.

(12) GOD the SON has now passed through the Stages of being a BABE in a Manger = men are ever Ready to have Him where they want Him = Worship Him as HELPLESS BABE in a MANGER = a HELPLESS MALEFACTOR ON A CROSS=(XMASS and EASTER) = a Time to SMOKE and DRINK and CAROUSE when at least they have ONE "GOD" where they want Him = HELPLESS! At their Mercy!

(13) But they choose NOT to "UNDERSTAND" when JOHN THE REVELATOR goes one Step further than DANIEL = and presents the "LAMB AS IT HAD BEEN SLAIN!" Rev.5:6. Now we are past the 2300 Days = the LAMB a VICTOR over the GRAVE = now appearing before the COURT IN HEAVEN in a NEW ROLE = as ADVOCATE= LAWYER= MEDIATOR = ONE WORTHY TO OPEN THE BOOK SEALED WITH "7 SEALS!"

If URIAH SMITH had been STRANGLED IN THE CRADLE = this people MIGHT have a chance to UNDERSTAND that NOT ONE SEAL could POSSIBLY OPEN before 1844. AS THE JUDGMENT SITS = the LAMB is now no more and NEVER AGAIN will be in the Role of a VICTIM of SATAN'S and MEN'S WRATH = the SHOE is now on the other FOOT = IF FILTHY = they now Face a "JUDGE!" IF HOLY = they now Face an ADVOCATE. It is up to men if they want to Develop a "CHARACTER" or not.

"CHARACTER!"

DANIEL was HONORED before NEBUCHADNEZZAR for his Role as a Prophet. JOHN THE REVELATOR was NOT so HONORED = because his constant Call for "CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT" they tried to Kill him. FAILING that =they BANISHED him to the Isle of Patmos. Where he was given some of the most glorious VISIONS ever given to man. RH 5:107. Book of Daniel = "SEALED!" Did that mean the END of all VISIONS as the JEWS TOOK IT? Would not LISTEN to JOHN or CHRIST? BOTH were the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" GOD GAVE VISIONS TO DANIEL. GOD THE SON GAVE VISIONS TO JOHN. BC 7: 953-4. T7:288. UNSEALED BOOK OF DANIEL.
"WITHOUT PROPHECY = MY PEOPLE PERISH!" The most glorious LIGHT ever given to man was given = URIAH SMITH = the Adventist False Prophet = and FROOM who assumed his Mantle = this Imposter and Theological Joke = beat the Tom-Toms for "THE BIBLE ALONE!" What he meant was "FROOM ALONE!" "PROFESSOR EMERITUS FOR PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING FOR ANDREWS UNIVERSITY!" Ellen White did NOT have the "PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING" that FROOM DID! IN FACT - she had NONE! THEREFORE we go by "THE BIBLE! (AND FROOM) ALONE!" We CUT OFF Ellen White because: (ABOVE ALL = she called, like JOHN THE REVELATOR = for "CHARACTER-BUILDING" the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME!" Who wants THAT = !!!?? As History is Repeated = the "250 Princes of Renown" = the 1888 "CONFEDERACY OF EVIL" = the ACCUSERS and CONDEMNERS and FAULT FINDERS who stood by URIAH SMITH and OLSEN CONFEDERACY = until she wrote in the "SAND" as the Lord gave her VISIONS of their INTIMATE LIVES = one after another made a PRETENCE of "CONVERSION" until only URIAH SMITH stood DEFIANT to the BITTER END! Was it for nothing that she called them KD+A = the Church Leaders = in "1888 MATERIALS" = p. 599,600,602, 603,906,912,989,1067,1068,1303,1324,1518. "The Facts relative to KORAH and his Company, who rebelled against Moses and Aaron, and against Jehovah, (NOT "YAHWEH!") against JEHOVAH, are Recorded for a WARNING to God's people (NOT "YAHWEH'S PEOPLE!") GOD'S PEOPLE, especially those who live upon the Earth near=the=Close-of=Time!" SOP 1:306. ST 4:153. PP 403-4. T3:353, 358,361. T5:66.

FROOM-DANIELLS-SPICER-FIGHUR
(SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE = Feb.1957.) "NO DOCTRINAL TRUTH OR PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION ever came to this people INITIALLY through the Spirit of Prophecy = no, not in a SINGLE CASE." (FROOM.)

AS SOON AS THE OLD FOOL WROTE THAT =
I IMMEDIATELY TURNED TO EW 42 - THE "PHILADELPHIAN SANCTUARY TRUTHS" = which refers you to EW 86. (THE BASIC SANCTUARY TRUTHS!) "The view of "THE OPEN AND SHUT DOOR," on pages 42-45 was given in 1849. The application of Revelation 3:7,8, to the HEAVENLY SANC-
TUARY was entirely NEW to me. I had never heard the idea advanced by ANYONE. Now as the subject of the Sanctuary is being clearly understood, the application is seen in it's force and beauty." EW 86.

WANTING SO DESPERATELY=

to keep us from INVESTIGATING "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS" that she made = as one CHURCH LEADER ECHOES THE OTHER in making that LYING STATEMENT = by that Time = (1957) we must have had 25 "DIVINE PREDICTIONS" indexed and catalogued = we went on until we had 100. When Bro. Davis said: "Isn't it TIME to put them down?" We had 200. (SORRY = none left =if Time permits we should re-Print them.) Many of which - if not MOST of them = were NOT "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS" = which means the ROLE of a COMMENTATOR of what is ALREADY WRITTEN = a PROPHET is NOT CONFINED TO THAT! As FIGHR with 30 Scholars spent 30 Years and could not "PROVE" the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" from the "BIBLE ALONE!" = therefore we should not Preach on it anymore. I think a 12 Year old Son of a Christian Mother =could produce 30 References in 30 Minutes.

(A) DANIEL saw till THRONES were cast down and the judgment did SIT.

(B) JOHN THE REVELATOR saw the DETAILS of this JUDGMENT SET.

(C) REVELATIONS 4 and 5 = the SEALING (INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT) Rev.7 to 14.

(D) As the Book "SEALED WITH 7 SEALS" is opened one by one = is a Picture of the CHURCH DETERIORATING until they Ride the HORSE OF DEATH! Some of the most dramatic Scenes of LEAVING THE HORSES AND THE WAGONS ON THAT LITTLE NARROW PATH INHERENT IN "MY FIRST VISION" could NOT have been formulated from "THE BIBLE ALONE!" = NO WAY! Over and Over again -the most Bless-ed "LIGHT!" ever given to MAN! "THE LAST WARNING!" EW 279. T5:206. T6:19,60. "THE MOST FEARFUL THREATENING EVER ADDRESSED TO MORTALS!" 1884 GC 282. GC 449. THE CHURCH will be split up in "TWO DISTINCT, OPPOSITE CLASSES!" 1884 GC 282. GC All chewed up in GC 450. Because they do not want the Church to split up into WISE and FOOLISH! But like it or not = the Lord does not wait for what MAN WANTS!

(E) EZEKIEL 9 is the SEALING CHAPTER. EZEKIEL 8 is the ABOMINATION CHAPTER.

(G) We have never yet heard ANY MINISTER ANYWHERE
explain: "TURN THEE YET AGAIN, AND THOU SHALT SEE GREATER ABOMINATIONS THAT THEY DO!" 8:6, 13, 15. (And if NONE will be "SEALLED" except they show them "ALL" their "ABOMINATIONS!" "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. RH 2:49. How are we going to show them ANY "ABOMINATIONS!" if we do not even know the WORST ONES LISTED IN EZEKIEL 8 = ??? And watch them, like WIELAND and STANDISH = use Pregnant Mare PEE(called HORMONS!)" to change your WIFE! Or from the same SORCERER'S HANDS = Bless you for turning your Face towards the "EAST!" = March up the Hill with BILLY (GOAT) GRAHAM to greet the Rising "SUN!" as do all other HEATHEN CULTS! (REMEMBER the Billy Goat that RAMMED Billy in the REAR = as he went up the Hill? The Lord has a Sense of Humor = this is proven by the Fact that He made BILLY = had the GOAT ram him and break his Arm = shown in News Media all around the World. Some have not caught on YET!)

(H) That Billy Goat had never touched anyone BEFORE! The Lord has a Sense of Humour, as BILLY SUNDAY SAID = that is why He made "SOME OF YOU PEOPLE!" It really is a Joke how WIELAND will quit Harping on FROOM-ANDERSON following the LEAD of BILLY GRAHAM right into the 3-Fold ECUMENICAL UNION with BROTHER BILLY BABYLON in "MISSION=KEY '73!" = where "LIGHTNING BOLT PIERSON" got a SURPRISE! RH August 9, 1973. p.24. Had him SQUAWKING for 2 Years later:"What went WRONG, Brethren? What went WRONG? (Or did you choose to FORGET that the "40 Year Plan" of FRIAR MONK "SABBASTIAN FROOM" = culminated in the ECUMENICAL UNION with BILLY and the CATHOLICS in his "KEY '73." FROOM FOUND STILL LYING in the RUINS of his own SPECULATIONS = and in spite of the MIRACLES of God to: (A) SILENCE the BIG MOUTH of FROOM FOREVER in his "MISSION '73' = (B) Give PIERSON a LIGHTNING BOLT to remember Him by. (C) The same as He did when the POPE declared his "INFALLIBILITY." They prepared the SISTINE CHAPEL so that as the POPE would be CROWNED = a Monk would remove a CURTAIN off a WINDOW and the BEAMS of the SUN would SHINE on the POPE'S HEAD at the Moment of his being CROWNED with "INFALLIBILITY!" But when the Moment came = CLOUDS BOILED UP = a LIGHTNING BOLT smashed that WINDOW! At which the Adventist will Laugh! But is just as BLIND as the HOTTENTOTS as they bow down to Worship their WITCH-DOCTORS and "gods" = as the "FLOCKS and HERDS" (PT 45,64,79.) of Adventists follow their FROOM-WILSON
1971 JOINT BOOK showing what Doctrines they intend to Teach to bring about the "LOUD CRY!" FROOM'S SUPREME AMBITION = HIS LAST FLING = "MISSION=KEY '73."

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

LET IT BE SAID RIGHT HERE:

THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE TRUE PROPHET OF GOD - EVERY TIME = is to call the people BACK to "KEEP" the COMMANDEMENTS OF GOD! No WAFFLING! No EXCUSES! You CAN do it! You must TRY! And if we FAIL = we FAIL! At least we have a CHANCE! But if we LIE DOWN before we START! OR WORSE YET! Tell God to His Face = that we do not even intend to TRY! CHRIST IS IN HEAVEN = THE LAW IS IN HEAVEN = HE CAN KEEP IT THERE! "THE CONTEST IS between the COMMANDEMENTS OF GOD and the COMMANDEMENTS (LEGALISM!) OF MEN!" T5:81.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE SATAN INSPIRED FALSE PROPHET = EVERY TIME = is to LOWER the STANDARD that God has Set = to appear before men in the Role of a Great Benevolent CHURCH FATHER=GURU=SHAMAN=WITCH=DOCTOR-NEW AGE SOURCERER=gracious=kind=understanding=BAKKER and SWAGGART TYPE = in the Realm of MAGIC - the "GREAT GENIE" will up and "GIVE" you a CHARACTER when He comes! IS THAT WHAT YOU LEARNED IN THE WRITINGS OF THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY?" Or is it literally TRUE:"IN VAIN do they WORSHIP ME = Teaching for Doctrines the COMMANDEMENTS OF MEN!"

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

WHEN BRINSMEAD CAME ON THE SCENE

and gave the people what they wanted to hear = that even the very "WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE" = the Sin they did not even know they had =it was "SUBCONSCIOUS" that even the Best had boiling away inside = after a LIFE-TIME of being a "CHRISTIAN" = even the DEAD would have this sin "BLOTTED" out! When the "DEFENSE COMMITTEE" answered that = and answered it WELL! Dec. 1961 = and BRINSMEAD tried to defend himself like a Rat against a Wall = the Adventists said at that Time: "We prefer to take our stand with John (1 John 1:9) beliefing that when God cleanses from "ALL" unrighteousness = NOTHING REMAINS in the Soul Temple to be cleansed away in the JUDGMENT." p.20 HT=RB.

-----------------------------------------------

STANDISH

PRETENDS to be a Noble Gladiator = defending the "FAITH!" against "FORD" and the "NEW THEOLOGY" = it is
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the Essence of the "NEW THEOLOGY" to go by FROM-DANIELLS in their JOINT BOOK: (RAM Ellen White right in the Face = everything she ever said = which is the very latest BRAIN-WASHING TECHNIQUE = RAM the Truth right in the Face with:) "...CEASE from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES...Only then can we truly pray our Lord's prayer." COR 20-2.

THOUSANDS of ADVENTIST MINISTERS - young, old, black, white and Polka Dot = must have LOOKED AT THAT = did several Summer-Saults in the Air (in their Mind) before coming down to Earth again.

CAN THIS BE TRUE?

"...by FAITH INSTEAD of by WORKS...FAITH TAKES THE PLACE OF WORKS..." COR 18-20. ESPECIALLY if he had read the Spirit of Prophecy BEFORE reading this ABOMINATION! And more ESPECIALLY if he had spent ONE HOUR with the INDEX before coming to any Conclusion = but what OVERWHELMED him must have been the PRAISE and ADULATION he heard for THIS BOOK = this "NEW THEOLOGY" back in 1941 (RICHARDS had it in 1926!) = the Student must have been PERPLEXED = filled with WONDER= how can you tie the 2 together? BABYLON with SOP? Is BABYLON all of a sudden = RIGHT = ??? Or is my Brain - ADDLED? Do not know if I am Coming or Going? BETTER TAKE IT EASY, BROTHER! EVERYBODY IS PRAISING THIS BOOK! NEVER HEARD ONE MINISTER = NOT IN CHURCH = NOT IN REFORM = NO ONE ANYWHERE BUT LOUDLY ACCLAIMS THIS BOOK! Either I'm CRAZY = or THEY ARE! THIS IS NOT RELIGION! IT'S LUNACY! It's straight from HELL! Straight from the DEVIL!

SO WHEN I SEE AND HEAR

They keep things under Wraps = but once in a while the Lid is blown RIGHT OFF! And we see them giving the Right Hand of Fellowship to the HOLY HELL BAAL-PRIESTS = sending their Ministerial Students over to them to LEARN MORE = get INDOCTRINATED to obtain DEGREES - and COME BACK HATING THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." Their Top Men having to "RETIREE" because they are going "BANANAS" = or Loaded down with CANCER = or End up CHASING WOMEN! Did we find that in the "BIBLE ALONE!" or did we find that in the SEALING TIME in TM 446-7?

OH! HOW THEY WILL HATE THIS! THIS IS "TOO HARSH!"

"There are Ministers and Workers who will present a Tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOODS as "TESTING TRUTHS" =
even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS OF MEN as the Bread of Heaven...Thus are men weaving into the Web as important Truths a Tissue of LIES. This imaginary "FOOD" that is being PREPARED for the Flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, and DEATH."


CERTAINLY IF - to Please a Carnal Generation - yet in their Sins =and tell them they can Live as they Please -Heaven is their Home = GC 557("SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER!) What a rude "AWAKENING!" they are in for some Judgment Day.

LIKE THE JEWS = "CLAIM" to believe the Bible = these "BELIEVE" the OUTSIDE of the Books = not the INSIDE. THERE IS NOTHING LEFT TO "CLEANSE" when Christ comes = if by His Truth we NOW: "...may SANCTIFY, REFINE, and ENNOBLE the WHOLE MAN!" "THIS DAY WITH GOD." p.65. "EVIL...is not all to be kept for the Time of FINAL DELIVERANCE. God brings it into our PRESENT LIFE. We need DAILY (do we deny the "DAILY!") We need DAILY to CULTIVATE FAITH..." (SAME p.62.) "A LARGE MAJORITY... prefer SMOOTH MESSAGES...THEY CHOOSE MEN who will FLATTER THEM, and in their turn they FLATTER the MINISTER, who has shown such a "GOOD" spirit, while they REVILE the faithful Servant of God.

"Many PRAISE the Minister who dwells on the GRACE and MERCY and LOVE of Jesus, (WHO PICK THAT OUT FOR THESE "MORNING WATCH" BOOKS!) who is NOT PARTICULAR to ENFORCE DUTIES and OBLIGATIONS, who DOES NOT WARN of the DANGERS of HYPOCRISY, or present the TERRORS of GOD'S WRATH." (Like one Sister in...) "HIS TRUE SHEPHERDS WILL NOT PRAISE AND EXALT MEN...They will bear "HIS" Message, whether men will HEAR or ...FOREBEAR... if they are TOO PROUD to REPENT and CONFESS their ERRORS...the Lord will REMOVE HIS LIGHT from them and LEAVE THEM TO WALK in the way they have chosen." (SAME p.55.)

MORAL OF THIS STORY? BE GLAD that NOT ALL tell you that "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE YOU MAY BE" GOD'S "LOVE" is "UNLIMITED" and does not tell you to turn from TM 15 to TM 16. And if instead of telling you God will "GIVE" you a "CHARACTER" when HEPPENSTALL'S (and BABYLONS and the JEWS of TEL AVIV and MORMON'S and BILLY GRAHAM'S "MESSIAH" comes He will "CLEANSE" you THEN = Oh!" Happy Day!" Perhaps the DAY will not be so HAPPY when you find out:
(We can find 100 References to PROVE that NOTHING will be done to PURIFY the SOUL when Christ comes - but to find just=the=right=one is not that easy = it may take 2 Hours before I can put down ONE LINE! Here is one like that:)

POOR STANDISH = POOR GROTHEER = POOR BAUER-POOR FORD
POOR BRINSMED = POOR FROM = POOR HEPPENSTALL

"WHEN HE COMES = He is NOT to CLEANSE us of our Sins, to REMOVE from us the DEFECTS of our CHARACTERS, or to CURE us of the INFIRMITIES of our TEMPERs or DISPOSITIONS. If wrought for us AT ALL = this work will all be accomplished BEFORE=THAT=TIME!"..."NO WORK WILL THEN BE DONE FOR THEM TO REMOVE THEIR DEFECTS... This is "ALL" to be done in these Hours of PROBATION. It is NOW...It is HERE...that our BODIES and SPIRITS are to be FITTED FOR IMMORTALITY....And if this Work...we need to engage in it AT ONCE!" T2:355-6. 1869. (LONG BEFORE 1888!)

STANDISH = Came DANGEROUSLY CLOSE to ADMITTING that "LEADERSHIP" and "WILSON" at GLACIER VIEW and elsewhere = and for a LONG TIME = sowed the SEED that gave BIRTH to the "NEW THEOLOGY." HE ADMITS what was: "...COMMONLY HELD BY MANY...DR. FORD'S entire Theology was RIDDLED with AUGUSTINE ERROR...." p.20-1. "OUR(notso) FIRM FOUNDATION" = July 1988.

EASY TO SAY THAT = NOT SO EASY TO PROVE THAT
FORD = the Toilet Urchin = is BEaten in the Public Square = "NOT" because he was Teaching "AUGUSTINE ERROR" = but because he DAREd to go OUTSIDE the Church to do this = as long as he was INSIDE = what did STANDISH have to say = ??? Anyone that is OUTSIDE is FAIR GAME! SHOOT THEM ON SIGHT!

STANDISH RIGHTLY SAYS:
"...the NEW THEOLOGY CONCEPPTS...the idea that man does =not=need=victory=over=sin..." p.27. FOR YEARS HOLLERING DOWN OUR RAIN-BARREL = "FORD! FORD! FORD!" (WOLF! WOLF! WOLF!) But FORD said NOTHING WORSE = and BRINSMED said NOTHING WORSE = and AUGUSTINE said NOTHING WORSE = and I doubt if the DEVIL HIMSELF said anything WORSE = than SECOND-CHILDHOOD BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL in "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" = given away FREE by the
SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK LOADS – from 1970 to 1980 = under the PEERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS = by "FAITH FOR TODAY" = (FAGAL) and the TUCKER TELECAST PROGRAMMES = NONE of the ABOVE have ever said anything WORSE than that MAXWELL BOOK = that MAN does not need to get VICTORY over SIN = READ THAT ABOMINATION = THIS IS THE "GOSPEL?" = THIS IS TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM? p.41,48,54, 56,58,59,60,61,62,63,65,69,76,77,78,83,84,94,96. (try to obtain a Copy - if not we can LOAN you one. Perhaps we will let you keep it.) If you can say you "BELIEVE" that Book = you are NO "ADVENTIST" and NEVER WERE!

STANDISH CLAIMS TO BE OPPOSED TO "NEW THEOLOGY"

AND OPPOSED TO "FORD?"

DO EITHER ONE TEACH ANY DIFFERENT THAT THIS:

"OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION" =

(STANDISH) = "One must not be CONFUSED by the REALITY that our sinful NATURE IS RETAINED until this mortal shall put on IMMORALITY." STANDISH. p.30. October 1987. (ALL EMPHASIS IN ALL THESE PAPERS OURS = DO NOT QUOTE. SEE ORIGINAL.)

"AND THE LITTLE DEMONS ALL RAN DOWN-STAIRS
AND RANG THE BASEMENT BELL =
NOW HERE IS THE SONG =
THEY SING THE WHOLE DAY LONG =
YOUR CHARACTER DON'T LOOK SO GOOD TO-DAY =
IN FACT IT'S KIND OF SICK =
YOUR NATURE TOO = IS KIND OF BLUE =
each time your ticker ticks =
so you'd better dash = FOR A PILL OR TWO =

BEFORE WE BURY YOU!"

STANDISH SAYS = "NATURE IS RETAINED" = (AS ALL THE WORLD SAYS!) TILL CHRIST=MESSIAH COMES! THAT PUTS STANDISH IN WITH THE "NEW THEOLOGY!" THAT IS THE TEACHING OF THE "NEW THEOLOGY!" NOW THE PHARISEES AND SADUCEES ARE ONE! CHURCH AND AWAKENING ARE ONE!

LED = not by "FORD! FORD! FORD!" but by "FROOM! FROOM! FROOM!" But we cannot whip FROOM or WILSON or any other LEADER-we must bear down and BEAT THE OUTSIDERS!

(WHILE WE TEACH THE SAME! and FROOM ORIGINATED IT?) Is STANDISH HOLDING TO THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" OR

THE BIBLE?

(THE BIBLE.) "If we CONFESSION our Sins, He is faithful and just to FORGIVE us our Sins, and to CLEANSE us
THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

(I did not intend to quote the following: did not know of the following: could not prove it as well as this in the 28 years since demented Fred Wright first came up with the idea that "nature" is not "cleansed" till Christ gives you a "new nature" as soon as you ask: later he changed his mind, and with Brinsmead went over to Heppenstall. Instead of castigating "Heppenstall" = a leader = in = the = church! That will never do! Standish unites with the "happy gang!" Does Ellen White? Does she follow the gang = that a "new nature" is "given" as a "gift!" when Christ = Messiah comes as Heppenstall and the Jewish Talmud teach? Do we go back to Jewish tradition? We have nothing better! "Human nature will continue to be human nature: but it can be elevated and ennobled by union with the divine nature. It is by partaking of the divine nature that men and women escape the corruption that is in the world through LUST." "This day with God." p.70. 1903. (We have the greatest battery of references to prove that point = not found anywhere else in the world. But they are not needed = this one says it all!) "transformation of heart means an entire change of the entire man!" (same p.48.) 1898. (Will these people give up vain "tradition" = and confess their error? That would be the wonder of a century! One must never give up "tradition!")

Even if other writers in the same magazine do not agree with Standish: "Those who do not sympathize with Jesus in His work in the heavenly courts, who do not cleanse the soul temple of every defilement...are joining with the enemy of God and man in leading minds away from the truth and the work for this time." RH January 21, 1890. (Quoted by Ron Spear = "Our firm foundation" June 1988. p.18. "The plan of redemption contemplates our complete recovery..." DA 311. (Quoted by Ron Spear - (same p.19.) "The spirit...implanting in him a new nature; but the class represented by the foolish virgins have been content (with a shallow) and superficial work. They do not know God!" Col 408-412. (Quoted by John Grosboll - "Our firm foundation" July 1988. p.13.)

We do not think we need to go along with error just because it was brought in by the leaders of this
Church = BEFORE=FORD=WAS=BORNE! WE DIVORCE THEM ALL! LEST WE BECOME LIKE THEM!

"LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE = LIKE APPRECIATES LIKE = AND LIKE BECOMES like LIKE!"


"BIRDS OF A FEATHER = FLOCK TOGETHER!"

DAVID ARNOLD WROTE: in PT 45. Over those that STUMBLED and FUMBLED over the "SHUT DOOR" of 1844 = who did not Understand that it was NOT the "DOOR" of "PROBATION" that was "SHUT" in 1844=as "MY FIRST VISION" straightened that out in "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.28. that the URIAH SMITH GANG would not Print for 25 Years! And when they DID PRINT IT = RUINED IT ALL by that daftly Lying:"FORWARD!" Speaking of the "SHUT DOOR GANG" of 1849 = DAVID ARNOLD SAID: "They shall go with their FLOCKS and with their HERDS to seek the Lord; but THEY=SHALL=NOT= FIND= HIM = He hath WITHDRAWN himself FROM them. Hosea 5:6"

JAMES WHITE WROTE: "The reason why they do not find the Lord is simply this, they seek Him WHERE=HE=IS=NOT; He hath WITHDRAWN himself to the MOST HOLY PLACE...at the End of the 2300 Days...therefore they KNOCK = at the SHUT DOOR!" PT 79. May 1850.

ELLEN WHITE WROTE: (The most Beautiful Words ever Printed:) "If we are firmly FIXED upon the Present Truth, and have our Hope, like an ANCHOR of the Soul, cast within the SECOND VAiL, the various WINDS of FALSE DOCTRINE and ERROR = cannot move us. The EXCITEMENTS and FALSE REFORMATIONS of this day, do not move us, for we KNOW that the Master of the House ROSE UP in 1844, and SHUT THE DOOR of the FIRST APARTMENT of the Heavenly Tabernacle; and now we CERTAINLY EXPECT that "THEY" will "go with their Flocks," "to seek the Lord; but they shall NOT FIND HIM; He hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF (within the Second Vail) FROM THEM." The Lord has shown me that the POWER which is with them in a mere HUMAN INFLUENCE, and NOT the "POWER" OF GOD...I saw that OUR MESSAGE was NOT to the SHEPHERDS who had led the Flock ASTRAY, but to the poor hungry, SCATTERED SHEEP." In Hope, E.G.WHite. PT 64. March 1850.

THE DOOR OF "PROBATION" WAS NOT SHUT in 1844.
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So what ELLEN WHITE called: "EDUCATED WORLDLINGS!" FCE 544,536. "EDUCATED INFIDELS!" T7:167. SM 2:351. "BOUND UP IN BUNDLES WITH THE WORLD!" LS 319. TM 460. "FOOLS! THOUGH THEY PROFESS THEMSELVES TO BE WISE!" FCE 171. "EDUCATED DUNCE S!" FCE 44. Such as DOUGLASS HACKLEMAN of "ADVENTIST CURRENTS" = PARR of AUSTRALIAN UNION = and ECHOING EACH OTHER EVEN IN "WHITE ESTATE" = so they get so COCK-SURE that they put it down as "FACT!" that ELLEN WHITE was "SHOWN IN VISION!" = that the "DOOR OF PROBATION" was "CLOSED IN 1844!" And not ONE of those "EDUCATED DUMMIES!" = not WIELAND, not STANDISH, not ARTHUR WHITE, will Point to WTF 28.

MORE PEOPLE HAVE TURNED FROM "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"

than from any other ONE CAUSE = when they ADD = that she had to have "ANOTHER VISION" to = CORRECT THE FIRST! FOR YEARS WE HAVE OFFERED: $1,000.00 CASH for ANYONE that can PROVE THAT! Has to be CLAIMED UNDER "CONDITIONS!" ONE CONDITION: BEFORE you claim the: $1,000.00 READ WTO 28 = !!! We have had NO CLAIM YET! In spite of that FACT = the BRINSMEADS and the HACKLEMANS throw themselves into an ALL-OUT "THRUST!" to finish off ELLEN WHITE by continuing that BLASPHEMY and LIE! and the GREAT "WIELANDS" = "STANDISH" = "SPEAR S" = "FERRELS" = "BURDENS" = "WHITE ESTATE" = "GROTHEERS" = NOT=ONE=OF=THEM! Will EVER quote what is WRITTEN in "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.28.

AND WHY NOT = ??? WHY DO THEY NOT DARE = ???

BECAUSE there are a SERIES of "SHUT DOORS" there = which will KNOCK=FOR=A=LOOP all their CAREFULLY FABRICATED "URIAH SMITH MYTHS" and "TRADITIONS OF THE ELDERS" that they have PERPETUATED and which they will HANG ON TO = "TILL DEATH DO US PART!"

WE HAVE EXPLAINED IT BEFORE

we are NOT explaining it here = but in your own PERSONAL STUDIES = compare with SM 1:63. EW 45,251. GC 430-1,483. 1884 GC 270-1. And for one MISSING "SHUT DOOR" T9:267,97.

WE PREDICT

NO ONE but NO ONE will RECOMMEND to ANYONE to settle once=for=all if EGW did or did NOT have a "VISION" of a "SHUT DOOR OF PROBATION" = 1844. Not BRINSMEAD = not HACKLEMAN = not BOB WHITE = not BILL PARKS = not JIM JONES = not KNEEL = not FRITZ ALSETH = not FROOM
(DEAD OR ALIVE!) Because they would have to GIVE UP all "ADVENTIST TRADITION!" FULLY and FOREVER! Read it and see WHY! RATHER THAN RECOMMEND THEIR VERSIONS OF THE "SHUT DOOR!" I would rather recommend: "THE SAGA OF HOG ISLAND." Rather than spend 5¢ for anything WM. G. JOHNSSON WRITES = or the "HOMOS" he FEATURES in RH July 21, 1988 p.4 = HOMOS to take over THIS CHURCH = (Why Not? They have SOLD OUT to about everything else anyway = why not ONE MORE!)

IN THE ORIGINAL RH 6:409-10.

THE PROPHET SHOWS how "ISRAEL" transgressed God's Law = in the Days of "NOAH" and "SODOM" = and the REASON for "BLOOD TOUCHETH BLOOD"("AIDS!")=and the REASON for the "SHUT DOORS" in WTF 28 and the "GENERATIONS" on whom the "DOOR OF PROBATION" was "SHUT!" RIGHT THERE THE TRASH that COMPILED 1917 "PROPHETS AND KINGS" p.297-8 from Feb.26, 1914 RH 6:409 = they LEFT OUT these Words: "AND AS IT WAS THEN =SO IT IS TODAY... and as a result a TIDE OF EVIL...is sweeping over the World...THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS BEING WITHDRAWN FROM THE WORLD..." RH 6:409-10. "IN THAT DAY...the REMNANT of ISRAEL, and such as are ESCAPED of the House of Jacob. ..shall stay upon the Lord, the Holy One of Israel, IN TRUTH!"...KEEP the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD, and the FAITH OF JESUS!" Rev.14:6,7,12." RH 6:410. 1914.

NO WONDER SHE SAID:

Some will come out of the "GREATEST DARKNESS" and take their stand for the Truth, at the very Time our people will be giving it up. THE LEADERS, of course = do not want to even THINK about that - and do not want YOU to think about it, either. So they fix up the Books to take away any "NEGATIVE" thoughts = to us it is NOT "NEGATIVE!" = We have read EW 282 and GC 656 = we think of this EVERY DAY! And to us it is WORSE THAN "NEGATIVE" to sit on the Truth = HIDE it from the Membership = take their Money under FALSE PRETENCES = and when EW 282 and GC 656 rolls around = the "GET=THE =MONEY=BOYS!" will have "NO PLACE TO HIDE!" Every evil they planned for the Saints = will come upon them. no! That is not Right! It will be 10 TIMES WORSE! EW 282. GOOD!

250 PRINCES OF RENOWN

That stood in DEFERENCE of the Prophet MOSES. They could not say: "GOOD!" GOOD RIDDANCE OF BAD RUBBISH! They could not "JUDGE!" like God JUDGED! They could
not "CONDEMN!" like God CONDEMNED! So the FULL AUTUMN COUNCIL - the "250 Princes of Renown" were ATOMIZED on the SPOT! What are we saying? Better wash your Mouth with SOAP and WATER before you say this is "TOO HARSH!" You are so FREE to JUDGE! CONDEMN! FIND FAULT! CRITICIZE! Because it is "OPEN SEASON!" to take Pot-Shots at US! But not your own! Why are they "YOUR OWN?" Who asked you to SIDE WITH ERROR? To "UNITE" with the WORLD! (And not PAY for it? TRULY they know LITTLE or NOTHING! of the "NATURE" or "CHARACTER OF GOD!") Heard too many "UNLIMITED LOVE!" sermons from the FORDS=BRINSMEADS=HEPPENSTALLS=MIKE CLUTE and BED-TIME MAXWELL! Who asked you to make them "YOUR OWN!?" Just because they FLATTER you? Tell you how WONDERFUL you are? How the whole World is going to Bow at your Feet in the "LOUD CRY?"

POSITIVE CONFESSIONAL TEACHINGS AND THE OCCULT

We will not spend 5¢ for WILSON'S PET = WM. G. JOHNSSON = to FEATURE 2 SAD SACKS = RH July 21, 1988 = pages 4 and 5 = LOOK AT THEM! OPENLY ADMITTING they are going BEYOND ANY OTHER CHURCH TO SERVE "HOMOS!" Nothing surprises us any more. We are Shock-Proof. We will rather give TIME-SPACE-MONEY = "THE JOHN ANKERBERG SHOW" = POB 8977, Chattanooga, TN 37411. "NEWS & VIEWS" = July 1988. In order to Prepare to meet JOHNSON = and look with SCORN to see that HYPOCRITE deny the FAITH = for ANKERBERG and WALTER MARTIN = know, as well as we know = what "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" teaches and MUST have been IMPRESSED with the "FAITH OF JESUS" upholding "STEPS TO CHRIST" in "CHARACTER BUILDING" and BARN-HOUSE-MARTIN CHALLENGED FROM-ANDERSON ON THAT VERY POINT = and must have watched in AMAZEMENT as the Adventist Leadership GAVE UP THE "FAITH!" What was there to GIVE UP? ANKERBERG must have been SO IMPRESS-ED with the DEEP and PROFOUND INSIGHT held by ELLEN WHITE = and her PREDICTIONS of what is to come in the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" among SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS = as they saw FIRST HAND = exactly what she PREDICTED taking place in the Religious World =

BOTH "HUNT" and "ANKERBERG"

FOLLOWED UP what the "FAITH OF JESUS" PREDICTED to COME = and ADVENTISTS TO LEAD = (Although they may not see that yet = it took us YEARS to see it!) the HOMO-LOVING CULT would certainly NOT be interested in any "CHARACTER-BUILDING" = so they saw FIRST HAND how
"HYPOCRITES" can take over a "CHURCH" or, as ELLEN WHITE put it in a DOZEN REFERENCES = they "SAY they are JEWS, and are NOT, but do LIE!" = they are "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" Rev.3:9. TM 16,39,342,462-3. RH 3:77. B:8,9. MB 94-5. (139-40) SOP 1:57. GC 509. RH 4:243, COR 100. BRISBIN 44,60,64,42,32 to 37, 26 to 29, and 24 tells us there is to be a SPLIT between WISE and FOOLISH = RH 5:341. Sept. 19, 1893.

These men may never admit it in public = they can read as well as we can read = and as Adventist whole CHURCHES leave the BANNER trailing in the DUST as "COMPANY AFTER COMPANY" joins the FOE = (GC 606-8) become our "BITTEREST ENEMIES" = get the "POWER" of DEMONS = SM 2:54,58,95-6,100. (There you can find the "NAME = "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" SM 2:53,50-2. MM 88. RH 4:262,570.) "TRIBE AFTER TRIBE" comes in as the "BATTLE RAGED!" T8:41. MILLIONS of ADVENTISTS that were PUT OUT = because they would NOT sell their SOULS down the DRUG and "NEW AGE" RIVER = MILLIONS in the World can read as well as we can = give them SOME CREDIT! And will yet take their STAND ON THE LORD'S SIDE and see it NOW! In this HUNT and ANKERBERG WARN-ING that Adventists are too busy with "LOVE!"="HOMOS!" and "UNITY!" = to give. It must be, as she said in 20 References = "OTHERS!" TM 70. (May not be able to get a Copy of this ANKERBERG RELEASE = we are trying to get the "RIGHT=TO-COPY!" If we fail = YOU could try and we will pay for Copies. 4 Pages.)

"POSITIVE CONFESSION TEACHINGS AND THE OCCULT."

THE ANKERBERG WARNING = THE HUNT WARNING = THE KING WARNING = all Leaders of the CHARISMATICS WARN of the FAKEs in their midst = who "PUT ON" PIETY = go to the Cars and Lubricate their Tonsils from a "6-Pack" = come back in and REALLY "GET=THE=POWER!" And "SPEAK-IN-TONGUES!" We would not know this =but these Leaders know it = and are not afraid to EXPOSE them. They may do the OPPOSITE of the FROOM=WILSONS. FROOM=WILSON in their Joint-Book = LEF=MD = as many other ADVENTISTS = especially those "BORNED" in the Church = go into Starry-eyed Wonder when they read or hear what seems to them a WONDER! The ARGUMENTS of the NO-LAW CULT = the PLEASING FABLES = such as 5 Books just sent to me by BAAL=PRIEST "L.R. SHELTON. JR" = in one Book he will rake you over the Coals if you do not keep the "LAW!" and in another Book rake you over the Coals if you
do this to earn "SALVATION." I wonder if you have to STOP before you pick up the wounded Stranger - to first go around in Circles to figure out your "MOTIVE" before you just DO IT! We did not know who the Queers were = but PAXTON in his Book P.65,69,74,75,95. = knew that the some 50 men = "A WHOLE GALAXY" of men and books were read and MESMERIZED them with the WONDERS of the Teaching of the "ETERNAL VERITIES" that ELLEN WHITE MISSED! So we have to follow the "HOLINESS CHARISMATICS!" They told you this OPENLY LEF = MD = pages 120-1,238-9,258,260,320-2,363,387,478 culminating with a Hoop and a Holler by RICHARDS with the Essence of the "LOUD CRY" being based on HMSR p.619. "NO WORKS!" (BABYLON! Here we COME!) By now we have a Battery of References second to none in this World = but you can try SM 1:373,(WHERE TRUTH IS = "GOOD WORKS APPEAR!") 398,402,411,415. SOP 3:331.

THE FROOM-WILSON CULT

Wrote this 1971 Book to get ready to use it for their "THRUST!" = the 3-fold Ecumenical Union. (A) ADVENTIST HEAD. (B) BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL BODY. (C) CATHOLICS CAME IN THE FALL WITH THE "JESUS FREAKS" AND THE UN-WASHABLES = to make up the TAIL of the Great Red Dragon = the CULMINATION of FROOM'S "40-YEAR PLAN" = 1933 to 1973 = as he rammed his MYTHICAL MOTOR-CYCLE against a BRICK WALL = and was found still LYING in the RUINS of his own SPECULATIONS.

THE TRANSITION AS SHOWN IN T8:41.

Those who came OUT of the other Churches to become "ADVENTISTS" = have no such Problem. They KNOW of the Teachings of the "NO-LAW CULT" = and are IMMUNE to their SLEAZY ARGUMENTS. But as Time went by = FROOM-ANDERSON sent MORE and MORE "MINISTERIAL HOPEFULS" to the BAAL SEMINARIES to MIX with the MOABITES=HORONITES =JEBUSITES=PHILISTINES=Socialize with their GIRLS = MARRY THEM = bring them back into the Camp of the Saints = as PREDICTED by ELLEN WHITE = as they follow BALAAM and ZIMRI = (Tell MIKE CLUTE that PHINEHAS had the "RIGHT SPIRIT" = as he used a good "JAVELIN" = to "UNITE" the "LOVE UNLIMITED" CULT TOGETHER FOR EVER!) See the Wonder as MIKE CLUTE and his Pet = FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT =go into their amazing CONTORPTIONIST ACT = with WILSON cheering on MAXWELL of LLU = going Coast to Coast on Butter-Toast = with that "MONKEY SEE = MONKEY DO" = "GOD DOES NOT KILL!" = THRILLING untold numbers of SILLY WOMEN from the PAPER
DOLLY WARD = who never knew how to RAISE CHILDREN = and are over-awed in this Way of Escape! "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY! Oh HAPPY DAY!"

THE SAME AS FROM-ANDERSON

Give "MINISTERIAL CREDITS" (BIGGER CHURCHES!) to those who learned well from BALAAM and ZIMRI = HEPPENSTALL taking the LEAD with "LOVE UNLIMITED!" that will cure it all = only Trouble is = (Is this History being Repeated?) "A TERRIBLE PESTILENCE BROKE OUT ("AIDS")... to which "TENS OF THOUSANDS SPEEDILY FELL PREY." "GOD COMMANDED...their BODIES WERE HUNG UP in sight of all Israel, that the CONGREGATION, seeing the LEADERS so severely dealt with might have a deep sense of (Oh! No! This is NO WAY to "WIN SOULS")...a deep sense of...

..the "TERROR of HIS WRATH!" (All this from PP 454 to 461. Or is that too much to Read for this "FAST GENER-ATION!" Perhaps THAT might slow them up! Especially the "LEADERS!" who were "AMONG THE FIRST TO TRANSGRESS!!"

PP 454. WAIT till the NEWS REPORTS catch up to "AIDS!" among "ADVENTISTS!" = I remind you AGAIN = take RH July 21, 1988 = open page 4-5 and Study the "LOVE UN-LIMITED!" MESSAGE of the 2 Creeps featured there = as they intend to LEAD ALL OTHER CHURCHES in their Drive to "UNDERSTAND HOMOS!" (and "AIDS!") That they themselves call the: "GAY PUSH!" We were totally unaware that: "Such a "THRUST!" would set the Adventist Church apart as "a LEADER in these areas."

LEADING TO WHAT?

FOLLOWED BY RH July 28, 1988 = page 8 = the MARVELLOUS DISCOVERY! (PAGE MIKE CLUTE!) that the 10 VIRGINS are ALL "SAINTS!" AGAIN the PROPHET SAW THIS DOCTRINE! KD+A the CHURCH LEADERS: "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY! EVERY ONE OF THEM!" This will take a little more Reading =to get the full Picture for TODAY! PP 390 to 405. THE ORIGINAL BOOK something the POPULAR MINISTRY will not UNDERSTAND or PREACH = "I WILL SMITE THEM WITH A PESTILENCE!...THE PLAGUE IS BEGUN!" SOP 1:291-2,304. (This took 14,700. SOP 1:304. PP 403 said 14,000.)


Describing an Adventist Church so out of Control you wouldn't believe!(We saw one well on the Way - 50 Years ago!) THE TRADITIONAL SOLUTION? MIRIAM WOODS? STAY WITH THEM! A REFORMATION FROM WITHIN = by ONE PERSON'S OVERPOWERING INFLUENCE" Boy! Oh, Boy! Deliver me! NEVER has the Church gone so ROTTEN = as with them
there = "LENDING THEIR INFLUENCE!"

THE SAME OLD SONG AND DANCE!

POUR BUCKETS OF "LOVE!" OVER THEM! That will do it! We must not become too "HARSH!" like MOSES = ELIJAH = PHINEHAS = PP 454-461. WHEN A CHURCH HAS GONE THAT FAR! There is only ONE SOLUTION = SEPARATION! or get like the Company you keep. Until they shall (LITERALLY!) "ABHOR" THEMSELVES! T8:250. And the NEXT PAGE has the Solution: Those who have long since FLED OUT by the MILLION! "...NOT BEEN LIVING IN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP!" "...will lead OTHER MEMBERS to UNITE WITH HIM..." (GET OUT OF THERE!) p.251. There is only ONE MESSAGE NOW! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" There is no other. But they will just about get PURPLE WITH RAGE! Rather than give it. "...and then these LEADERS(who brought the Church to this Condition) ACT=LIKE=MEN=WHO=HAVE=LOST=THEIR=REASON!" TM 70. (Because the Lord chose: "OTHERS!"") There never has been any other Solution - not in all History.

SEPARATION! is God's Command!

SEPARATION! is the Leader's DREAD!

As "BORNE ADVENTISTS" = WILSON is ONE = have steadily taken over Offices in the Church = as the Old-Line Adventists have FLED IN DROVES! We have a NEW CHURCH = HUNDREDS=THOUSANDS! ADMIT IT! "THE NEW THEOLOGY!" (THE OLD BALAAMS AND JEZEBELS) = are firmly in the Saddle = you will NEVER get them out! "ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN. ..!" This "APPOSTASY" will go into the "OMEGA!" and "WILL CONTINUE until the Lord descends from Heaven with a SHOUT!" Series B7:56-7. SM 2:389. SG 4:61. COL 424. PK 187,717. RH 5:110,263. T6:407. Ev.363. (This was to WEE WILLIE who had such "FAITH!" in the leadership = until they STARVED him way out in AUSTRALIA. "THE UPWARD LOOK" p.352. "When UNBELIEF once takes possession of the Mind, the Heart is HARDENED, and NO POWER can soften it." "THIS DAY WITH GOD."
p.149.

IN THIS TIME = CHARISMATIC LEADERS

Becoming ALARMED at what they see in the Lives of the POWER-POX CULT = and are FORCED(like ANKERBERG) to READ the WRITINGS of ELLEN WHITE = so they know what to throw in the Face of the JOHNSTON = see 2 Things:
(1) Stand AMAZED at the LIGHT contained in the WRITINGS of ELLEN WHITE.
(2) Stand AMAZED that those who have this LIGHT =
stand in UTTER ABHORRENCE AS THEY SEE THESE TOP
"ADVENTIST" LEADERS so ready to THROW IT ALL UP! And
seek the "GOODLY BABYLONISH GARMENT" from PENTECOST-
ALISM! BALAAM RE-INCARNATE! BALAAM RIDES AGAIN!

THUS WE COME TO T8:41

TWO ARMIES IN TERRIBLE CONFLICT = CHURCH after Adven-
tist CHURCH =Sell out to the ENEMY. Young, inexperi-
enced ADVENTIST GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS = become FASCINATED
BY THE ARGUMENTS that SATAN PREPARED over CENTURIES =
and these YOUNG GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS = sheltered all
their Life, bring them out in the SUN = and they WILT
and DIE! All love for the Truth = gone! While "TRIBE
AFTER TRIBE" from the Ranks of the Enemy = "UNITE"
with the "COMMANDMENT KEEPING PEOPLE OF GOD!" Don't
insult us by calling these: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS."
(LEFT OUT OF EW 269 but FOUND in T1:179 and RH l:32. =
it is the "PEOPLE OF GOD" who give the "STRAIGHT TES-
TIMONY TO (not "FROM!" ) "TO" the Laodiceans = who
(Naturally!) "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" And seek to bring
the "LAW!" on those who proclaim it. THUS THE ETERNAL
SPLIT Between "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = and the "LAODI-
CEANS!" as the "WISE!" leave the FOOLISH FOREVER!)

DO THE "WISE" LEAD AS SESSLER AND MARTY WOLD HAVE IT?

(A) How can they LEAD if they are SOUND ASLEEP?
(B) CHURCH-MEMBERS are NOT "GATHERED!" The LORD comes
Jer.8:2. 11:23. Ps. 147:2. Ezekiel 8:...THOSE NOT
GOING TO CHURCH AT ALL! T8: 251. RH 5:398. (And 100
more!) All this while the "WISE" - SLEEP!
(C) THE BIBLE SAYS: "ALL!" The SOP says: "ALL!" Matt.
25:5. The TRULY "WISE!" had LONG SINCE LEFT! Or were
"CAST OUT!" because they would NOT
go along with the
BALAAM LEADERSHIP CULT. So they were "OUT!" And then
you have the NEXT VERSE = Matt.25:6. There you find
2 Words: (TIME!) "MIDNIGHT!" (EVENT!) "CRY!"

MIDNIGHT CRY!

And what is the "MIDNIGHT CRY?" If you cannot give it
RIGHT = do not give it AT ALL! Don't mess around with
it the way the Adventists are doing! THAT "CRY!" from
OUTSIDE of them = have you got this STRAIGHT? From
"OUTSIDE" the CHURCH! Because the "CRY!" awakens the
CHURCH! Both WISE and FOOLISH "SPRING TO THEIR FEET!"
This was where 1960 "BRINSMead" was all HAY-WIRE! He
had only the "WISE" wakening =much the same as SESSLER
=WOLD. RDB could not AWAKE the FOOLISH! In Fact = this
was the "TEST!" much the same as SESSLER=WOLD. And if they are not careful and "COME INTO LINE!" T8:41. = the Lord will "CHOOSE!" other Delusions for them - just as He did for RDB. And FTW. And a whole lot more! What you do with it is your Business = GRIND YOUR TEETH! DETERMINE TO BULL IT THROUGH! Or do as the Angel commands: "COME INTO LINE!"

HERE'S WHERE THE PROPHET GOES BEYOND THE BIBLE!

The most precious LIGHT ever given to MAN! And yet it is the BIBLE! But not RIGHT THERE! The "CRY!" is at "MIDNIGHT"! But what happens ONE HOUR BEFORE "MIDNIGHT?" The Lord "HIRES" the "11th HOUR MEN!" THE "WISE!" DO NOT "AWAKEN!" no more than the "FOOLISH!" When will you drop LAODICEAN "TRADITION" = "HORY WITH AGE!" and accept the "WISE THAN THE WISE!"= who got out = WAY AHEAD OF THE WISE! and the WISE - IF "WISE" ENOUGH = "JOINED!" the MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION-THRONG=COMPANY!" "...and the DOOR was SHUT!" There is your REAL 100% "SHUT DOOR!" For the FIRST and ONLY TIME. IN HISTORY = COL 406.(And now we have a DOZEN MORE! Write for the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" as I sit at this TYPEWRITER - AUGUST 6, 1988 = ANN=MADELYN=GEORGE=are putting together the FINAL "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" and OTHER PAPERS = that you most likely will receive BEFORE THIS ONE. We have made a FULL BREAK with "LAODICEAN TRADITION" that "THEY" will give the "LAST MESSAGE!" Why then does the Word of God have them "SOUND ASLEEP!" = until the "CRY!" "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" and "MIDNIGHT CRY" are ONE! SM 1:196. SG 2:226,300,284,279. RH 6:34. 4:467. 3:209,239,443. LS 336,425. T6:77. T3:271-2. TM 89,399. T1:321. PK 136,187. ST 1:471. SM 2:128. SG 1:138. TM 233,417. SM 2:16.

IF THEY "JOIN" ANOTHER "MOVEMENT" GC 464 =

Are they still "ADVENTISTS?" = "THE LORD GOD SHALL SLAY THEE = AND CALL HIS SERVANTS BY ANOTHER NAME!"
Isa. 65:15. "I saw that many would have to learn what it is to be a Christian = that it is NOT IN= "NAME!". Such Religion is not worth a STRAW! Those who possess it will be Weighed in the Balance and found WANTING." T1:152,133. (And that's the way it ought to be! Any FOOL can assume that "NAME!"What counts is "CHARACTER!")

THERE ARE TWO MAJOR TEACHINGS OF THE SOP
(1) "CHARACTER-BUILDING" the "WORK" of a LIFE-TIME!
(2) You cannot have those 3 ingredients and at the same Time say: "I AM SAVED!"
FROOM=ANDERSON

To Win the "GOODLY BABYLONISH GARMENT" = FROOM=ANDERSON DENIED BOTH ROY A. ANDERSON as HEAD of the "MINISTERAL ASSOCIATION" = THREATENED ANY MINISTER = to not let us hear you Preach that "CHARACTER!" will be the "TEST!" for the "JUDGMENT." And as for "I AM SAVED!" = they were FOAMING=AT=THE=MOUTH = WORSE than any "HOLY ROLLER" in that "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" BOOK p.105,118, 349. "SALVATION FROM SIN"..."I HAVE BEEN SAVED!"..."I AM BEING SAVED!"..."I SHALL BE SAVED!" QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES p.118-9,349-50.

24 SERMONS IN A ROW!

Knowing well how to "BRAIN-WASH" a people = ram it down their Throats = they had PEASE and OTHERS - down LLU Way = Preach 24 Sermons in a Row! "I AM SAVED!" = "BY FAITH ALONE!" As URIAH SMITH openly defied ELLEN WHITE in 1888 and after = and had the Ministry SOLIDLY on their Side = so also in this 1955-1957 Period = THEY OPENLY DEFIED the Teachings of the SOP = went at it Hammer and Tongs = so BRAIN-WASHED this people in "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!"= we are "POSITIVELY SAVED!" = We are "POSITIVELY" going to give the "LOUD CRY!" DARE=TO=QUESTION=THAT=as Christ QUESTIONED the "I AM SAVED!" PHARISEES = and you take your LIFE(LITERALLY!) in your hands! Do you know ONE=SINGLE=WRITER that will take a STRONG STAND against "I AM SAVED"? Send us the BOOK! Send us the TAPE! Send us the TRACT! We will PAY for it! We want to SEE IT! We do not take ANYONE'S "WORD" for it! If you can be SAVED -believing a LIE! That will be the WONDER of the 20th Century. "If we say we have NO SIN, we deceive ourselves, and the "TRUTH" is NOT=IN=US!" 1 John 1:8. "I AM SAVED!" = "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!...REJOICE that they are "SAVED!" by Christ, when they do not comply with the "CONDITIONS!" COL 154-5, 221. "But men were as ready THEN as men are NOW = to conclude that they themselves are the FAVORITES OF HEAVEN, and that the Message of REPROOF is meant for another." COL 212. (NO WONDER the URIAH SMITH GANG - did not want to SELL=THIS=BOOK! That she wrote from AUSTRALIA!)

IS THERE ONE TODAY THAT WILL PICK UP THAT THEME? We lost over HALF our Mailing List when we did - GOOD RIDDANCE! All the RIGHT we have = is Day by Day to BELIEVE in the "ASSURANCE" that our SINS=ARE=FORGIVEN!

THERE ARE TWO SINS:

SIN (1)= to say or to feel that you are "SAVED!" is the Mind of the insufferable "PHARISEE!" Although the CHARISMATIC CULT will turn that square around! And accuse US of being PHARISEES! HOW they can come to such a ridiculous conclusion is beyond me. But then the MIND that wants HELL-TORMENT THEORIES - Is that mind SANE? THAT SLANDER=LIE="DOCTRINE OF DEVILS!" colors EVERYTHING in that Mind. There is nothing HOLY or CLEAN or PURE about it = and it is just from such an UNCLEAN SOURCE = that they come up with they are "SAVED!" without "WORKS!" or "LAW!" In Fact they go so LOW = as to start "CURSING"=WORKS=OBEDIENCE=LAW. = BARNHOUSE was especially adapt at that = and with that "SPIRIT!" he took over the Reins of the LARGEST "EVANGELICAL" GROUP IN THE WORLD! Then to see the Adventist Leaders like FIGUR speak of him as a "CHRISTIAN GENTLEMAN!" = is to Vomit.

SIN (2) = to believe that your SINS are "FORGIVEN!" is an entirely different matter. If I am "SAVED!" this breeds ARROGANCE = SUPERIORITY = PRIDE = the OPPOSITE of "HUMILITY." But to believe your Sins are "FORGIVEN!" is a Day to Day proposition. "Sufficient unto the DAY is the Evil thereof.""ONE DAY at a Time is given you!" This leaves you in a HEALTHY DISTRUST of "SELF!" NOT=DISTRUST=OF=GOD! "There is no need to go MOURNING and EVER REPENTING, and under a CLOUD of continual condemnation...IF WE CONFESSION OUR SINS, we must BELIEVE that they ARE PARDONED, because the promise is POSITIVE!" "THIS DAY WITH GOD" p.89.

THE PATH

"...through our DAILY connection...we have the blessed ASSURANCE...Then TRUST in the Lord Jesus(not "YAHWEH!") JESUS to lead you Step by Step into the right PATH... ASSURANCE and STRENGTH at every Step...is your con- stant HELPER." "THE UPWARD LOOK" p.320,312.

MADELYN LEWIS

wants to remind us of the "LIVING STONES" that make up the "TEMPLE" of the Lord - the 144,000. These are HEWN and HAMMERED and CHISELED out in the "WILDERNESS." NOT
from some Fallen "CHURCH!" "The STONES which are in
God's SACRED TEMPLE are NOT collected from the Moun-
tains of JUDEA but "GATHERED" from the NATIONS, KIN-
DREDS and TONGUES and PEOPLE...LIVING STONES that emit
LIGHT...HAMMERED and CHISELED and SQUARED by the TRUTH
OF GOD, POLISHED and REFINED...the PROCESS is going on
in these Hours of PROBATION...fashioned in CHARACTER..
When Christ shall come, it is then...TOO LATE to
obtain a HOLY CHARACTER. NOW is the Day of PREPARATION;
NOW is the TIME..." "THE UPWARD LOOK" p.373.

(And THAT - says it ALL! And THAT - says it WELL! We
do NOT follow the World into HINDU "FATALISM" or
"KARMA!" that SOMEHOW the GREAT GENIE will "GIVE" us a
CHARACTER when BEDTIME MAXWELL'S TALMUDIC "MESSIAH"
comes! The Religion of the ILLUMINATI and the "NEW
AGE!") Do your Leaders have nothing better but to lead
you into THAT =!!!???

THE SECRET OF SALVATION = is to just get down and WORK
AT IT DAY by DAY = NO ONE may see the DIFFERENCE."....
there was seen NO DIFFERENCE!" COL 408(419). But keep
on READING = and come to the "CRISIS" Hour when the
Soul is "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" When it is "TOO
LATE!" to change ANYTHING = and the "...CHARACTER IS
REVEALED!" COL 412(421). You cannot "REVEAL!" what is
NOT THERE! and then the FOOLISH VIRGINS and 1960 BRIN-
SMEAD start making "A TRUE PREPARATION FOR THE JUDGMENT
OF THE LIVING!" After the DEARTH of Adventist Sermons=
people were SO ANXIOUS for a Word of HOPE = that they
grasped at any STRAW! But that's all it ever was =
"DIRT=SHAVINGS=SAND=RUBBISH=COUNTERFEIT COIN." EW 81-
3. Should have seen that = "RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING!!
"PERFECTION OF CHARACTER is a LIFELONG "WORK" = UNAT-
TAINABLE by those who are NOT WILLING to STRIVE for it
in God's appointed way = by SLOW and painful STEPS. We
cannot afford to make any mistakes in this matter, but
we want DAY by DAY to be GROWING UP into Christ, our
Living Head." T5:500. ARA 260. "IT IS LEFT WITH US to
REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, to CLEANSE the
Soul TEMPLE of every defilement. THEN THE LATTER RAIN
will fall upon us." T5:214. "OUR FALLEN NATURE MUST BE
PURIFIED..." T5:235.

THE HORROR OF TRADITION
If it has not been printed before = it is a Truth that
has to appear before the End = that Christ risked His
- 76 -
Life = gave His Life = to Fight = HEAD=ON = with TRADITION. What is TRADITION = ??? It is a COUNCIL of MEN = or call it a "CONFEDERACY" = united in close Design = a JUNTO = a CABALA = a few men to take advantage of the MANY = it always starts out = led by Satan = as he did in Heaven = weaving in and out = to slowly build up a FOLLOWING = to DEFY GOD TO HIS FACE! All under the PRETENCE of GREAT PIETY = "AS AN ANGEL OF LIGHT."
In it's various stages it is known as "SPIRITUALISM" = SOPHISTRY = OCCULTISM = under the broad Spectrum of the "ILLUMINATI" = and if it progresses to the Stage where it takes in ALL CHURCHES = it comes under the Broad Heading of

BAAL or BABYLON THE ANCIENT ENEMY OF GOD
it is the Crowning Achievement and Glory = of SATAN.
It comes in a PACKAGE - it never comes alone = it is = SURPRISINGLY ENOUGH = whatever is POPULAR at the Time.
The HONEST and the WISE will ADMIT the TRUTH = the DISHONEST, the FOOLISH, and the SLAVES to men's OPINIONS = will Fall for it = HOOK=LINE = and SINKER.
(And part of the Rod and Reel.) In the MIDNIGHT HOUR it is CROAKED OUT 3 UNCLEAN FROGS. When the BIRDS have flown South for the Winter = the LAST THING that is heard before Winter's Night sets in = is the "SONG" of the 3 Unclean FROGS = CROAKING their Last =it is the GATHERING TO

ARMAGEDDON Rev. 16:16.

DR. RUE wants a "PROCESS" = building a CHARACTER is a "PROCESS" - therefore it cannot be a CATACLYSMIC "EVENT" or a SUDDEN "ACT." A "PROCESS" of PREPARING for the End = takes TIME. An "ACT" such as "CHARACTER" being "GIVEN" you as a "GIFT" = takes NO TIME = it is SUDDEN = an "ACT" = an "EVENT." CHARACTER-BUILDING is NOT an "EVENT." The SEALING is. The SEALING is NOT DRAWN OUT = excepting as it takes TIME to go from ONE NAME to ANOTHER = as it comes to each INDIVIDUAL CASE = for that INDIVIDUAL = it is an "ACT" = an "EVENT." That is soon over with. There is a COURT CASE = SUDDEN and CLIMATIC = the RESULTS can be DEVASTATING = it takes NO TIME AT ALL! But it took TIME to build up to it. THERE WAS THE ACCIDENT = there was a DEATH or TWO = there was a LONG STAY in the Hospital. All this was CUMULATIVE = like CANCER = took a LONG TIME to BUILD UP = but the DOCTOR or the JUDGE'S VERDICT can come like a THUNDER-BOLT = it is CANCER = it is the DEATH
SENTENCE for what BUILT UP over a LONG PERIOD OF TIME. So the BUILDING OF A CHARACTER = that leaves you WHAT YOU ARE = you CANNOT CHANGE. You are STUCK with it. So to talk glibly about being "GIVEN" a "CHARACTER" = is the Height of FOLLY = no matter if it comes from 3 UNCLEAN FROGS = WRIGHT=BRINSMEAD=HEPPENSTALL = it took TIME to build up = for BETTER or for WORSE = it start-ed with 2 POSTULATES:

(1) "I AM SAVED!" (Or HOLY or SINLESS = what is the Difference?) It requires no "TIME!" It is SUDDEN = I just came to this BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM MEETING = and I come out of there HOLLERING that "I AM SAVED!" That was FROOM=ANDERSON=NICHOLS=RICHARDS=VENDEN=BRINSMEAD= FORD=and bringing up the Rear = HEPPENSTALL. It is a powerful DRINK =or call it OPIATE. It makes the Senses REEL = it is the DRUNK = that has "ONE TOO MANY!" it is TRADITION. = It does not ASK GOD - it TELLS Him. Just like they TELL Him they have NO INTENTION to Keep His Old "LAW!" They are a LAW = unto THEMSELVES! It is the DRUNK = laying in the Theological GUTTER. It is a DIRTY PICTURE = you may not want to LOOK at it = but you BETTER if you value your Soul. IT is the real SOUSE laying in his own VOMIT = SINGING = "SHOW ME THE WAY TO GO HOME!" Actually IMAGINING himself on the Stage = (and some DO mount the Stage = (PULPIT) with that DRUNKARD'S SONG.)

NO!

Don't stop READING! HEAR ME OUT! Everything so far is TRUE = like it or not. That was NEVER a PART of the Third Angel's Message - it is a MESS - not a MESSAGE. It is in Fact the VERY OPPOSITE of the INTENT of the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE! The THIRD ANGEL POINTS to a COURT IN HEAVEN = the DRUNK has NO TIME nor PATIENCE of the SAINTS = to go through a Period of INSUFFERABLE UNCERTAINTY is the way BALLANGER put it after listen-ing to JONES in the MARLOWE THEATRE in the GANGSTER CITY of CHICAGO in 1893 = which led to "HOLY FLESH" and what Today is called:"HOLY ROLLER PENTECOSTALISM." You probably heard of ADVENTISTS going over to CHAR-ISOMATIC "POWER!" even "TONGUES!" TWO OF YOUR TOP LEAD-ERS DID AT THE "VOICE!" SHOW IN SEATTLE = 1962. ROY A. ANDERSON went Rock and Rolling from there to the GEN-ERAL CONFERENCE "PRE-SESSION COUNCIL" = where every-thing is Cut and Dried for what your Delegates can say: "AMEN!" to when the Session does convene. He Rock and
Rolled there with the Cry to "GET ON FIRE!" and Pray that NO FIRE-FIGHTING EQUIPMENT BE USED!" It is a strange Fact that many Adventists End up = SCREAMING and LEADING PENTECOSTALS!

**ERROR NEVER COMES ALONE**

(1) "I AM SAVED!" (2) INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION. (3) NO WORKS = who needs "WORKS" if I am SAVED? (4) NO LAW can be kept = this "LIGHT" is now leading Adventists in the RED and BLACK WORLDS to give up the SABBATH. "I KNOW I WILL NEVER BE SAVED BY MY WORKS!" the last CROAK by HMSR - believe it or not. All you need to BELIEVE it is to read the FROOM=WILSON BOOK = p.619. (5) NO WORKS means no need to "BUILD" a CHARACTER = the "WORK" of a LIFE-TIME. (6) And since you've signed over to the Devil anyway = why not go for the IMMORTAL SOUL = BALLANGER DID - why not you? So did CONRADI = that took the GERMAN DIVISION into WORLD WAR (1) and later became the "MINISTER" for a HELL-BELIEVING CHURCH! So did FORD AND AFFILIATES! So did ROY A. ANDERSON as he bowes down as an "USHER!" for the BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE. Wonder that man was the Head of anything but the Dog-Catchers Union. BRINSMEAD had it down PAT! If you want to Win the MAJORITY = GO with the MAJORITY! and if you End up in the Ditch as the BLIND lead the BLIND = you have the Recipe of how to go to the Devil!

**START OUT WITH THE STRONG DRINK**

"I AM SAVED!" That way you need no "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT." No "MOST HOLY PLACE" = in Fact you will not find that sort of GARBAGE in the real SANCTUARY TRUTHS = (Did I hear you say "HOEHN!" you are using "LANGUAGE!") PARDON ME! that was NOT ME = you are NOT ACCUSING and CONDEMNING "HOEHN!" You are accusing and condemning the LORD who said they bring to the Lord's Table: "DIRT=SHAVINGS=ALL MANNER OF RUBBISH." EW 82-3. (WEBSTER - a fit description of "GARBAGE!")

**GARBAGE = GARBAGE = GARBAGE**

THE LATEST "HUNT" BOOK = "AMERICA = The Sorcerer's New Apprentice. The Rise of NEW AGE SHAMANISM." $14.95. THE JOHN ANKERBERG SHOW = "POSITIVE CONFESSION TEACHINGS AND THE OCCULT." (And another book from Sr. Ann:) "OCCULT THEOCRASY" 1980. Book by the late LADY QUEENBOROUGH. As "GOD'S PEOPLE" forsok their Lord and went into Apostasy = they went LOWER than the HEATHEN
round about. It was not the "HEATHEN" but "GOD'S PRO-
FESSSED PEOPLE" that MURDERED the Son of God. IT IS
PREDICTED that THIS PEOPLE = will do EVERYTHING the
JEWS DID = and she was shown this -"AGAIN and AGAIN!"

AS WE READ THESE BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS

(NOT PRINTED BY "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!") = we see
the PATTERN EMERGING as we see the JUNTO-CABALA-SLOGANS
=TEACHINGS=going LOWER than BAAL! Who is destined to
get the "POWER!" Who is SCREAMING for "POWER!" Who is
going into the "OMEGA!" Do you know what OCCULTISTS=
SATANISTS=and LUCIFERIANS have to do = to get the
"POWER!" to perform "MIRACLES?" p.30 this last Book.
That they learn from INDIA "FAKIRS!" What have ADVEN-
TISTS to do with "NEW AGE" SHAMANISM = MASONIC RITES =
FROM'S "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" SUDDENLY one and
then ANOTHER = going into "MIND-CONTROL" = "EXORCIZING
DEMONS" = did you Read of ADVENTISTS "TALKING" with
DEMONS? Known as a "FAMILIAR SPIRIT" and one is to be
"STONED" who has a "FAMILIAR SPIRIT." "If the children
of men would follow the example of their SAVIOUR -
and hold NO CONVERSE with SATAN, they would be spared
MANY A DEFEAT at his hands." SOP 2:93,114-5,243-5.(See
INDEX = "MIND CONTROL!" FIRST PRINCIPLES NOT TO BE
INTRODUCED INTO ANY OF OUR INSTITUTIONS!) You are in-
terested? You are the FIRST ONE to be caught up in it.
It is now SWEEPING THE WORLD! The Greatest upsurge of
all Time! JUST=AS=IT=WAS=PREDICTED! And ADVENTISTS are
up to it = UP=TO=THEIR=EARS! They are DESTINED = when
the SEALING ANGEL passes them by = to get the "POWER!"
SM 2:51-4. (WATCH EVERY WORD!) MM 88. T6:400-1. RH
4:262,570. "ANTICHRIST!" GC 593.

SPECIAL WARNING!

When Santee was fooling around with "EXORCISM" and
"SPIRITS" = when a Woman was "COMATOSE" (In a COMA.)
and the "COMATOSE SPIRIT" went from the Woman into
Santee = and he was HOSPITALIZED(TWICE! NEAR DEATH!)=
I cannot remember who = TOLD ME VERY STRICTLY = the
INSTANT that Santee did what the "SPIRIT" told him =
that INSTANT the COMATOSE SPIRIT took POSSESSION!
"HOLD NO CONVERSE WITH SATAN!" SOP 2:93. "He begins to
exert his POWER over them JUST AS SOON as they BEGIN
to INVESTIGATE HIS THEORIES!" MM 102. "A SCIENCE which
we are to IN NO CASE TO HANDLE!...DABBLE NOT in those
things...This SCIENCE must not be allowed a PARTICLE
of standing room in our Sanitariums. MM 111-2,114. "At
the Time of the LOUD CRY of the Third Angel those who have been in ANY MEASURE BLINDED by the Enemy, who have not FULLY RECOVERED themselves from the SHARE of Satan, will be in peril, because it will be DIFFICULT for them to DISCERN the LIGHT FROM HEAVEN, and they will be inclined to accept FALSEHOOD...AFTER REJECTING LIGHT, they will ORIGINEATE THEORIES which they will call "LIGHT!" = but which the Lord calls, "SPARKS of their own KINDLING!"...whosoever BELIEVETH in ME should not abide in DARKNESS." RH Dec.13, 1892.

TO ANSWER THE AGE-OLD ARGUMENT OF "ADVENTISTS!"

That intend to remain "ADVENTISTS!" = till DEATH do us part = "WHOSOEVER BELIEVETH IN ME should NOT abide in DARKNESS!" RH Dec.13,1892. (And if in their "OMEGA" = they are in "DARKNESS" so dense it is "IMPENETRABLE!" It cannot be PENETRATED in spite of the OATHE they take that they will "PENETRATE" it. It still remains, after they have WORN themselves OUT trying to CHANGE things from WITHIN = and give you some kind of a Yarn that you can do NOTHING from WITHOUT = the SOUL-SAVING "CRY!" of Matt. 25:6 comes from "OUTSIDE!" of them! TRY=TO=DENY=THAT! Because the BEATS of the RHYTHMICAL SNORING acts as RAIN on a TIN-ROOF = they SLEEP = the SOUNDER! So that there is "NOT ONE!" in there to BREAK the MESMERIZING HYPNOTIC SPELL. All their Sermons are geared by "SLEEPING PREACHERS = PREACHING TO A SLEEPING PEOPLE!"

SOME ARE BEGINNING TO SEE HOW STUPID THEY WERE!

But none can see that until they look on = from the OUTSIDE! TRYING by might and main to do it from the INSIDE = do not realize the POWER OF ASSOCIATION = and they soon succumb to the SOOTH-SAYING PULPIT "PEACE AND SAFETY!" LULLABIES = so the Prophet could write: "ALL slumbered and slept!" Matt.25:5. "Men and Women are in the last Hours of Probation, and yet are CARELESS (couldn't CARE=LESS!) CARELESS and STUPID, and MINISTERS have NO POWER to AROUSE them = they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES!" T2:337. "...if they SLEEP a little LONGER (SATAN) is SURE of them, for their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN!" T1:263. SG 4:61.

(1) THEIR LAST SERMON = "PEACE and SAFETY!" by "DUMB DOGS" that will not "BARK! BARKING MIGHT "AWAKEN" THEM! But they have NO POWER nor INCLINATION to even "BARK!"

(2) So the PENALTY IS: "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" STAYED

(3) Make a RELIGION of STAYING "TOGETHER!" Let the WHEAT and TARES stay together "UNTIL THE HARVEST!" Did you notice the "TIME?" So instead of HARPING on HALF A SENTENCE = how about FINISHING the SENTENCE? (DOES THE WILSON-RAMIK CONFEDERACY OF EVIL LET THEM "STAY TOGETHER?) Or SUE them if they do! A SNARLING WOLF=PAC tearing them APART!(IS NOT a standing still "TARE!" they are on the move! They are "WOLVES!")

(4) Stay TOGETHER until the "HARVEST!" What is the "HARVEST?" Not some JUNK they put in some "INDEX!" But make YOUR OWN "INDEX!" And START right off with some are pulling their Hair and Weeping because: "THE HARVEST IS PAST = the SUMMER is ENDED! and we are NOT SAVED!" (The Preachers told them they WERE - but in this FINAL "AWAKENING!" they find: "we are NOT "SAVED!" T1:50.

(5) And if you are NOT a "BLIND LAODICEAN" = you will NOT concentrate on ONE SPOT REFERENCE but since the PROPHET is setting forth a PRINCIPLE = you will go on to the NEXT PAGE or even CHAPTER = or even go BACK to the PAGE or CHAPTER BEFORE = until you understand the CONTEXT in which this is given. (NEXT PAGE = CONDITIONS! "ROBES" of "CHARACTER!") and "The SCOFFERS were TRIUMPHANT = and won the WEAK and CLOWNDLY...by FEAR!...went BACK to a STATE of CARELESSNESS!" T1:51-2.

(6) That was 1843-4 but this "HISTORY" to be "REPEAT-ED" as we enter the Last Scenes. And "AWAKE!" to a "TARRYING(SLEEPING) TIME!" and after that LOOONG SLEEP the Prophet saw "THE MIDNIGHT CRY!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"(Is that a SIN?) T1:53-4. Followed by the DEVASTATING:

"MY FIRST VISION."

This is portraying to be showing "EXPERIENCE and VIEWS" = T1:48-58 and then "MY FIRST VISION." T1:58-61. This is NOT the way it was shown in the ORIGINAL. RH 1:13 is "EXPERIENCE and VIEWS" some things shown there such as the Card written with GOLDEN LETTERS = 50 Texts of Scripture on which are Inscribed ALL that is to FOLLOW. NOT SHOWN IN T1:58 but SHOVED OFF into EW 22-3. SG 2:59. To hold fast to the Truth we must do what NO SLEEPING PREACHER WILL DO = go by the ORIGINAL and the ORIGINAL ONLY! But to do that the SLEEPING PREACHER and the SLEEPING PEOPLE = would have to "AWAKE!" and
that takes too much of an EFFORT. So they all go to Sleep together = totally UNAWARE OF:

**THE PATH!**

In great detail in ORIGINAL RH 1:14. July 21, 1851. All shredded up and put "HERE!" = "THERE!" and "EVERY-WHERE!" Since we deal with this elsewhere = we will cut it Short:

(A) "THE PATH!" is the Key to it all. If those who wrestle with "EVENTS!" and in their "ORDER!" would follow that "PATH!" = that FEW there be that find it = they might see CLEARLY what to do BEFORE the "LOUD CRY!" = which Adventists never give. TM 300,507. How can they give it if they do not even know what it is? And FIGHT it when it comes! As they did in 1888.

(B) "ADVENTISTS" (WM. MILLER "ADVENTISTS.") do START on that "PATH" = but they FALL OFF all along the Way. As DANIEL was shown = VISIONS by GOD = until "THRONES were cast DOWN!" in 1844. Then VISIONS to JOHN the REVELATOR by THE SON OF GOD and the DETERIORATION of RELIGION shown by the 4 HORSES of the APOCALYPSE. Rev. 4,5,6. The "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" picks up this Theme = speaking of "THE NARROW WAY" in LS 190-1. T2:594. There is NO SALVATION staying with the HORSES in the "OMEGA" of Apostasy as they Ride the Horse of DEATH! "The CHURCH has turned back from following Christ her Leader and is steadily retreating toward EGYPT!" (EGYPT the Land of HORSES!) T5:217. "WOE to them that go down to EGYPT for HELP; and STAY on HORSES..." Isa.31:1.

(C) "THE PATH" is the Key to it all. "As the PATH grew more NARROW...WE LEFT THE HORSES, and went on Foot - IN SINGLE FILE, one following in the Footsteps of another...At every CHANGE some were LEFT BEHIND, and those ONLY remained who had ACCUSTOMED themselves to ENDURE HARDSHIPS...Our DANGER of FALLING...INCREASED...from the ABYSS below...We heard the WAR SONG and the DANCE SONG..." T2:595. LS 190-1. SG 4:63. (THE CHURCH gets into EVERY WAR that comes along - even now telling the Government they can depend on ADVENTISTS for the NEXT WAR! And what is WORSE than WAR? Concocting the CHEMICALS and the BACTERIA for the NEXT WAR! "OPERATION WHITECOAT!" BIG HEROS!

(D) THE JEWS tried to get Christ to LEAD and HEAL their ARMIES = SATAN has more success with ADVENTISTS BOASTING that they "HEAL!" both Sides in ANY WAR! The
SIDE they Officially AID and ABETT — usually LOSES! BEWARE! any GOVERNMENT that has these BORN-LOSERS on their Side! "Look AGAIN, and look a LITTLE HIGHER."

At this I raised my eyes and saw a STRAIGHT AND NARROW PATH, cast up HIGH above the World. ON THIS PATH the ADVENT PEOPLE were travelling toward the CITY, Behind them, at the BEGINNING of the PATH, was a BRIGHT LIGHT which an Angel told me was the "MIDNIGHT CRY." T1:58-9. LS 64. EW 14-5. WTF 12-4. FCE 340. RH 1:14. July 21, 1851.

(E) THE HORSE MOVEMENTS of Rev.6 come to an END as the SAINTS take to a LITTLE NARROW "PATH!" One following in the Footsteps of another.

(F) ILLUSTRATED ALSO by a "TRAIN" going with the Speed of "LIGHTNING TO PERDITION!" Again we have the "NARROW PATH" as the only Way of Safety. "IT SEEMED THAT THE WHOLE WORLD was on Board, that there could not be ONE LEFT!" THAT TRAIN =with SATAN the CONDUCTOR and his highest Angel the ENGINEER = was taking the World for a Ride with SPIRITUALISM=OCCULTISM="NEW AGE" SHAMANISM = EW 88,263.

(G) Also illustrated by the "THE BROAD-WAY" vs a "LITTLE NARROW PATH = and FEW THERE BE THAT FIND IT."

ALWAYS THAT "PATH."

And how to get on that "PATH?" "A BRIGHT LIGHT" which an Angel told me was the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" And what is the "MIDNIGHT CRY?" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" This brings about a "SHAKING!" As the "WISE" leave the "FOOLISH!" FOREVER.

IT IS FATAL

To teach that the "WISE" or the "WHEAT" take the LEAD or are "GATHERED" first. The Order of God is the Lord will take charge of the work "HIMSELF!" He says "GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES for the BURNING!..." We must understand "SEQUENCE!" There is no more Important subject for this Time = so let's ease into it SLOWLY and CAREFULLY.

HERE IS HOW TO STUDY

We do not take it for granted that you know how to Study = why should you? That Preacher never told you = he never learned it himself. What is FIRST in Studying the WHEAT and TARES?

THE BIBLE
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Matt. 13:24-30, 36-43. What are the Ingredients? Spring Time while men "SLEPT!" the Enemy sowed TARES. The Servants wanted to gather "OUT!" the Tares. NOT SO = or you will Tear "OUT!" the WHEAT ALSO. THE KEY IS = did they OBEY? We are not talking now about ACTIVE RUNNING WOLVES = SLAVERING AT THE MOUTH "FALSE (TIME) PROPHETS...they are RAVENING WOLVES...who CLAIM to be SANCTIFIED("SAVED!") = while they REFUSE to OBEY GOD?"

Ev. 597-8. "BRETHREN"...as WOLVES...PURSUE those who DARED to claim FREEDOM OF RELIGIOUS FAITH." GC 67.

(REPEAT!) A TARE is NOT a RAVENING WOLF =a TARE stands STILL = he WEAKENS the CROP by his "INFLUENCE." LEAVE THEM ALONE until the "HARVEST!" Here the TRADITIONAL ADVENTIST STOPS READING! When the WOLF=PACK comes into the Camp = the "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" = with the poisoned Needle = and the JUNTO and CABALA are QUICK to say: "LET THE TARES GROW UP WITH THE WHEAT UNTIL THE HARVEST!" Matt. 13:30. And they stand back - with a SMUG look on their Face = and put the POISONED NEEDLE BRIGADE in charge of the SABBATH SCHOOL = KINDERGARTEN = and WASHERWOMEN. They are in CONTROL! Along with the WAR-MONGERS and the TRADE UNIONS. They take most all the TITHE and build their DRUG-EMPORIUMS = they are so full of ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE = that they run the Church into over a 2 BILLION $ DEBT = that they will NEVER pay off = and then fold their little Handsies and PRETEND they are HARMLESS "TARES!" So let us grow up "TOGETHER!" = BROTHER! Only they DO NOT! Through the Years they have CAST OUT THE "TARES" BY THE MILLION! So many in Fact that they CAST OUT MORE than they have LEFT! There again we come to "TRADITION -AL ADVENTISM!" Where the UPRIGHT "WHEAT!" is OUT! and the WOLF=PACK moves in for the KILL! Will little Red Riding Hood ever WAKE UP = ??? When the SLAVERING WOLF =PACK FOLLOWS AFTER AND TRIES to CAST OUT THOSE THEY HAVE ALREADY CAST OUT? SNUFF the last bit of Life OUT OF THEM! = AND WHEN we INTEND TO DEFEND OURSELVES = they say "WE" are "TOO HARSH!" Thus as ELLEN WHITE SAID = "It will be made PLAIN to what COMPANY they BELONG!" SG 2:201. T1:100. SURPRISINGLY = the ONES we had HOPES FOR = go over to the other Camp = and the ones we had NO HOPES FOR = are coming over in UNITY = on the RIGHT SIDE! They have many things to LEARN YET = and many more to UNLEARN. But they are on the PATH! While the SHEEPSKIN is COMING OFF and the SNARLING WOLF appears from those we thought were a FRIEND! But
a HYPOCRITE! Think they are SAFE = in the "HOLY CITY!" As we follow the History of the Jews who stood by the BLOOD-THRISTY HIGH-PRIEST and BARABUS WAR-MONGERING CULT. They would WIN by FORCE OF ARMS! Take your Side.

THE END?

Here is what we like. Matt.13:39. "Let both grow TOGETHER UNTIL=UNTIL=UNTIL the "HARVEST!" THEN=THEN=THEN the "ANGELS" will gather out the TARES(OUT OF THE BOOK OF LIFE!) which will be appointed (BY THE SEALING ANGEL!) to DESTRUCTION...THE WORK OF SEPARATION is given to the ANGELS OF GOD = and NOT committed into the hands of ANY MAN!" TM 45,47,209. "Those who have been Members of the SAME FAMILY = are SEPARATED!" = "THE INVITATION TO THE MARRIAGE SUPPER...CHARACTER CANNOT THEN BE MADE OR TRANSFORMED...neither have the FOOLISH VIRGINS TIME...will be forever SEPARATED... Those who are "DO-NOTHINGS" NOW will have the superscription upon them."Thou art weighed in the Balances, and art found WANTING."...they will be left with those they did not try to Save." TM 234-7. I think this is GREAT! Who wants to go to a Heaven where such REBELIOUS TRIPE will be found? No, never! INTO THE "FIRE!"

HOW TO STUDY!

Find the Bible Texts. Matt. 13:....Then turn to the FRONT of the INDEX and find those TEXTS. In the NEW INDEX - you will be FLOORED! I will go by the OLD and my Cross-References I had put there YEARS AGO. Let both grow together until the "HARVEST!" Are they then STILL TOGETHER? Or do we believe in a "MIDNIGHT CRY" - before the "LOUD CRY?"Is the DOOR of PROBATION CLOSED at the "SUNDAY LAW?" or BEFORE THE SUNDAY LAW? is it in Fact = CLOSED BEFORE THE MIDNIGHT CRY? LONG BEFORE THE "LOUD CRY!" We can prove that to you without quoting ANYTHING! We are now talking of 3 Closes of Probation. There are 3 Calls. "The Kingdom of God shall be taken FROM YOU = and given to a Nation bringing forth the FRUITS thereof!" Matt.21:43. 8:11,12.

3 CALLS.

THE POINT IS:
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Matt. 25:...10 VIRGIN PARABLE = SALVATION DEPENDENT ON "MIDNIGHT CRY" before the "LOUD CRY" or "SUNDAY LAW!". Let the LAODICEANS yap away about the "SUNDAY LAW!" = when LONG BEFORE the LAODICEAN DOOR OF PROBATION IS CLOSED! It took YEARS for a few to see that. HOW TO SEE THAT? Is there any RECORD = do the FOOLISH VIRGINS find=obtain=attain=any "OIL!" at the "CRY?" Where? in Matt. 25:6-10 = ??? in COL 406 = ??? The SUNDAY LAW and "LOUD CRY" is a "GREAT FINAL TEST!" (for the WORLD!) But the "MIDNIGHT CRY" is ALSO a "GREAT FINAL TEST!" (for the CHURCH! All you have to do is: "BELIEVE!") That is why the URIAH SMITH CULT did not want to Sell: "COL" = "Behold the Bridegroom cometh = go ye OUT!" to meet him!" ...= "...THE GREAT FINAL TEST COMES at the CLOSE of HUMAN PROBATION, when it will be TOO LATE for the Soul's need to be supplied...FIVE will be found SURPRISED, DISMAYED, OUTSIDE the Banquet Hall." COL 412.(421.)

"A STRAIGHT AND NARROW PATH"

"...at the BEGINNING of THE PATH, was a BRIGHT LIGHT = which an Angel told me was the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" T1:59. (MY FIRST VISION = and wherever "MY FIRST VISION" is found.) "ADVENTIST" SALVATION is DEPENDENT on "THE MIDNIGHT CRY!" = "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"")

"THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS"

is T1:181. "UPON WHICH the "DESTINY" of the Church HANGS!" T1:181. EW 270, 108, 259. AFTER this has done it's Work = "THE LOUD CRY!" = follows T1:183. EW 271. "BEFORE THE "LOUD CRY"...the LIGHT will SHINE, and all who are HONEST will "LEAVE" the FALLEN CHURCHES, and take their stand with the REMNANT!" EW 261. SG 1:190-1,171-2. "SATAN has taken FULL POSSESSION of "THE CHURCHES" as a Body!" EW 273-4,235,116. Of course, those that have suckled on "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" since little Babies = gone steady to Church to obtain their Weekly RATION of SLEEPING PILLS = will hardly be the ones to "BELIEVE!" just as it "IS WRITTEN!"

IT IS WRITTEN:

In "THE SHAKING" chapter = BEFORE the "LOUD CRY!" = how the LAODICEANS will RE-ACT to the Message from "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = (LEFT OUT of EW 269. But FOUND IN ORIGINAL RH 1:32 or T1:179.) Going on INCH by INCH to study through WHY the "LAODICEANS" = "RISE UP!" in such RAGE and FURY that ANYONE would TELL "THEM!" =
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= instead of "ASKING" THEM! But this is a Message "TO" them and NOT "FROM!" them = and there is no way that any PHARISEE will appreciate THAT! All this is = is just a plain FACT! That a "MOVEMENT" is to "COME!" 1884 GC 296. GC 464 = CALL #(1) = who Spark to Life as the Lord takes charge of the work "HIMSELF" and starts the "GATHERING" with the "11th HOUR" men. That is COL 399 before we come to COL 406. These "11th Hour men" = these "PEOPLE OF GOD!" have a "SHAKING" among themselves as they get Rid of the DEAD WOOD in their midst = as shown STEP by STEP as we ease into "THE SHAKING" chapter - we see WHY "SOME" are REJECTED as UNFIT to give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY"(MIDNIGHT CRY!)"TO" and not "FROM" the Laodiceans. The "NUMBERS" of the LAODICEANS (they can BOAST! = NEVER "LESSEN") but this sincere, honest "COMPANY" ="LESSEN!"= T1:182. (FOOTNOTES THAT PAGE SHOW THEY GO "BACK!" to the Poor, Abused:"LAODICEANS!" T1:182.) And the TIME is given = "BEFORE the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon "YOU!" T1:180. And the END of that little Episode is T1:187 = in T1:180-1 it was given in minute DETAIL = WHY and HOW they are "LEFT!" by the Angels of God = (REMEMBER! LONG BEFORE ANY "LOUD CRY" = "SUNDAY LAW!" = they are "LEFT!" just because they were "CARELESS = INDIFFERENT" = get stirred up for a MOMENT = withhold their TITHE for a WHILE = but go "SEEKING THE LORD" from "SEA to SEA" = the "HOLY SEE" in WASHINGTON, D.C. = ENTERTAINS them by "REVELATION SEMINARS" held EVERYWHERE = by the HUNDREDS and by the THOUSANDS so they can Report = (CONTRARY to those who are NOT keeping up with the Times!) that they are GATHERING IN MORE TITHE than EVER BEFORE! by the Universal "FEAR!" of "SUNDAY LAWS" ever around the next Bend = have been for 100 Years! So they CLAMOR BACK on the LAODICEAN "ONE-WAY" FLYER! Now puffing at "OMEGA" Station! Going for their LAST RIDE! Must feel REAL GOOD! = A FEW = for the FIRST TIME in "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM'S" HISTORY = are begin- ning to look TWICE! at what is being done with the TITHE! Beginning to Obey the Instructions LEFT OUT of SERIES A:23,79,248,249,344,374. HAVE YOU OBEYED THIS INSTRUCTION? The Lord will not hold you responsible for what they do with the Tithe:"...IF YOU DO WHAT YOU CAN TO CORRECT THE EVIL!...GO TO WORK TO CORRECT THE EVIL!" Series A:23. (Repeateed p.79.) Did you do that YET? or is that UNTHINKABLE! Thus YOU are to BLAME in the WILSON=JARVIS LLU LEGAL CELL = the RAVENING WOLF-
PACK = Worst in History = to take after NATURAL REMEDIES. (Just about FORGOT that one - didn't you? We do not forget!) I MARKED MY SERIES "A" = and now this applies also to the WILSON=RAMIK "TRADEMARK" Case. These Friends of the Devil! REVIVING the spirit of the "DARK AGES!" Are you doing what you can = to "CORRECT THE EVIL!" What the Lord thinks of it: SERIES A:130, 179,193,199,204,213,216,218,222,224,227,231-6, 245-6, 252,258,265,267,268,269,273,281-2,286-7,292-3,295,297-9,300,302,306,313,336,351,357,358,361,363-6,368-9,373-7.

ELIJAH Mocked the BAAL-PRIESTS!

IT WOULD NOT WORK = but it would be a JOKE! To make up CARDS = "WE ARE STARTING THE"1ST. ADVENTIST CHURCH" = SEND RAMIK!" "WE ARE STARTING THE "2ND ADVENTIST CHURCH" = SEND RAMIK!"(UP TO) = "WE ARE STARTING THE "666TH. ADVENTIST CHURCH" = SEND RAMIK!"

EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER

"I SAW THE "NOMINAL" CHURCH(by "NAME" ONLY!) and "NOMINAL" ADVENTISTS, like JUDAS, would BETRAY us to the CATHOLICS...The SAINTS THEN will be an OBSCURE PEOPLE(RETIRED=HIDDEN=SECLUDED) = LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS...THEN the Catholics bid the Protestants (RAMIK=WILSON) TO GO FORWARD AND ISSUE A DECREE...TO DESTROY THE SAINTS. But BEFORE their DECREE bring or bear Fruit, the SAINTS will be DELIVERED by the Voice of God. THEN(What WILSON=RAMIK DO NOT PLAN!)THEN I saw JESUS...THEN He will put on the Garments of VENGEANCE. THEN the PLAGUES..." MAGEN 1:1,2. "AS AMERICA, the Land of Religious Liberty, shall UNITE with the PAPACY in FORCING the Conscience and COMPPELLING men to Honor the FALSE SABBATH, the people of every Country on the Globe will be led to FOLLOW her example.(THEN the ADVENTISTS will be the "HEAD and not the TAIL!") OUR PEOPLE ARE NOT HALF AWAKE!" T6:18.

(LEFT OUT! NOT PRINTED ANYWHERE'S)

"SATAN is employing his Agents to lead Souls to RUIN. His most effective AGENTS for this Work are those whose NAMES are on the CHURCH RECORDS...There are MANY who are "BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND" = LEADERS and those who are LED = will come to DESTRUCTION at Last...There are SOULS to be Saved = SOULS in OUR CHURCHES, in our SABBATH-SCHOOLS...There are MORAL ICEBERGS in our Churches...To be SANCTIFIED is to become a PARTAKER of the DIVINE "NATURE" = ...that CHANGES our "CHARACTER"...Imperceptibly to ourselves =
we are changed DAY by DAY...and unconsciously reflect His image...THIS IS GENUINE SANCTIFICATION...But like the dwellers in SODOM, those who REFUSE to serve God, will be "AWAKENED" only when it is TOO LATE!" RH 6:3-2,3,379.1912-3.

"GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES FOR THE BURNING!"

We must understand SEQUENCE."EVENTS" in their "ORDER!"
What is the Order?

(1) "Gather ye FIRST the TARES, and Bind them in BUNDLES to BURN them..." Matt.13:30. Sometimes = what transpires in a SINGLE SENTENCE = or PART OF A SENTENCE = may take HUNDREDS OF YEARS to Finalize. Is the BUNDLING and the BURNING = INSTANTANEOUS? Or does something take place = in between? This is the Crux of the whole matter. (The Text does not say, as many of us have Transliterated it) = that "THEN" the WHEAT is "GATHERED!" That is not the Wording. "Gather ye together FIRST the TARES, and bind them in BUNDLES to BURN them = but GATHER the WHEAT into My Barn." Matt. 13:30.

(1) "Gather ye FIRST the TARES..."
(2) Gather ye SECOND the WHEAT.
(3) REWARD the WHEAT = FIRST!
(4) REWARD the TARES = LAST!

HOW DO WE KNOW THAT?

Very Simple. WHEN are the TARES - BURNT? Are the TARES BURNT = and "POOF!" they are GONE? And then the WHEAT is GATHERED = NO TARES TO BOTHER THEM! Sweet Dream.

GOD'S ORDER

ADAM and EVE were not to "EAT" of the Tree = for if they did: "...thou shalt not eat of it; for in the Day that thou eatest thereof = thou shalt surely DIE!" Genesis 2:17. Did they Die that Day? No. If we had the ORIGINAL it no doubt would read or mean that SENTENCE of DEATH would be PASSED THAT DAY! But the EXECUTION of the SENTENCE would follow maybe 1,000 years later - maybe NEVER! It depends on your Behaviour = a Reprieve = the SENTENCE is SURE! the EXECUTION is CONDITIONAL! There must be a COURT = FIRST! This is JUSTICE.

THE GATHERING

HOW TO STUDY = Go to the INDEX! And you will find the "BINDING IN BUNDLES" = "...under BONDAGE to certain UNIONS!" (AMA-FDA=NCC=WCC=CHURCH + TRADE UNIONS) = "...
...the WICKED are BINDING themselves up in BUNDLES =
ready to be BURNED...We are NOT to UNITE with "SECRET SOCIETIES" (The "NEW AGE" is a NEST of "SECRET SOCIETIES.") or with TRADE-UNIONS." T7:84. "A POWER from beneath...the last great Scenes in the Drama = SATAN COMING AS "CHRIST", and working...in those who are BINDING THEMSELVES together in "SECRET SOCIETIES". ..Are we as a people ASLEEP...discern the SIGNS of the TIMES!" T8:28.

BINDING IN BUNDLES

It would seem axiomatical = if we are Studying "EVENTS!" and in their "ORDER!" = that if the Lord of the Harvest ORDERS SATAN to START his "LOUD CRY!" = that this could involve a LONG PERIOD OF TIME = before they are actually "BURNED!" In Fact it could be 1,000 Years APART! That you FIRST must have a COURT IN HEAVEN for 1,000 Years before the EVIDENCE and JUSTICE is COMPLETE = before the "CASTING INTO THE FIRE!"

AND WHAT HAPPENS IN THE MEANTIME?

Those who go by "TRADITION!" = which Teaches that this "CHURCH MILITANT" will become SO PURE = only 144,000 will be LEFT = all the Rest have long since FLED! "OUT!" Nice Dream. Let's do a little SHATTERING = there is a "CHURCH" that ALL will be SEALED! There is a "CHURCH" also called: "SYNAGOGUE!" = that ALL will be LOST! It is easy to prove that = all we need is a Bit of HONESTY! and BELIEVE what is Written. It would seem NATURAL if we are talking about "SEALING" to go to "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER! And we have to be prepared to find that they are DEAD WRONG!

T5:211-2.

T5:207= We have the "CITY"=(They were so DESPERATE to HIDE this Evidence that they CHANGED the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 188 = and the SAME in 1888 GC 266 = that "THE HOLY CITY" is "THE TRUE CHURCH!" = LEFT OUT of your FAKE BOOK = GC 266.) So we are CRIPPLED before we START. That the "SEALING" starts or begins with 6 Angels that come OUT of the Temple in Heaven by way of the "HIGHER GATE." With "SLAUGHTER WEAPONS" - and "ONE AMONG THEM" bad a "WRITER'S INK-HORN" by his Side. REMEMBER, and NEVER FORGET = he also had a "SLAUGHTER WEAPON" to use it ON-THE-SPOT! if any Saint was in Danger = and not WAIT for the other 5 to "FOLLOW HIM AND SLAY UTTERLY!" He could do a little "SLAYING" himself.

- 91 -
T5:207= Now the Point is = "We are NOT to say what constitutes the WHEAT =and what the TARES. The TIME of HARVEST will FULLY DETERMINE the "CHARACTER" of the TWO CLASSES (WHOOPS! is that a MISPRINT = GROTH -EER?) TWO CLASSES specified under the Figure of the TARES and the WHEAT. The work of SEPARATION is given to the ANGELS of God, and NOT committed into the hands of ANY MAN!" TM 47,209. "Judge NOTHING before the TIME!" ! Cor. 4:5. DA 656 SG 2:282. 

T5:207= The Point is = "When the "SHAKING" comes, BY= THE=INTRODUCTION=OF=FALSE=THEORIES, these SURFACE READERS, ANCHORED NOWHERE, (THE "MOST HOLY PLACE" IS THE "ANCHOR" - but they let go the "ANCHOR" = EW 254-6. SG1:166. Ev.362. SM 2:58,104.) ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND. (When they CHANGE the BOOKS = CHANGE the DOCTRINE = go into the "OMEGA!" = they are floundering around:"...ON=THE=SAND!" SM 1:204-5.) ...are like SHIFTING SAND. They slide into ANY POSITION to suit the tenor of their feelings of BITTERNESS." TM 112.,89,206. T5:80,707. T4:180. T9:97,236,267. Ev.360. T7:219. SM 2:13,64, 392.

T5:207= We have "2 CLASSES!" and 2 "MARKS!" and this DIVIDES them FOREVER! ONE CLASS = led by Satan = get BOLD and BRASSY = take over the CHURCH with the "NEW THEOLOGY" and the "COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464 = and there again they are "FIRST!" And "MULTITUDES" of ADVENTISTS will "EXULT!" that everything is going their way =with the Doctrines LISTED and CATALOGUED in the SAME CHAPTER! GC 471-3. That NOT=ONE=WRITER will TOUCH with a 10-foot Pole! So THOROUGHLY has WILSON "WHIPPED!" them into Line = and now FOLLOW-ING AFTER those who FLED = and SICING the CATHOLIC DOGS on them! JUST=LIKE=SHE=PREDICTED! Magen 1,2. GC 443,445,606-8.

T5:207= Now which "CHURCH!" are you going to belong to - when we have 2 of Them! TM 15 and 16. "...TWO DISTINCT PARTIES = formed from a COMPANY that was ONCE UNITED!" Brisbin 24,40,54,70,88. RH 5:341. SM 2:383. "I have not sat with VAIN PERSONS, neither will I go in with DISSEMBLERS." "...He that walked with WISE MEN shall be WISE:but a Companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED!"...REMEMBER that the "CHURCH MILITANT is NOT the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 294.

T5:207= "Every Member of His CHURCH MILITANT must man-
IFEST the same qualities, if he would JOIN the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 179. T7:27. TM 110,515. ("OPERATION WHITECOAT") "MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these Last Days...He will DESTROY both Classes TOGETHER WITHOUT DISTINCTION...He will CONDEMN BOTH ALIKE!" FCE 482. T5:103. T2:595. TM 275. T1:283.

T5:207= NOW WE CAN FIRST UNDERSTAND THIS PAGE! The 2 MARKS. The 2 CLASSES. The SEALING begins with the ANCIENT MEN that stood before the House. (Why were they not "IN" the HOLIEST?) = As we have found so many Times = there is 2 of EVERYTHING! And here we have HISTORY REPEATED! As we had the OLD CHURCH (SYNAGOGUE) = and Christ and His Disciples "ORGANIZED" a "NEW" CHURCH! (Is that a Sin?) (Part of the "WAKING UP!" Process:) "AROUSSE your ASSOCIATES to work under some "NAME" whereby they may be "ORGANIZED!" T6:267. T000. T2:711. THIS SAME YEAR (1900) she said they needed: "...an ENTIRE CHANGE, an entire NEW ORGANIZATION...and until this shall come we might just as well CLOSE UP THE CONFERENCE today as any other day...and yet every Conference has woven after the SAME PATTERN. It is the very SAME LOOM that carries it, and finally, why, it=will=come=to NAUGHT!" Magen 163-4. "...this flimsy work will come to NAUGHT!" SDA=BC 1:1084. Nov. 15, 1898.

HOW DOES IT COME TO NAUGHT?

T5:207= By Man? No, never! This is the "HARVEST TIME." This is the "CRISIS!" This is brought on by the "SEALING!" 5 Angels standing with "SLAUGHTER WEAPONS" in their hand = WAITING for the SEALING ANGEL to place his "MARK" for LIFE or for DEATH. And BEGIN: "...with the "ANCIENT MEN" = which, somehow = did NOT perform according to "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" = where all the BAD EGGS had left the Basket and only 144,000 TRUE BLUE "SEALED SAINTS" were "LEFT!" Somehow it does not Read like that here = going along with EZEKIEL 9 = "FILL THE COURTS WITH THE SLAIN!" Ezekiel fainted from the Sight. Did gentle ELLEN WHITE treat the Subject any different?

T5:207= THAT BOOMING VOICED PREACHER = when someone said anything = "THE BIBLE SAYS LET THE TARES GROW UP TOGETHER UNTIL THE HARVEST!" = but then he stops reading there. He does not tell you what HAPPENS NEXT! THAT SAME PAGE says this is just about as PROBATION is to CLOSE and Heisabout to: "POUR OUT HIS WRATH!"
T5:208. I am just starting-to read 383 page Book about "27 BELIEFS" = and right from the Beginning = even in the "INTRODUCTION" they hand us "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" Also p.6,25. Then on p.14 we have "THE ASSURANCE OF OUR SALVATION."

THAT WILL CERTAINLY COME TO "NAUGHT!"

That is hardly the Picture in Ezekiel 9, or the "SEAL OF GOD" chapter. Where the "SEAL" is placed ONLY on those who "SIGH and CRY for "ALL" the "ABOMINATIONS" in the midst. T5:207. "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" will come from LAODICEAN "PULPITS!" TM 409. And one of the most ABOMINABLE DOCTRINES is this "HEPPENSTALL=FORD=BRINSMEAD" = "LOVE UNLIMITED!" and if that is the FIRST THING they come up with in THAT BOOK = that is the PREDICTION made by ELLEN WHITE = that is "PSYCHOLOGY!" That is "NEW AGE!" = dealing in the "POSITIVE!" That is "SPIRITUALISM= OCCULTISM" = "UNIVERSALISM!" GC 554,558,557. EV.597. AA 554. That has "NEW THEOLOGY" written all over it! Just when He is about to "POUR OUT HIS WRATH!" T5:208. And the ONLY ones saved is a "LITTLE COMPANY!" T5:200. Who "SIGH and CRY" for these "ABOMINATIONS!" "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" sees NO "ABOMINATIONS!" All they see is:"PEACE and SAFETY!"..."THESE DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (ALL SEALED TOGETHER? NO CONDITIONS?) "HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH...THE ANCIENT MEN..." "HE IS TOO MERCIFUL!"..."PEACE AND SAFETY!"..."THESE DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (IN THIS TIME:) "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are in=the=Church!" T5:210. And the LEADERS are the "RING-LEADERS...and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY!" T5:212. It is all a matter of BELIEVING what is WRITTEN! = Ann DeMichael tells me that "1888 MATERIALS" = says that "EZEKIEL 9" will be "FULFILLED=TO=THE=VERY=LETTER!"

EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER

(1) The "SHAKING" commences by the introduction of "FALSE THEORIES." TM 112.
(2) This is the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" - as far as the Lord will let them go.
(3) HE ORDERS HIS PEOPLE = "MEET IT!" SM 1:204-5.
(4) The FIGHT is on! "IN THE BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD!" EW 69.
(5) THE WICKED (TARE) FORCES are REWARDED by the Devil by giving them "POWER!" to perform "MIRACLES!" This:"...will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO=THE=
"through his Agents who have DEPARTED from the FAITH!" SM 2:53-4. MM 88.T 6:400-1. 
(6) Are the "TARES" now "BURNT UP?" No, they must SEE the REWARD of the RIGHTEOUS "WHEAT" and come and BOW at their Feet! THE WHEAT ARE REWARDED FIRST!
(7) Then the 1,000 Year COURT = this is the RULE of JUSTICE!
(8) Then they meet again - FACE to FACE = as FIRE and BRIMSTONE are rained down upon them and TARES are no more. The shallow superficial Reader may THINK this ORDER will not hold. "Let BOTH grow TOGETHER until the HARVEST. THEN the Lord sends forth His REAPERS to gather out the TARES and BIND THEM IN BUNDLES to BURN, while the WHEAT is GATHERED into the Heavenly Graner. (For the 1,000 year COURT!) The TIME of the JUDGMENT is a most solemn period = when the Lord gathers His own from among the TARES.(This only proves the TARES are so NUMEROUS = it is about NOTHING= BUT=TARES! "THE GOLD IS SEPARATED FROM THE DROSS IN THE CHURCH!" T5:81.) "Those who are Members of the SAME FAMILY = are SEPARATED...will, with the World, be taken in the SNARE. (STAY WITH THEM NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE?)...They MINGLED with the TARES from CHOICE. Like drew to LIKE in TRANSGRESSION. It it a FEARFUL ASSIMILATION.(On the other hand)...the HOLY attracts the HOLY...CHARACTER THEN CANNOT BE MADE OR TRANSFORM-ED...they will be FOREVER SEPARATED...THE PURE ORE and the DROSS will no longer COMMINGLE." TM 234-6.
(9) REPEAT WHAT WE SAID BEFORE:
(1) "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES...".
(2) GATHER ye SECOND the WHEAT.
(3) REWARD the WHEAT - FIRST!(At the VOICE of GOD!)
(4) REWARD the TARES=LAST! (After the 1,000 Years!)
(5) In the meantime the BIGGEST FIGHT between them in all History! Called:"THE CRISIS!" Called:"THE SHAKING!" Called: "THE SEALING!"
(10) THE REAL = THE NEW = THE ONLY "CHURCH!"
"THE CHURCH, soon to enter upon her most severe Conflict, WILL BE the object most dear to God upon Earth...The Church MILITANT is NOT the Church TRIUMPHANT!" RH 3:89,410. "Every Member of His Church MILITANT must manifest the same qualities, if he would JOIN the Church TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 179,227,294. T 7:27. TM 110,515. THIS CHURCH will be perhaps 10,000 Companies all around the World = in the DESERT = in the
SWAMPS: in PRISON CELLS: "Left to Die!" = and in MOUNTAIN FASTNESSES. FIND her = APPRECIATE her = LOVE her. Even if it is only "2 or 3 gathered in My Name!" = Did NOAH have any more? Did LOT? ELIJAH thought he was "ALONE!" ONE THING FOR SURE = NONE of them were looking around for any "MULTITUDES!" = before they could "OBEY!" But a Shadow in a Crowd - the Religion of FROOM=HOUTEFF=ROGERS=TUCKER=and SATAN = "THE GREAT UNIFIER!"

SATAN = THE GREAT "UNIFIER!"
The CHURCH and the WORLD sing the same SONG = "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" The BAKKERS and SWAGGARDS PRACTICE what they PREACH - "NO LAW" can be Kept - so why TRY? It is a SIN to "TRY?" VENDEN says to "TRY!" to BEHAVE = only makes matters: "WORSE!" (FOREVER WRONG) WRIGHT - says to make an "EFFORT!" to OBEY: "IS A DOUBLE SIN!" (They actually find a FOLLOWING with that Kind of a MESS of a "MESSAGE!"

THE NECK OF LUST
"MULTITUDES" eagerly accept Teachings that leave them at LIBERTY to obey the promptings of the CARNAL HEART. The REINS of SELF-CONTROL are lain upon the Neck of LUST, the Powers of MIND and SOUL are made subject to the ANIMAL PROPENSITIES, and SATAN exultingly sweeps into his Net THOUSANDS WHO PROFESS to be followers of Christ...LYING CLAIMS of SPIRITUALISM...THE SNARE...communication with the DEAD..."FAMILIAR SPIRITS"... "SPIRITS of DEVILS...ABOMINATION...FORBIDDEN UNDER PENALTY of DEATH... (Lev.19:31; 20:27.)..."LIVE AS YOU PLEASE = HEAVEN IS YOUR HOME!"... "LOVE!" is dwelt upon as the CHIEF ATTRIBUTE of GOD...GOD'S JUSTICE...is kept out of sight...PLEASING BEWITCHING FABLES captivate the Senses...IT=IS=IMPOSSIBLE, in their own Strength = to BREAK AWAY..."TO THE LAW and to the TESTIMONY; if they speak not according to this WORD, it is because there is NO=LIGHT=IN=THEM!"(Isa.8:19,20.)..."BECAUSE they received NOT the "LOVE!" of the TRUTH, that they might be SAVED," therefore "GOD SHALL SEND THEM STRONG DELUSION, that they might BELIEVE a LIE!"...in this Time of PERIL must understand FOR=THEM=SELVES!...MANY will be confronted by the SPIRITS=OF=DEVILS...will work MIRACLES to sustain their PRETENSES...JUST BEFORE US IS THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION," which shall come upon all the World, to TRY THEM that dwell upon the Earth."(Rev.3:10. PHILADELPHIA WILL
THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!

"And for those who in the midst of CONFLICT should maintain their Faith in God, the PROPHET was given the Words of commendation and promise: "I KNOW THY WORKS: behold, I have set before THEE an "OPEN DOOR!"...(The DOOR to LAODICEA is CLOSED! He KNOCKS on a SHUT DOOR!)

...I have set before THEE an OPEN DOOR, and NO MAN can SHUT IT...I also will KEEP THEE from the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" which shall come upon ALL=THE=WORLD, to TRY them that dwell upon the Earth."..."Behold I come quickly: HOLD that fast which thou hast, that NO MAN take thy CROWN."(FOOTNOTE REFERENCE: Rev.3:8,10,2,11.) AA 588. 1911.

DID YOU LEARN THIS AT ANY "REVELATION SEMINAR?"

Or did you only learn the "TRADITIONS OF MEN?" READ ON IN THIS TEXT =and see just WHO are the "FAITHFUL ONES"...stand on the Sea of Glass...HIS ANGELS...shall GATHER TOGETHER HIS ELECT...from some "CHURCH?"...from the 4 WINDS, from ONE END OF HEAVEN to the OTHER."(Matt.24:31)...the ultimate TRIUMPH of GOD'S REMNANT CHURCH...144,000, having His Father's NAME written in their Foreheads."(FOUND ONLY under PHILADELPHIA = Rev. 3:12. 14:1.22:4.)

NO! WE DO NOT NEED TO BE INTIMIDATED

by the BLUSTER of the FALSE LAODICEAN PROPHETS = ANY LONGER! "MEN are binding up in BUNDLES, ready to be CONSUMED by the FIRES of the LAST DAYS...EVL SPIRITS will work MIRACLES...These works of APPARENT "HEALING" will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!(BEFORE any "SUNDAY LAW!")...the ENEMY will WORK through his Agents who have DEPARTED from the "FAITH" = and "THEY" will SEEMINGLY work MIRACLES, even to the bringing down of "FIRE!" out of Heaven in the Sight of men. By means of "LYING WONDERS"...In the issue of the Contest all CHRISTENDOM will be divided into 2 GREAT CLASSES...the spirit of WAR is stirring the NATIONS from one End of the Earth to the other. BUT IN THE MIDST OF THE TIME OF TROUBLE...God's chosen people will stand UNMOVED. SATAN and his angels CANNOT DESTROY THEM, for ANGELS that excel in strength will PROTECT THEM." SM 2:53 to 55. (Is this message Complete?)

TRUE LOVE.

"TRUE LOVE seeks FIRST the HONOR of God and the Salva-
tion of Souls. Those who have **THIS "LOVE!"** will not evade the TRUTH to save themselves from the unpleasant results of PLAIN SPEAKING. When Souls are in peril (**XXXXXXXXXX**) "THEY" will NOT consider SELF, but will speak the Word given "THEM" to speak, REFUSING to EXCUSE or PALLIATE EVIL." PK 141.

(XXXXXXXXXX)

See with your own Eyes = turn to ORIGINAL RH ARTICLES BOOK 6:358. Sept.11,1913. As you see it above = the PROPHET put "THEY" = they CHANGED that in PK 141 to "GOD'S MINISTERS!" I Wonder where these are? Like looking for a NEEDLE in a HAY-STACK = MUCH EASIER TO FIND THEM "OUT" of the "HOLY CITY!" Where they have long since FLED! "THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!" This Kind of SKULDUGGERY = HEAPING honor to THEMSELVES! they have done in these Writings - HUNDREDS of TIMES! You can PROVE this one by looking it up for yourself. No, we did not say it was EASY to TRACK THIS DOWN = it only takes YEARS of PERSEVERANCE and DEDICATION. That the PROUD and HAUGHTY will deem UNNECESSARY and "TOO HARSH!" They have "LOVE!" [OF THE WORLD.]

*MEN-PLEASERS who cry, "PEACE, PEACE!"

"When God has NOT SPOKEN "PEACE!" (SAME=PK 141.) THESE FALSE PROPHETS will NOT APPRECIATE in hunting down the OCCULTISM of the 1960 "AWAKENING" JESTERS = and their "SUBCONSCIOUS" or "UNCONSCIOUS" = (in this Publication p.41-2 and elsewhere.)

**SUBCONSCIOUS=UNCONSCIOUS 1960 BRINSMEAD**

"THE WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE is this SUBCONSCIOUS ONE...this HIDDEN, DEEP-SEATED ENMITY against God..." p.21 "A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS" by Robert Daniel Brinsmade. (HUDSON PRESS AND OTHERS.) "...that soon none, but a FOOL = will want to deny." p.9. (AN "UNDENIABLE FACT!" SAME.)

**DID NONE OF HIS GULLIBLE FOLLOWERS**

try to Track this down? We now have the Answer. "THE SORCERER'S NEW APPRENTICE." By HUNT 1988."THE JOHN ANKERBERG SHOW" courtesy ANN DeMICHAEL. "AMERICA'S PROMISE NEWSLETTER" = "THE NEW AGE." "ROTting CORPSE OF CHRISTIANITY." "EASTERN NLP INSTITUTE" by LINDA SOMMERS. (If you go into her "PERSONAL GROWTH" SEMINAR = for ONE MEETING you pay $250 at the Door.) courtesy ALLEN I. LEE of ROCHESTER. "CHRISTIAN BEACON" BY CARL McINTIRE. "THE FEAR OF THE JEWS SYNDROME" by RATIBOR-
RAY M. JURJEVICH. ICHTYS BOOKS, INC. POB 1701, Glenwood Springs, CO. 81602. (2 Volumes $22.50 US.) "CHRISTIAN NEWS" by HERMAN OTTEN. "THE SPOTLIGHT" and other Publications = EXPOSE - what ELLEN WHITE said would be "EXPOSED!" (But NOT by Seventh-day Adventists!) DO YOU REMEMBER? The DEVIL'S TRAIN = EW 88,263. POWERED by "UNIVERSALISM." (All men Saved! Even the Devil.) Because the "LOVE!" of God is "UNLIMITED."

IT'S ABOUT TIME WE KNEW IT!

ALL BRANCHES OF "SPIRITUALISM." ALL grouped together in the "NEW AGE." The convergence of ILLUMINATI = WEISHAUP = BAVARIA = BILDERBERGERS = COMMUNISM = FASCISM = ROCKEFELLERS = SUPER-RICH = SOCIALISM = BRITISH FABIAN SOCIETY = ATHEISM = ROTHSCILDS = MORGAN = WARBURGS = HOUSE = KARL MARX = BERNARD BARUCH = BOLSHEVIKS = FRENCH REVOLUTION = TROTSKY = LENIN = SCHIFFS = MASONIC LODGES = SECRET SOCIETIES = ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT = ONE-WORLD CHURCH = ANTI-CHRIST = DEMONS = BLACK MAGIC = WHITE MAGIC = CABALISM = THEOSOPHY = SIGMUND FREUD = HINDU-PANTEISM = YOGA = HARMONIC CONVERGENCE = CARL JUNG = FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE = NORMAN VINCENT PEALE = (Where FROOM picked up his "POSITIVE THINKING.") = PSYCHOLOGY = PSYCHIATRY = REINCARNATION = ROSICRUCIANISM = SATANISM = WITCHES = SHAMANISM = CHANNELING = UNIVERSAL MIND. All these FORCES ready and itching to go = and will be released in

THE SEALING TIME!

THE SEALING STARTS WHERE? WHO IS THE FIRST SEALED = "GATHERED INTO BUNDLES?" = As Plain as Plain can be = but no "TRADITIONAL ADVENTIST" could see it = all these FORCES of EVIL will be led by:

"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!"

Here = READ it for yourself! = "So APOSTASY in "THE CHURCH" will prepare the way for the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST." GC 444. 1884 GC 278.

STEP (1)= Lose SPIRIT and POWER of God by keeping XMASS and EASTER. GC 443.
STEP (2)= Teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches. GC 445.
STEP (3)= GOVERNMENT AID = 2 BILLION $ DEBT = GOVERNMENT CONTROL. GC 445.
STEP (4)= "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION" SEEKS GOVERNMENT CIVIL POWER TO "ENFORCE" THEIR DOGMAS. GC 445.
STEP (5)= At this Time = OPPOSED by those few who "KEEP the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD, and ("HAVE!") the FAITH of JESUS." GC 445.

STEP (6)= SUNDAY LAW is NOT the ISSUE! SURE WAY TO GO TO THE DEVIL IS: (A) GIVE UP MOST HOLY PLACE SANCTUARY TRUTHS. EW 54-6,261.(B) "COUNCIL-CARE-LESS!" (CARELESS and INDIFFERENT and made "NO EFFORT!" EW 270. (C) HUDSON-BRINSMEAD self-styled "AWAKENING" dared the very God of Heaven as they came with ALL=THE-ABOVE!

STEP (7)= as soon as the "SEALING" begins = they will do = as "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" always PROMISED = they will "LEAD THE MULTITUDES!" LEAD ALL THE ABOVE with the "POWER!" they are SCREAMING FOR = and the "MIRACLES" that will "ASTOUND THE BEAST!" (You never saw this in SM 2:54. MM 88 = did you? You are truly a "BLIND LAODICEAN" read AHEAD and AFTER SM 2:54 and see how the "BINDING IN BUNDLES" takes place = "...will bring SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS TO THE TEST!" SM 2:53. NEVER MIND any "SUNDAY LAW" TEST! That is the "GREAT FINAL TEST" for the WORLD = NOT for EVIL SPIRITS and ADVENTISTS found in SM 2:53. RIFE in "OUR PULPITS!" TM 409.

STEP (8)= They will go = as far as they can go =BEFORE THE "LOUD CRY!" in the "OMEGA" of their "APOSTASY." SM 1:205. With all their ROTTEN "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER." SM 1:204. That constitutes them a "NEW ORGANIZATION" UNRECOGNIZABLE BY ELLEN WHITE! SM 1:204.

STEP (9)= "DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT = IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414(423). LEAVE THEM! COL 406.

STEP (10)= IN THE "OMEGA" OF THEIR APOSTASY="MEET IT!" DO NOT "JOIN" IT! As the "LAODICEANS" - "RISE UP!" in RAGE and FURY = against the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (NOT FROM!)") "TO" the LAODICEANS! THIS STRAIGHT TESTIMONY = to do it's Duty = TELLS them they will NEVER "LEAD" in the Last Work - the BEST the WISEST of them can do - is given in the Book that URIAH SMITH did not want to Sell = it is found in COL 406 the WISE = IF WISE ENOUGH = "JOIN" = the Word is there = they "JOIN" another "MOVEMENT"="A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" (A Movement to "COME!" is not something that is HERE! it is to "COME!") at a certain TIME =as the SEALING BEGINS. GC 464. And the "WISE" "JOIN" that "PROCESSION" on it's way to give the "LOUD CRY."
NOTICE REGARDING THE "HAWAIIAN TRADEMARK NAME"
and the "HAWAIIAN DEFENCE FUND" = soon our Supply of
the "FREE! EXPLANATORY BROCHURES" will be exhausted =
and we do not plan to Reprint. SEND DIRECT TO:

MAX A. CORBETT
ATTORNEY AT LAW
5902 BERMUDA DUNES
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77069

2nd. NOTICE!
For perhaps 2,000 Names = the Shipment direct from:
(NEW ADDRESS)

THE NARROW PATH PUBLISHERS,
1926 HYW. 21 N.
MALO, WA. 99150.

NO RESPONSE TO THAT MAILING
YOU ARE OFF THE LIST.

OF THIS "1888" PAPER = we are printing only 1,000. TO
CHOICE NAMES ONLY. IF THE "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" = Series
#(6) = fails to move them = we feel we can do NOTHING
MORE = to raise the "DEAD!". We will maintain our
Dignity to minister to others = we are already going
to the World with 60,000 of the "HELL" Paper. (Cost
$6,000.oo.) 10¢ each. How many do you want? Or do you,
like so many other Adventists = NOT CARE what they
believe about that BLASPHEMY = ??? BEWARE! Lest God
does not care = about you. THIS ETERNAL TORMENT QUES-
TION is ONE GLASS of the Wine of Babylon. Do you do as
FROOM and WILSON did = speak of the BAAL-PRIESTS as
"WINNING SOULS TO CHRIST?" When will the LYING TONGUES
ever cease = ???

OUR AXIOM : Those whose MIND thinks that "MERCILESS
TORMENT" that lasts without End = we do not want to
know ANYTHING ELSE = from that MIND. NOTHING! THEY=DO=
NOT=HAVE = the "RIGHT" to be "WRONG." That is a
BABYLONISH SAYING = let them keep it there = we want
no part of it. YOU=DO=NOT=HAVE = the "RIGHT" to be
"WRONG!" We leave it to the FORDS, the BRINSMEADS, and
the SPANGLERS = to forever Quote = the Prophets of
BAAL = preferring THEM to "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." We
do not. You get like the Company you keep. LEAVE THEM!
Is the Language of the Bible.
THE NEW CHURCH = THE TRUE CHURCH

ON A PATH = cast HIGH above the Earth = 144,000 PHILA-
DELPHIANS = while the unfolding of the DRAMA as pro-
gressively shown in "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" as it
comes to the Close of the DRAMA we go past GC 443 to
445 and on into GC 606 to 608 = BEFORE THE "STORM"
BEFORE THE "PLAGUES" TODAY = while we can still call
it 1988 = going into 1989 = HALF the Adventist World
is now keeping SUNDAY = in the RED and BLACK WORLDs =
others keep it on XMASS and EASTER = none seem to
worry about it = their CONSCIENCE SEARED = in 1960
BRINSMEAD did it "SUBCONSCIOUSLY" Today he does it
"CONSCIOUSLY" = and "ONLY A FOOL" will deny it now.

"AS THE STORM APPROACHES =
A LARGE CLASS...ABANDON THEIR
POSITION = and "JOIN" THE RANKS
OF THE OPPOSITION." GC 608.

EVERYTHING THAT THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" PREDICTED -
is coming to pass = STEP by STEP as the OCCULT FORCES
TIE THEMSELVES INTO BUNDLES TO BE BURNED = "SECRET
SOCIETIES" - "TRADE UNIONS" = "NEW AGE" = the GRAND
"OMEGA" = keep on the Mailing List as we continue to
develop this Theme. "EVENTS" crowding one upon another
= ready to EXPLODE when SATAN COMES with the "SUNDAY
LAW" and ADVENTIST PROBATION IS OVER! GC 624. 1884 GC
442. SM 2:51,383,385,389,390,392 to 395. (That last is
NOT "UNDATED MANUSCRIPT 148" = that is BC 1:1114-
5.) (And the Date is 1897.)

THERE WILL BE NO "REMNANT"

REMAINING OF ADVENTISM = THE ONES THAT REMAIN THERE
are only the "FOOLISH VIRGINS" = the "WISE" have
"JOINED" another "MOVEMENT." This only a "FOOL" will
deny. It is SATAN that makes them "SUPPOSE" that a
"GREAT REFORMATION" will take place "among Seventh-
day Adventists." SM 1:204. B2:54. Magen 310. "We are
NOT saved in GROUPS!" GC 490,622,233. "We must enter
upon the work INDIVIDUALLY." SM 1:122. "I saw that at
present God did not call for the Houses His people
need to live in, UNLESS expensive HOUSES are EXCHANGED
for CHEAPER ONES. But if those who have of their abun-
dance do not hear His Voice, and CUT LOOSE from the
World, and DISPOSE of a PORTION of their Property and
Lands, and SACRIFICE for God - He will pass them by,
and call for those who are willing to do ANYTHING for
Jesus...a free-will Offering." (And the same page:)

"Go to now, ye RICH men. Your MEANS are NOT NEEDED."

UNCONSCIOUS = SUBCONSCIOUS 1960 BRINSMEAD

SUSPICIOUS = but not able to PROVE it at the Time =
this was the Teaching rife in "PSYCHOLOGY." They even
used the SAME EXPRESSION = that FROOM employed for
YEARS - INSULTINGLY avowing that soon = only a "FOOL"
will deny. It worked like a Charm. Froom would put al-
mong ANYTHING across by this PSYCHOLOGICAL INSULT =
you are a "NOTHING!" and LESS that a "NOTHING!" if you
do not agree with what he is about to say. PSYCHOLOGI-
CALLY the idea is for you to HURRIEDLY (SUBCONSCIOUSLY)
determine that you are NOT going to be out-of-Harmony
with the MIGHTY FROOM if he says ALL - including the
HONORABLE "MAJORITY" will agree = you automatically
determine that you will NOT be one of the few ODD-
BALLS = taking that DESPISEABLE "MINORITY VIEW!" So you
grit your Teeth = I am going along with FROOM THE
GREAT = come "HELL!" or "HIGH-WATER!"

THE SHAMAN FROOM

Sold this people down the OCCULT RIVER with FREUD=JUNG
ATHEISTIC JEWISH DOMINATED PSYCHOLOGY straight from
the RABBI "TALMUD" the TRADITIONS that CHRIST gave His
Life to deny = when He was on the Earth. The List of
Publications p.98-99 reveal what ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED
= the "PSYCHOLOGY" of Satan in the Last Days = T1:290-
1. SG 4:80. PK 527. Gal. 1:10. INFIDEL = MYSTICISM=
MESMERISM=PATHEISM=POSITIVE THINKING= going through
Life without MORAL RERAINTS or CONVICTIONS = no
GUILT = "AIDS" is waiting to embrace them = I knew
not what to call it, but I was instructed to call it
"UNHOLY SPIRITUAL LOVE." T8:291-2. "FREE-LOVISM."
Ev.602. "FREE MASONs." Ev.622. "BINDING THEMSELVES
TOGETHER IN SECRET SOCIETIES." Ev.623. (144,000 Sealed
from that HOLY COMMUNE) = "The Doctrine that ALL are
HOLY." T8:293. ("THE SPIRIT! THE SPIRIT!") "...follow
IMPULSE = calling it the "HOLY SPIRIT." T8:296."AWAKE!
ARouse...lest they SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!"T8:304.
EVERYTHING these men of God who are now ALERTING us to
this EVIL = while JOHNSSON TWANGS HIS JEWISH HARP =
"TRA-LA!" Not a CARE in the World! See the above ="THE
SORCERER'S NEW APPRENTICE." (HUNT)p.113,116,118,119,
120. See his SOURCES = "NOTES" under Chapter (7)=11,12
24,26,29,33. "THE REIGN OF ERROR."
THE WEEK OF PRAYER = November 5-12, 1988.

This Special "REVIEW" has just come. (Oct. 20, 1988 Edition.) This is October 7, 1988. This is supposed to be giving us "THE HEART OF THE 1888 MESSAGE." NEVER was there a more confused DRIVEL ever given to any people. You wonder why I speak so POSITIVELY? Because it is POSITIVELY WRITTEN that in or near the End of all things =as we approach or enter the "SEALING" Time = under "THE SEAL OF GOD" chapter: "...Deception of almost EVERY KIND = are in the Church!" T5:210. Because of which those: "...LEFT without the SEAL of God...the men with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS in their hands: "Go ye after him through the midst of the City, and SMITE...SLAY UTTERLY...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary...HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH...was the FIRST TO FEEL the Stroke of the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT MEN..."PEACE AND SAFETY" IS THE CRY FROM...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK. ..ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T5:210-11.

THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY

Looking elsewhere for more LIGHT on this situation at this Time in the History of the Church = they have gone as far as they can go = in the Abuse of God's Mercy = and the WORST SIN OF ALL = is at this Time to see VISIONS OF GRANDEUR for this APOSTATE PEOPLE- who are in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS...IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414(423).

THEN FOR THIS RETINUE OF PROFESSIONAL LIARS to see "LIGHT!" where all is "DARKNESS!" To HONOR those who have shut the LIGHT OFF = CAST OUT OVER 2,000,000 under the FIGHUR=PIERSON=WILSON ADMINISTRA- TIONS = cast out the BEST along with the WORST = RAIL at them from the Pulpits = SEND THE ROMISH "LEGALISTS" after them to throw the HANDCUFFS on their own MEMBER- SHIP = and then talk about "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" (ROMISH STYLE!) "If you will not receive "BRETHREN" who bring you "PEACE!" = you shall receive "ENEMIES" who will bring you "WAR!" GC 63. 1884 GC 68.(LEFT OUT OF SR 335.)

THEN TO SEE THE CONFUSED DRIVEL

"...AWAKE...AROUSE, and move from MARCHING MILITANCY to JOYOUS JUBILEE. The CHOICE is OURS..." (Our EMPHAS- SIS ADDED throughout these Papers.) CALVIN B. ROCK. p.2. WEEK OF PRAYER EDITION = Oct. 20, 1988.

THE CHOICE IS NOT OURS

You have long since FORFEITED ANY CHOICE = by NOT let-
ting the "TARES" grow together until the Harvest = by CASTING OUT = by the MILLION = among whom were NOBLE UNSUNG HEROES = who will yet be in the Kingdom for their FIRM SANCTIFIED STAND against USURPERS moving in to MISUSE THE TITHE and OFFERINGS = "Ye are CURSED with a CURSE: for ye have ROBBED ME = even this WHOLE(DENOMI) NATION!" (You want the BIBLE? This is the BIBLE! Malachi 3:8,9. COL 304 to 319. (Stay home from Church = READ, and MARK THIS! and you will have more "LIGHT!" than you can find in that "SYNAGOGUE" in 20 Years! COL 304 to 319 and to 331. Also 296,302-3,278 to 283. TM 397, 313,338.)

DRUGS=WAR=HEATHEN RITES
You lost the "SPIRIT and POWER of God" = in GC 443. This "APOSTASY" is preparing the Way for the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST." GC 444. You are PREACHING throughout this "WEEK OF PRAYER" the SAME (IN COMMON!" with the OTHER CHURCHES!) The same DRIVEL. GC 445. What is your "OP-
ERATION WHITECOAT" RECORD? and now your major "THRUST!" is to serve HOMOS? RH July 21, 1988. p.4. Since this "WEEK OF PRAYER" is meant for TRUTH = on the "RIGHT-
EOUSNESS OF CHRIST" = does the Adventist forget to REMEMBER = (as usual!) = the "HELL-TORMENT THEORY" = this does not matter to him? does not bother him that HALF in the AUDIENCE = do not know the TRUTH on that Subject? This is NOT a PART = of the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE?" No Part of the "WINE OF BABYLON?" Not to the 7 COURT-JESTERS? From 1884 (ORIGINAL) GC 235 they ELIMINATED the Teaching of THAT PAGE = and gave you the BAAL-PRIESTS as found in your GC 384. "BLIND lead-
ers of the BLIND" = see no difference to this Day!

CLOWNS
The work of a CLOWN = is to get people to forget their Worries = make them LAUGH! In the Olden Days a King had a "JESTER" = also called a "BUFFOON" or the "COURT FOOL." WILSON has 7 of them in this 1988 "WEEK OF DRIVEL!" "Since the Time of the (1888) MINNEAPOLIS MEETING, I have seen the State of the LAODICEAN CHURCH as NEVER BEFORE...their SPIRITUAL DESTINATION...LIKE THE JEWS...all such are FOOLISH VIRGINS." RH 2:421, 425, 4890.

THIS IS A "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
PRODUCTION.